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Foreword

This Guide to Curriculum Planning in Health Education hal, been developed as a
resource for local school districts to develop or enhance an existing health educatior cur-
riculum. This guide will not take the place of local curriculum development, but rath-x will
supplement that development. It is designed as a tool for program improvement, to
stimulate ideas and to offer suggestions and encouragement.

This guide reflects current thinking in health education and provides not only scope and
sequence information, but planning ideas, current issues' and resources. It has become
clear that individuals must have a more responsible behavior concerning their own health
and that health education in the early years can be the vehicle to positive values and at-
titudes.

Ed Argenbright
State Superintendent

We have a need in Montanaa need for education about our health and health care.
Chronic diseases and accidents are Cle main threats to our health. Diseases that develop
slowly over a lifespan can be profoundly affected by our daily choices. Our decisions on ex-
ercise, nutrition, use of alcohol, cigarettes, seatbelts, and many other health-releted
choices are major determinants of how healthy we will be in the future. There is presently
enormous public interest in malting informed decisions in regard to our health.

Making those decisions requires knowledge. This knowledge is an essential part of the
general education every citizen should have. I, therefcn), support comprehensive, K-12
health educatim in Montana schools.

We hope this guide offers the assistance to schools in the state that can help children
develop the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behavior that will improve and preserve their
health throughout their lives.

John J. Drynan, Director
Montana Department of Health
and Envimnmental Sciences
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Introduction

Good health is the cornerstone of a productive and enjoyable life. The road to good
health starts with education.

"...any future advances made in improving the nation's health will not result from
spectacular bio-medical breakthroughs. Rather, advances will result from personal-
ly initiated actions that are directly influenced by the person's health-related ac-
tivities, values, beliefs, and knowledge."

American Medical Association
[Pamphlet, Why Health Education

in Your School]

This guide will serve administrators, curriculum directors and teachers as a resource for
curriculum development. It is not intended to be the local curriculum but rather to serve as
the framework for that development. It provides information on topics that reflect current
hesith education thinking on the nationsl as well as state level. It also provides reseurce
references to assist in the teaching of those areas.

The intent of this guide is to help not only enhance an existing program but assist in the
development of a program where one is not currently in existence. It is intended to be a
resaurce not only for our larger schools but also our small rural schools. It will be of value
not only to our health educators but to classroom teachers responsible for health educa-
tion as well.

Spencer Sartorius
Health & Physical Education

Specialist
Office of Public Instruction

Robert W. Moon, Consultant
Health Promotion and Education
Department of Health and

Environmental Sciences



The Comprehensive School Health Program

School Health Instruction
Planned Curriculum

Philosophy
Goals

e Units
Objectives
Activities

Implementation Plan
Evaluation Plan
Teacher Preparation
Selection of Resources
Parental Involvement

/
/ School Health Services

7
Professional School Nurses/
Trained Assistants
Identification of Barriers to Learning

Screening
Teacher Observation and

Referral
Cumulative Health Records
Management-Health
Policies/Procedures

Emergency Care
Communicable Disease Control
Administration of Medications

Health Counseling/Education

Healthy Students'
and Staff

\ Direct Nursing Care

Healthful School Environment
Health Promotion/Wellness for Staff
Facilities U 'sign
Emotional . Al Social Climate
Maintenance-Sanitation
Recreational Facilities
Food Services
Nutritious Snacks
Disaster Plans

This diagram graphically illustrates the interrelation of health instruction, health ser-
vices, and a healthful school environment, the three major components of a compre.uPrisive
school health program. The purpose of this publication, however, is to provide guidance
for implementation of only one of these componentsschool health instruction.
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Definitions

These words and phrases are used in this curriculum guide and are defined for use in this
guide as follows:

Health competencies are grade-level learner outcomes or expectations which include the
knowledge, understanding, attitudes, and skills that are important for balanced intellec-
tual, social, emotional, and physical growth and development.

A health education curriculum guide is a publication designed to provide ideas, directions,
suggestions, and resources to persons planning, developing, or coordinating a health
education program. It is not a teaching guide.

Integrated instruction is a coordinated effort to teach several different topics in several
related disciplines. Health topics can and should be included as units of instruction in
disciplines such as science, home economics, and social studies. Likewise, reading, writing,
speaking, and computation skills can and should be strengthened within the health in-
struction program.

School health education is the development, delivery, and evaluation of planned learning
activities which are developmental and sequential, kindergarten through grade 12, and are
designed to positively influence the total health knowledge, attitudes, and behavior of in-
dividuals by increasing their abilities to make informed decisions.

The school health education coordhatting team is composed of K-12 professional steff who
have varied responsibilities related to health ;nstruction within the school district. This
team works under the direction of the school health education coordinator. Its members
are representatives from each elementary, middle, junior high, and senior high school
building. The team meets frequently to plan the continuous gevelopment, implementation,
and evaluation of the district's health education program. In addition, each member
serves as the instructional leader for health education within his or her school building.

The school health education coos ilinator is a person who provides the leadership and direc-
tion for planning, implementing, and evaluating a districtwide, comprehensive health
education program.

A scope and sequence outline details the major content areas taught and their sequential
placement at various grade levels in the K-12 health education curriculum.

Time allocation refers to the minimum amount of time recommended in the curriculum
guide for implementation of a comprehensive school health education progtam covering
the ten major content areas.

Total health refers to the lifelong interdependence, constant ..ateraction, and balance of
the physical, emotional, social, and intellectual dimens .is of human growth and develop-

ment.



"Each second t.ye live is a new and unique moment of the universe, a moment
Oat never was before and 'lever Will:bi again-And whilpdi ,we. teiich :Our
chiklren? We tench them ithat two and:two-Make: foUr ancr that PcOis is ihe
capital of France. Whin wilt we also teack,00-04 -ory 4011:voikozetl say
to each of them: Do YGn know what you 4ille? Yoii aria iii4riret'irouiniennique.
In all of the world there is no -ritker ch id exactlyAke.yOu. In!the Millions of
years that have passed, there ha never bein a child like you. And lOok at your
bodywhat a wonder it ist Your legs, yc r.anns, yonr.cunninifingers, the
way you move! You may becorne a Sliakespeare, a MiChecilangelo,
Beet hovcs You have the Capacity foranything. Yes, you are a:Mar64. And
when you grow up, can you then harm another who is, like you, a-marvel? YOn
murt cherish one another. You must workwe must all work-rto »take thii
world woi of its children."

Li.

-

Pablo Casals
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Why School Health Education

Major public health problems such as suicide, accidents, venazeal
disease, heart dhease, obesity, and alcohol and other drug abuse, along
with health mirconcaptions, the lack of accurate health information, and
the continuing rise in the cost of health care are but a few of the reasons
for hetith education programs in schools.

Recognizing that many of these problems are preventable, practically
all national and state health and education organizations have supported
the development and implementation of comprehensive -school'health
education programs. To cite some historical examples of additional sup-
port, The National School Health Education Study of 1963 states:

It becomes increasingly evident that the possession of certain basic
knowledge about health is essential if each individual...is to achieve
for himself, his family, and his community, an optimal level of
health. Fundamental to this acquisition of such knowledge is a
sound program of health instruction in the nation's schools...

The study also revealed many problems related to school health educa-
tion, including

lack of coordination of health education programs throughout the
school grades;
inadequate professional preparation of staff;
lack of interest on the part of some teachers assigned to health
teaching.

Ten years later, in 1973, the president of the United States commis-
sioned a national study of health education. The Report of the President's
Committee on Health Education states that

School health education in most primary and secondary grades is
either not provided at all or is tacked onto other subject matter..
and is assigned to teachers whose main interests and qualificatior.i
lie elsewhere.

This study, just like the one that had been conducted 10 years earlier,
made strong recommendations for the development an,' implementation
of comprehensive school health education programs.

In 1979, the surgeon general's report entitled Health People (followed
in 1980 by a companion document entitled Promoting Health/Preventing
Disease: Objectives for the Nation) outlined a national strategy for im-
proving the health of Americans. Both publications reemphasized the
critical need for quality school health education programs rimed at
health promothn and the prevention of health problems.

In 1981, a national school health education task force created by the
Education Commission of the States published a boutdet entitled Recom-
mendations for School Health Education: A Handbook for State Policy
Makers. This document challenges state leaders in education, the health
professions, and government to make a mearingful commitment to
school health education.

13
1



In 1983, a study conducted by the.Citinegie:sfation tor, the Ad-
vancemetitufl'eachitig_ pUblislied-A Rep-art on ,PO,Oiegary:,-P.E#0: don in
Ansitrica which-recouunensect: that,ajiealth .education:course.be:part.of
the requited coteseuirietilik in, ll lugi -.OchOoli.. ..

*44* .0_84i-.. The ''.'40.3_ 90*.T.,i4.#45: lie ,fiiii:4E-Aroia gieheial
,A*11444.1t.4

,,,,itikif(il.
uationlrei. :

telephOite,'
acme`, 7,coun
whetheieleit,Of 13 jec

orYthe

frau
indiyidnal leader's anit Organiiiitidis at _the'hatronatand_:Stiee levels m , -
dicate browbased sup-p*VfOr the inclOsion Of, comiikehen- giro-heal- .

education in the school ctirriculum.

quitenients' for il
respondents- believ..4
quiremetit. -

In addition to these_ "nein

A healthy lifestyle and positive health habits start with and atfe,;.
fostered through sound health eductikinu. our sthooIs...

Ted Schuiiiiden,pervérnor =5.
State Of 'Montana

Planned integrated programs of comprehensive- health eAticatkm
should be required in school from kindergarten through grade'12:-Health
education is a basic education subject and should be taught as such.

American Academy of Pediatrics

The committee is unanimous in its firm belief that the only effective
way [in] which the school can fulfill its responsibility.fOr meeting
health needs of youth is through comprehensive health education
[in] grades K-12.

Joint Committee of the.
National School Boards Association-and the

American Association of School Administrators

It is a growing belief that any future advances made in_ improving
the nation's health will not result from sPectaeillar
breakthroughs. Rather, advances 'mill result: fi:Oin4eysenally in-
itiated --aCtiOns that are directlY ilifluended lar:tthe
health-telated attitudes, beliefs, and knowledge:-Scheol health
education can make a valuable contribution in. ateas etich as these
and can play an important role in improving the quality of living.

14
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The Montana Education Association fully supports...and more ganeral-
ly endorses...comprehensive health education...

Eric Feaver, President
Montana Education Association

The Board of Directors...support comprehensive health education as
part of the Montana school curriculum.

Barbara Booher, Executive Director
Montana Nurses Association

No knowledge is more crucial than knowledge about health.
Without it, no other life goal can be successfully achieved.

The Carnegie Foundation Report on
Secondary Education in America

However, even though school health education has received strong sup-
port from individuals and groups involved in both health and education,
that support has taken the form of pronouncements rather than actions.
The time for action is now, and the implementation of well-planned health
instruction in Montana schools is long overdue.



Philosophy

...health education can
prevent health problems
and improve the quality

of life and total well-
being.

Quality health education
motivates individuals to

voluntarily take an
active role in protecting,

maintaining, and
improving their health.

Health education is a
basic ingredient in a
prevention formula.

Most causes of
premature death and
infirmity can be pre-
vented by positive
health practices and ap-
propriate health care.

In recent years health care costs have skyrocketed! ?eople across Mon-
tana and the entire country haw become fitness conscious and are realiz-
ing that they "are pritharily responsible far their own health. Health
educatiou should-be aithedet bealth,promotion and tht. prevention of
health problems. Health prefessiknale fuld educatorshelieve thet health
education can prevent health'Problen4 aud i*prove the quality a life
and total well-being. As physiiiina RimaidNincent has stated.

if our youth were liven relevant information systematically and
:-"rofessionally, at a time in their lives whenit could be of some
value, they might very well se/ve the majority of these health prob-
lems themselves with that selfsame corhmon sense that we donot
giv them credit for having. rproposi to you, that if a solution to.
these medical problems tic es not come -by the positive decisions of
an enlightened youth, the solution is not likely to come at-all.

Today throughout the country, the emphasis on health promotion and
health education has never been greater. Schools in Montana have the op-
portunity to make a positive impact on the lives of school-age youth. This

an opPortunity they cannot afford to approach haphazardly in plan-
ning or halfheartedly in delivery.

Comprehensive health education develops skills for daily living and
prepares individuals for their future roles as parents and citizens. Recent
trends underscore the need for informed and educated individuals who
have the knowledge, skills, and motivation to assume responsible roles in
personal, family, and Commimity health. Educators and all citizens must
guarantee that efforts are made to emphasize health as a value in life, and
to enhance critical thinking, decision-making, and problem-solving skills
regarding health. Quality health education motivates individuals to
voluntarily take an active role in protecting, maintaining, and improving
their health.

The overriding emphasis of this philosophy is upon having individuals
successfully develop, establish, and achieve positive lifestyle goals.
These goals enhance the probability of lifelong participation in health-
promoting behaviors, with resulting total health benefits. Specifically,
this philosophy is grounded in two fundamental priiciples. The first is
that health issues are approached in a positive manner. Health education
is a basic ingredient in a prevention formula. It can encourage the in-
dividual and the community to assume responsibility fur the promotion
ef well-being and the prevention of disease and disability. Most
premature deaths and infirmities mn be prevented by positive health
practices and appropriate health care.

The second principle is based on the "whole person" concept, on
recognizing that each individual is multidimensional. The physical, emo-
tional, social, and intellectual dimensions of each person are dynamically
intertwined and are influenced by time, setting, situation, and other peo-
ple. Acknowledgement and nurturing of these interactions, both within
the individual and between individuals, are critical to successful health
promotion practices.

16



Goals

This philosophy of positive ...ealth leads to and supports the following
goals of a school health eduation program. Through health education,
students will:

know that total health includes all of a person's physical, emotional,
intellectual, and social growth, development, and well-being;

understand that every individual human being is valuable;
appreciate that health is a right and a responsibility of every in-

dividual and community;
realize that health professionals alone cannot solve /31\4 z 114 a without

indi-ridual and community support;
understand that individuals can prevent most tiaalth problems

through positive health behaviors;
know that, to become partners in their own health care, individuals

need accurate information, education, health-promoting services, and
support;

practice behaviors which promote and maintain intellectual, physical,
emotional, and social well-being;

contribute to family and community health and effectively use the
health care system;

practice principles of safe living and disease prevention to avoid
health problems;

appre.iate the positive impacts that the individual, the family, and
the community can have on environmental health;

understand the structure and function of the human body and pat-
terns of healthy growth and development.

Finally, a comprehe .sive health education program can make a dif-
ference and can influence the quality of life for this and subsequent
generations. It is therefore with the greatest optimism and enthusiasm
that improvement of the health status dour state's youth should be ap-
proached by the home/school/community team. Thl thne fcr health
education to emerge as a high priority in the curriodum has arrived.
Positive health for all by the year 2000 is not only r- lainabie goal but
an essential goal.

If only one considers the tremendous financial costs of preventable
health problems, school health edncation and health promotion programs
are ecok.omically irresistible.

17



Curriculum Framework

A basic task for any local district curriculum committee is to deter-
mine how the curriculum will be structured. nitre are many ways to
organize the curriculum in health f Aucationi-such,as by unit, by comept,
by competency, by domain, by'problem, or by'a combination of these.

This guide identifies ten major content areas as àsic components of a
comprehensive school health edUcation Piogram. They are taken from a
1981 report by a national health education task force and published in
Recommendations for School Health-Education, A Handbook for State
Policymakers. These ten areas establish the cierall framework for the
body of knowledge to be included in a K-12 health education program. It
is recommended, that local districts develop their curricula around
instructional units consisting of specific lessons which are developmental
and sequential from kindergarten through 12th grade.

111 Figure 2

School Health Education I

Philosophy

I Goals 1

rStudent Objectives
and Units in

Content Areas

Accident Prevention'
& Safety

Community Health

Consumer Health

Environmental
Health

Family Life
Education

Mental & Emotional
Health

Nutrition

Personal Health

Prevention and
Control of Disease

Substance Use
and Abuse

6 18
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This guide makes specific recommendations for grade-level time alloca.
tion. These identify a minimum number of instructional periods needed
at specific grade levels to cover the ten content areas in this guide. The
primary pmpose of making these recommendations is to attempt to
describe a balanced approach to the K-12 health instruction program. In
addition, the time recommendations are offered to suggest a realistic and
practical way to implement health instruction as part of the total cur-
riculum.

The time allocations at the K-6 level are especially important because
the classroom teacher has the responsibility for providing health instruc
tion along with all the other subjects required as part of the total elemen-
tary instructional program. At the junior and senior high school levels,
the time recommendations are based upon a proposed discrete semester
course meeting daily. It is important to note that the recommended
periods of instruction at the junior and senior high levels are based upon
the assumption that the K-6 recommendations have been honored and
that meaningful instruction has occurred prior to the junior and senior
high school years. A primary concern here is that students understand
the total health concept through developmental and sequential learning
experiences at each appropriate grade level. Thus, if planned instruction
does not begin until grade 4, the recommended times and objectives for
grades K-3 must be given serious consideration.

While the amount of time allocated for health education at specific
grade levels does not indicate the quality of that education, it is one
criterion for determining the importance of health instruction in the total
school program. The following chart gives time allocations in minimum
number of instructional periods.

Time Allocation

...the amount of time
allocated for health
education...is one
criterion for determin-
ing the importance of
health instruction in the
total school program.



lig Table 2

Recommended Time Allocation

Recommended Time Allocation in Minimum Number of Instructional Periods
to Cover the Content Areas at Specific Grade Levels*

IRecommended
IOne

School Health
Education

Major Content
Areas

for Classroom
Instruction

number of periods per year
year = 34 Weeks Recommeneed number

of periodsper semester

II. 1-2 3-4 5-6 7 89 10-11-12

45 into.

per wk.

1 period =

15 nun.

75 miri. per wk.

I period = 25 min.
1-J min. per wk.

I period = 25 mM.
125min. per wk.

1 period = 50 min-

1 course,
me- ting

90 perir.:5
in a

semester.
1 period =

50 min.

1 cqurse,
meeting

90.12r,rirn
in a

semester. '
1 peried =

50 min.

Grade Levels
15-min.
periods

25-min. eeriJd.s
50-min. periods

K

.

I 2 3 4 5 6
..........

7-8-9 1011-12I. Accident
Prevention
1 ndSilfery

15 12 12 15 15 6 6 5 14
IL Community

Health 0 0 0 6 6 6 6 5 5
III Consumer

Health 0 0 0 6 6 4 10 8
IV. Environ.

mental
Health

0 0 0 6 6 5 5 10 10

V. Family Life
Education 6 9 9 12 12 10 10 15 12VI Mental and
Emotional
Health

18 18 18 18 1$ 13 15 12 8

VII \ utrition 18 18 18 18 18 10 10 5 5
VIII. Personal

I lealth 18 18 18 18 18 13 12 10 9
IX Prevention

and Control
of Disease

6 6 6 6 6 3 3 3 4
X. Substance

Use and
Abuse

6 9 9 15 15 i 5 16 10 10
TOTAL
PERIODS 87 90 90 12.0 120 85 85 85 85

*The recommended periods for a year or semester do not necessarily mean that all instruction should be completed in that specific contentarea in consecutive lessons.

8
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7

Curriculum Die -)elopment,
Implementation, Evaluation

When one considers the task of institutimalizing a comprehensive
health instruction program, one must realize that the process is con-
tinuous and never ending. There are three major phases involved in
establishing a comprehensive program.

DevelopmentlPlanning
Implementation
Evaluation

The eleven steps are shown in figure 3. It is recommended that local
committees planning a health education program seriously study A Con-
tinuous Path Toward a School Health Education Program.

Comprehensive School Health Education

The following is an excerpt from "Comprehensive School Health
Education: A Practical Definition," a paper which appeared in the Oc-
tober 1985 Journal of School Health.

Comprehensiveness relMed to school health has been identified with 10
essential elements. Those have been agreed upon by key personnel long
involved with one or more of the four school health curriculum programs
studied in the School Health Education Evaluation (SHEE) Study. The
list has been refined to include only those elements that were critical to
the success of each particular model.

1. Sound curricula are well-planned, sequentially developed, and in-
clude classroom experiences that prouide opportunities for pupils to
learn about their personal, family, and community health. This
begins at entry into school and continues through completion of
their scholastic education. This series of experiences should include
a specific delineation of content areas that have been determined to
be appropriate to the age, grade, or developmental level and needs
of students. The experiences should include specific goals and objec-
tives to be attained by both pupils and education staff.

2. Curricula should prouide opportunities for students to understand
health in its larger social context. Appropriate coverage and sub-
stantial reinforcement at subsequent grade or developmental levels
should be provided by exposing students to an array of local, state,
national, and even international priority health concerns.

3. School health curricula should be planned and taught in careful coor-
dination with other subjects. Such articulation increases the
likelihood that school health curricula will be grounded in the basic
educational goals associated with: basic intellectual and intraper-
sonal skills, scientific thinking and problem-solving skills, self-
assessment and self-management practices, advocacy, and par-
ticipation in democratic processes.

9
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4. Planned and ongoing inservice prOgraine are--eSsential, to 'better:,
_

prepare teachers and hey school personnel (principol; nurse, eduea-
tient resources, and other curriculuin specialiSts) to carry Tie the cur-
rictilunt program in classrooMs. Inserviee:trainingehouldialsci_nr
date 'healtk,:teaciiers and-, Others'releviii4: pereonnoli 'in: 'their
knowledge Isint-teaddrut-skilla'as. wel u toobtain4he input

elf-Pr#'5. :H;ch teachmg/leannng resaiiicei ikor qe r*ctlwr?..of:tistalh (ar,
riculurn
available to (*hill. ,etaffr ^lasSioarrj, -Tkeae
resources ahoUld':

gmgraphical, an4 giejetio.n; 1416'04044'
be sensitiVe.,to tko variabilitkin . of iuteieet, ability, and -ski- 1,1
among student& Itesourceishotdd iledbeeelOted that provide op
tions for stUdents-with_varlous lioningstyles...

6. Classroom and school ,Outiiiiikaetivitiii shadier be,deiiiisid;tain-
form.? inut-quf; 441±2..#0qe eitY9004-::9t#V,*!*

s s . -
and other People.oriaroie thekoMe co,s00.40# vtntsiti44-
don of the pupa This iseesentia l WW1"). other familymnenbeanr
key exemplars to, understand and room*. w

.
achooicur,

riculum seeks to, ice60.1)404..A., __t:zt,h.e_0010_..
and crucial in the eihration'ol:Children, and family-, inembers'"Viewa
and inputs into the sChOO1 ha1th ciirriOdiim and Claisiooni ex-
perience can be extremely prOuctive.-

7. To assure that school health eurriculUncobjectives ars reittforced,
rather than negated v, soar exaMple or outright tinhealthfulprac-
tices or conditionsrser as and periodic ritriew of the schooi,ersiiirOn-
ment, including-each, activitiel as school Iral4h-services,,:phySiCal
education, food/snack services; envirorune94-maii.ltenan*,,alid
safety actiVities-shOuld be undertaken. earehiY1#0tien sbeuld_be
paid to the factethat thescotherprograMs.hike gre'si iiiitential for
major contribution, to the health-education expeewate4PuPiliAs
well as to motivating and facilitating learning in the chiliroom
phases of the curricf.th;:n_

8. The community,should play ce.1 active rolein school health educa-
tion, including participation by representatives from community
agencies, professional organizationi, voluntary health agencies,
businesses, and parent groups. It ako may include college and
university personnel who assist in the planning, knplementation,
and assessment-of the school health_curriculum.

9. Curricula should be continuously AsseSsed toascertain whether or
not critical objectivei are beingmet. Aimesments should:be made
from four perspectives: 1) Taupae, theirreactions andoutcomes, with
attention to-student gains r knowledge, attitUde-and behavioral
measures; 2) teachers, the ClassrCon-JirOcsoi of- impleinenting the
curriculum and attainment Of 'go,* 3Ychól diàrict, its geali and
educational missión; and 4parentsandconniunity nrmbers, their
perceptions of the yalue of the program.

10. Proper arention to the first nine elements requires a,management
system. Such a system, however modes4 is needed to assure duf
leadership and coordination of the multiple interests and factors
essential to a sensitive school health education curriculum that is
comprehensive.

Authors are: Roy L. Davis, Howard L. Gcnser, Margaret A. Kirkpatrick,;

Sally Wolfe Lavery, and Sandra L. Owen.
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Implementation

Once the curriculum components of a health instruction program have
been developed, a rea lie plan to 'mplement the program in the class-
room must be designed and set in motion. If at all possible, a district
should plan on implementing the curriculum in two phases. Phase One
would include the piloting of the new or revised curriculum. In order to
test ideas, this short-range piloting phase may involve simply the use of
activities and materials for a few weeks in classrooms during the develop-
mental period. This limited range of activities may be most appropriate in
small districts where only one or two teachers are involved in the curricu
lum change or where there are only one or two teachers per grade level. In
other situations, the total curriculum may be piloted for a full year in one
or more classrooms per grade level or course. Regardless of how limited or
extensive the pilot phase, it has distinct advantages for a health education
coordinating team gathering formative information before a total commit-
ment is made to or significant changes are made in the curriculum. After
pilot testing, the health educati mi team usually makes changes in the
proposed curriculum as a result of information obtained from students and
teachers

Phase Two is the long-range commitment to the implementation plan
which outlines the process of transition from phase one to the diffusion of
the program throughout the school district over several years. The coor-
dinating team and administration must examine several critical issues
prior to the complete diffusion of the new curriculum. The long-range
implementation plan must address 1) staff responsibilities, 2) staff devel-
opment needs, 3) implementation monitoring, and 4) the continuous modi-
fication of the instructional program. Each of these issues is dealt with
separately in this section

Identifying Staff Responsibilities

The successful implementation of any curriculum requires identifica-
tion of key staff to pilot progrAm components. The coordinating team
should establish some specific criteria to be used in selecting staff during
the pilot phase and also the long-term diffusion phase of the implementa-
tion process. All staff involved must clearly understand their responsibil-
itie, and the expectations related to the eventual implementation of the
ent ire curriculum.

It is critical that the coordinating team and administration establish
and implement a system of open, two-way communication and coordina-
tion among all staff involved This requires a clear curriculum design so
that everyone has a precise understanding of the rationale, philosophy,
goals, objectives, content, scope and sequence, evaluation methods, and
expected student outcomes for the total program. It is also extremely
important that all staff involved develop a sense of legitimate ownership
and comn.ment to the successful implementation of thecurriculum.

27
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. . a realistic plan-to
implement the program
in the classroom must be
designed and set in
motion.

It is . . . extremely impor-
tant that all staff
involved develop a sense
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successful implemer,-
tation of the curriculum.



Formal monitoring to
ensure that the curricu-

lum is actuely being
implemented as de-

signed is necessary . . . .

Identifying Staff Development Needs

Once staff have been identified and their responsibilities clearly
articulated, staff development needs must be considered. Among ques-
tions to be addressed are the following.

I low does the new curriculum differ from the cuirent curriculum?
How will new learning experiences and teaching strategies he pre-

sented to teacher's?
How will background information needed to teach the content be pro-

vided to teachers?
ilf,w win teachers be prepared to use any difficult materials?
llow will teachers learn to use the methods of evaluation?
How will teacher ownership of the curriculum be nurtured?
A specific plan for professional staff development should be designed

by the coordinating team and -approved by the district administration.
This plan should be based upon identified staff needs, considering

a time commitment (airing the school year;
budget,
local teacher contract,
who will lead and facilitate;
who will attend;
resources to be used; and
immediate and long-range assessment of the value of the program.

Monitoring the Implementation Process

As the curriculum is implemented throughout a district, the coordin
ating team should set up some means of gattnring observations from
teachers, students, administrators, and parents. Formal monitoring to
ensure that the curriculum is actually being implemented a3 designed is
necessary during the implement .tion process. This monitoring provides
for continuous formative evaluation of tha program's success, both on its
own merits and in terms of pupil achievements.

It is recommended that the building principal or a teacher with speci-
fically assigned responsibility should serve as the instructional !2ader in
the monitoring process. This person reports to the coordinating team the
successes, failures, and changes necessary to keep the curriculum develop-
ment, implementation, and evaluation processes continuous.

Modifying the Program

A final step in the long-range implementation of the curriculum is
ensuring that improvements suggested by the results of formative evalua-
tion will be implemented. At this point, the curriculum cycle begins
repeat itself, with continuing review and revision, reinforced by an appro-
priate professional staff development program.

28
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Evaluation

One of the critical components of a comprehensive school health
education program is the evaluation process. Evaluation begins with the
initial planning of the curriculum and continues through the development
and implementation of the instructional program.

In the curriculum development and planning stage,, careful assess-
ment of the existing program is necessary. Such a review serves both as
an evaluation of present practice and an assessmPnt of needs for cfiange
and development. In this stage, evaluation is a constant process by which
the philosophy, goals, curriculum framework, scope ancl sequence, objec-
tives, content, and learning activities are weighed against accepted educa-
tional philosophy and goals. During the implementation stage, evalua-
tion consists of continuous monitoring of progress. Much of the evaluation
will deal with student performance in terms of stated objectives: In addi-
tion, the district should evaluate areas such as availability of resources,
teaching strategies, and classroom climate. Evaluation of such factors
frequently provides insights into causes and possible solutions to educa-
tional problems.

The following are unportant considerations in the evaluation of a
health education curriculum plan and the actual instructional program:

agreeing on an evaluation plan;
selecting appropriate evaluation instruments;
establishing an evaluation schedule;
implementing the evaluation plan;
analyzing the results; and
planning program modifications.

If both program goals and student objectives have been attained, no
unusual curriculum revisions are indicated. When objectives have not
been attained, the curriculum development cycle begins again.

In no instance should curriculum development stop completely. Even
the best of programs can profit from continuous examination. New knowl- Even the best of pro-
edge, improved techniques, changing philosophies, and local priorities grains can profit from
make curriculum development, implementation, and evaluation a never- contir.uous examination.
ending process.

Local school districts can use many different kinds of instruments for
program evaluation. These include checklists, interviews, rating scales,
structured discussions, surveys, and teacher-developed tests. Appendix ID
provides "A Checklist for Evaluating a School Health Education
Progra m."

29
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The following chart outlines key questions for teaching staff
esponsible for health instruction at any grade level. The completion of

such an assessment can reveal much about the present status of health
instruction, staff attitudes, and inservice needs.

SAMPLE SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM ASSESSMENT TOOL GRADE LEVEL

PLANNED UNITS
OF INSTRUCTION

LIMOR CONTENT
ARRAS

How Well Is
This Topic
ramrod

How Well
Prepared to
Teach Unit

How

IFin: yrtao:

Coordination
-nd

Conununi.
mtion With

Others/
Teaching

Units

Maim
Emphasis of
Instruction

Approximate
Time Allocation

No. Instruction
Hrs. Per Year

Best Resources
Used People

and/or Materials

Briefly Identify

urces Needed

Briefly Identify

I. Accident P r n e n -
Hen and Safety

V S N V S N V S N V S N K A PS

IL Conununity
Health

V S N V S N V S N VSN KAPS

III. Conaunmr Health VSN VSN VSN VSN KAPS

IV. E n v i r o n m e n t a l

Health
V S N V S N V S N V S N K A PS

V. Faanly Life
Educr,bon

V S N V S N V S N V S N K A PS

VI. Homeland
Emotional Health

V S N V S N V S N V S N K A PS

VII. Nutrition V S N V S N V S N V S N K A PS

VIIL Personal HnIth lar s N V S N V SN VSN KA PS

IX. Preventionand
Control of Disease

V S N V S N V S N V S N K A PS

X. Substance Um
and Abuse

V S N V B N V S N V S N K A PS

Key. el Very

S Somewhat

N NotatMl

IC w Knowleds.
A el Attitude Develop:twat
PS w Problem Solving

In addition to evaluating the total health education program, a dis-
trict must also evaluate student performance in terms of program objec-
tives. Teachers, administrators, and others will want to know how effec-
tively students are developing health-related knowledge, attitudes, skills,
and behaviors. Both objective and subjective evaluation procedures
should be carried out. Some of these might be

pre- and post-tests to determine student knowledge, attitudes, and
skills related to health content covered;

student self-evaluation scales, inventories, and surveys on health
status and practices;

simulations;
interviews and discussions; and
teacher and parent observations.



Assessing student performance in terms of knowledge gained is
relatively simple. Constructing tests and other devices that allow
students to demonstrate their knowledge about health is like construct-
ing tests for any other curricular area. Testing should be both informal
and formal, and should not be limited to paper and pencil situations. Ac-
tivities that demonstrate use of knowledgi should be included.

Evaluating student performance in terms of health skills is more dif-
ficult. However, the use of various simulations and problem-solving
situations in which students must actually demonstrate their skills can
be. very helpfu:. Actual practice of skills learned will allow teachezs to
assess levels of student proficiency.

it is most difficult to assess attitudes and behaviors that promote life-
long health and well-being. However, attitude surveys, observations by
teachers and parents of how students react in varying situations, and
logs in which students record health behaviors and attitudes can be used
to assess present performance. Long-term evaluation using follow-up
surveys with both parents and students after students have graduated
should also be considered.

la summary, the purpose of evaluation should be improving the quality
of health instruction and of student learning experiences.
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Arrangement

In this guide, the ten content areas are arranged in alphabetical order;
each includes the following components.

Topics: examples of topics for which instructional units may be
developed.

Rationale: brief background information concerning content-area
problems, issues, and needs.

Life Goals: broad, individual lifestyle goals related to the specific content
area.

Student Objectives: learner outcomes identified for each grade level,
K-s, and for the junior high school and senior high school levels. These
objectives are based upon minimum time allocations recommended for
each content area at specific grade levels.

Sample Lessons: examples of learning activities in a format that can be
implemented in the classroom to support specific student objectives identi-
fied in this guide. These lessons are included to illustrate how teacher
creativity must be involved in implementing a quality health education
program. Samples are provided in the ten major content areas for the
primary, intermediate, junior high school, and senior high school levels.

These lessons are not intended to be complete in and of themselves.
Each should be part of a complete unit of sequential instruction. Thus, it
is assumed that students will come to each lesson with prerequisite
knowledge and skills, and thet subsequent lessons will provide review,
expansion, and follow-up.

A Step Beyond: Creating
Your Own Lessons

Delivering Content

This guide provides a comprehensive presentation of the philosophy,
goals, and objectives which underlie a well-balanced health education
curriculum. The guide is a primary resource for content information and
suggests selected ways the content may be delivered.

18
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For instruction to be most effective, it must interweave well-thought-
out content with appropriately planned student activities and skillful
teaching techniques. n summary, instruction occurs when the teacher:

selects the content to be taught;
assesses the students' prerequisite skills;
makes appropriate adjustments in bhe level of difficulty of a content

skill or the depth of a content Concept;
dt.aigns student activities directli related to the acquisition of the skill

or concept;
implements the lesson using valid principlesOf learning appropriately.

Designing a Lesson

For example, a selected objective might be: The students will demon-
strate the proper first aid treatment for a choking victim. Thetteacher
needs to examine this objective in light of what is known abOtikthe skill
levels of the students.

Do students know the symptoms of a person who is choking? Can they .

distinguish between symptoms of choking and symptoms of ether prob-
lems? Are students physically abie, i.e., coordinated enough and large
enough 9 administer the necessary type of first aid?

If the answers to the first two questions are no and the ans% er to the
last question !s yes, then the teacher may design a lesson that looks like
this.

On the board, gener-te two separate lists, one headed "Symptoms of a
Choking Victim," the other headed "Symptoms That Might Be Confused
with Choking."

Compare the two liststo define the critical attributes that distinguish
choking behavior from nonchoking behavior.

Pass out slips of paper listing symptoms or oeople in different situations
where choking might be the problem. Help students determine if the
problem described is choking or something else.

When satisfied that all students can identify a choking victim, discuss
and demonstrate steps in the Heimlich Maneuver and the American Red
Cross or American Heart Association procedures for treating a choking
infant, child, or adult.

Provide ample time and opportunity for students to practice and be-
come proficient in this first aid procedure.

This particular lesson incorporates teacher input at the appropriate
level of difficulty for the students, teacher modeling of cork ect behavior,
checking for student understanding before going on to each new segment
of instruction, and supervised practice to insure skill acquisition. In addi-
tion, a teacher would want to incorporate mofivational techniques, oppor-
tunities to apply for review, and practice ove, time so that the skill is re-
tained.

9 3 4



Using the Sample Lessons

Tht sample lessons in this document illustrate typical ways to effec-
tively deliver the health education curriculum. Each is an attempt to
show how to teach to an objective, incarporate sound instructional tech-niques, and use a wide variety ;4 teaching approaches that may enhance
student motivation and interest.

The lessons are only meant to he examples, however. Every teacher
anis( make the critical decis'ons about student readity:ss for the material,
integrate appropriate student activities, and develop complete units and
lessons which reflect individual teaching style and creativity. This
curriculum guide will be most effective when the teacher steps beyond the
basic structure it outlines.

Interrelationships among
Content-area 0bjectives

This curriculum guide is structured around the belief that the objec-
tivei presented in the content Lreas of Personal MI h, Mental and
Emot ional Health, and Family Life Education can serve as the foundation
on which a comprehensive school health educatien program can be built.
The objectives in these three areas are essential to support the philosophy
of health promotion/wellness and the prevention of health problems
throegh positive health lifestyles presented in this guide.

It is important to review objectives in other closely related areas when
adapting or selecting student objectives for any content area. Units
organized in any content area should not be taught in isolation. The
following outline lists content areas with close interrelationships.

Accident Prevention and
Safety
Consumer health
Environmental health
Community health

Mental and Emotional
Health
Personal health
Family life education

3
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Cothniuutty Health
Environments! health
Prevehtithiand control

dlieaie
Accident prevention

and safety

Consumer Health
Nutrition
Prevention and control

of disease
Substance use and abuse

Environmental Health
Community heahh
Accident prevention and

safety
Prevention and control

of disease

Family Life Education
Personal health
Mental and emotional

11,?aith

21
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Nutrition -
Cfniatqambealtli
Oreventionakcontrol

of disease

PeO.P,00.010J
Meritalaild:er,Ogonalhl
PamilY life education

PreVention and Control
of biseasi-
ConimuUity health
Envirorithental health
Censumer,health
Nutritioh-,

Suhatintaiise and,Abusi, ," ,
PeiSOnakhealk
Men*athi emotional health
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Fathily.lifeethicition
Consumer health q-k
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Focus

most accidents are
preventable.

Topics

Instructional units maybe developed for theseand other topics related
to accident preventionand safety: attitudes.towarttsafety, causes of acci-
dents; home and school stifeW traffic (auto; kleltir-3chool bus) safety; fire
prevention; environmental hazards; poisoning:prevention; first- aid and
emergency health' care;.cardispulmonarpresuscitation (CM; safety per-
sonnel; resources and agencies; individual safety precautionsk retrea-
tisnal safety; occupational safety; safety rules, laws, regalations, legisla-
tion, careers.

Rationale

Accidents are the leadingcause of disability and death among people
from ages I to 24. H unvin and envirenmentatfactors can cause accidents,
but most accidents are preventable.

Students, therefore, should develop a high degree of safety awareness.
A continuous, sequential program covering safety, accident prevention,
and emergency care, including CPR and first aid, carr help students learn
and practice safe ways to work, play, and live in our increasingly complex
technological society.

Life Goals

The individual
takes steps to correct hazardous conditions whenpossible;
follows rules and procedures recommended for safe living;
avoids taking unnecessary risks;
applies correct emergency treatment when appropriate.

Student Objectives

See also Consumer Health, Environmental Health, Community Health

Kindergarten

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: fifteen 15-minute periods/year

By the end of kindergarten, students will:

38
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I. recite their names, addresses, and phone numbers;
2. explain what to d.; if they are lost;
3. recite the names of people who can help in case of an accident;
4 describe hazards at home, school, and on the playground and ways to

avoid them;
5 identify poison signs that help people:
11. show in behavkr and conversation that they recognize and appreciate

the import:m-3a of having rules;
T. identify bask traffic signals and signs in the neighborhood;
8. explain and demonstrate how, when, and where streets should be

crossed;
9. recognize that strangers, or even people they know, can be harmful.

Grade I

&commended Minimum Time Allocation: twelve 25-minutc periodslyear

By the end of first grade, students will
1. be able to dial the local emergency phone number in case of an acci-

dent;
2. list and recite necessary, bas;ic information that should be communi-

cated in an emergency,
3. identify and obey the safety rules at home, school, work, and play;
4 describe and demonstrate how to go to and from school safel.y;
5. describe and appreciate safety rules for bus and auto riding including

the use of seat belts;
6. explain the correct fire drill procedure and behavior at home and at

school;
7 describe basic steps to follow if injured at home or school;
8. discuss the importance of not eating or drinking unknown substances

and name several common poisonous substances;
9. explain and demonstrate the me of warning stickers on hazardous

household products;
10. talk about the dangers of getting into a car with a stranger.

Grade 2

Recommended M .nimurn Time Allocation: twelve 25-minute periods/year

By the end of second grade, students will
1. realize the dangers of playing with matches and fire;
2. discuss safety precautions around bodks of water, including ice;
3. describe and demonstrate the safe use of a bicycle;
4. identify and describe hazards which may result in injuries to the

mouth, eyes, and ears;
5. discuss and demonstrate the safe use of electricity;
6. demonstrate basic first aid procedures for minor burns, wounds, abra-

sions, ead ar imal and insect bites;

2439



7. understand that individuals are responsible for their own pt...soml
safety;

8. design a fire etkiape plan with theirparents for their hotnes;
9. state several reasons why unsafe to taka dares;

10. identify Trays to prevent accidentN
11. explain tl'in propar Steps to take in case of a tornado.warning or other

severe weather conditiOns.

Grade 3

Recommended Minimum Time Mtpcation: fifteen 25-minute periods/year

By the end of third grade, students will
1. discuss the dangerS of "horseplay" inany situation;
2. discuss several important pedestriansafety precautions;
3. describe the benefits of wearing relkctive clothing and using bicycic.,

reflectors at night;
4. recognize, value, and respect safety pemonnel,,like police Officers and

firefighters;
6. explain steps for home fire prevention and their ,home fire escape

plans;

6. explain and appreciate the role of school safety patrols;
7. demonstrate respect for the laws and regulations regarding safety;
8. discuss hazards associated with lightning.

Grade 4

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: fifteen 25-minute periods/year

By the end of fourth grade, students will
1. describe safety procedures for recreational activities suCh as flying

kites, climbing, swimming, and hiking;
2. show concern for others' safety when in a group;
3. demonstrate pate bicycle behavior, rules of riding, and proper care of

equipment;
4. develop a list of telephone numbers foremergency contacts;
5. recognize that minor injuries may require additional attention from

responsible adults;
6. describe relationships between accidents and reckless, careless, and

risk-taking behavior;
7. explain basic first-aid procedures for bleeding, resuscitation, poison-

ing, and burns.

Grade 5

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: six 50-minute periodslyear

By kite end of fifth grade, students will

4 0
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1. identify safe boating practices and water safety rules;
2. describe the correct procedure for helping someone who is in danger in

the water;
3. explain the symptoms of and care needed by an infant, child, or adult

who is choking.

Grade 6

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: five 50-minute periodslyear

By the end of sixth giade, students will
1. explain the symptoms of and basic frat aid procedures for treating

unconsciousness, shock, and fractures;
2. list symptoms of major health problems such as heart attack and

stroke and demonstrate the p..mer reporting procedures;
3. demonstrate a safe attitude toward risk-taking behavir,r and an

understanding of its effect on themselves and others;
4. develop a babysitter's guide of accident prevention and safety proce-

dures.

Grades 7-8-9, Junior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: five 50-minute periodsl
semester

By the endc. ainth grade, students will
I. explain the proper first aid needed for an alcohol or drug overdose;
2. demonstrate mouth-to-mouth resuscitation on baby and adult

manikins;
3. demonstrate the proper first aid treatment for a choking victim.

Grades 10-11-12, Senior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: fourteen 50-minute periods/
semester

By the end of 12th grade, students will
I. demonstrate application of dressings, bandages, and splints on an

injured victim;
2. demonstrate the correct procedure of cardiopulmonary resuscitation

on baby and adult manikins;
3. demonstrate responsible and safe behavior in high-risk situations

such as driving, sports, and recreational activities;
4 know about a wide variety of career choices and occupational oppor-

t unities available in accident prevention and safety.
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111 Sample Lesson

Grade 2 - Accident Prevention and Safety

Specific Topical Key: Fire Safety

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objectives

The students will design fire escape plans with their parents for their homes.
The students will be able to identify the procedures to follow in case ofa fire in their

nouse.

Activities

Draw a typical house outline, with all available exits, on the chalkboard.
Discuss

all exits available in case of fire,
all of the procedures to follow in case of a fire in their house (e.g., having a central

meeting place in or outside the house, going to a neighbor's house, phoning fire depart-
ment, using fire extinguishers, remembering special considerations for upper-level rooms,
and so on).

Using the house outline on the chalkboard, develop a fire escape plan with your stu-
dents.

Tell students to outline their houses with the help of their parents, and to develop
their own fire escape plans. Ask them to discuss their fire escape plans with all family
members, and bring copies of their plans back to school to earn fire safety certificates.

Resources Needed: Local fire department home fire escape checklist, fire safety
certificate

Evaluation Focus
Knowledge 0 Attitude 0 Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)

27
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Sample Lesson 111

Grade 5 - Accident Prevention and Safety

Specific Topical Key: Choking

Approximate Time: 100 minutes

Objective

The students will explain the symptoms of and care needed by an :..fant, child, or
adult who is choking.

Activities

Discuss the signs of choking and symptoms of a choking victim.
Discuss and demonstrate first aid procedures to 11 PA with a choking baby or adult.
Pass out slips of paper listing symptoms of people in different situations where chok-

ing might be the problem. Ask students to determine if the proWsm described is choking
and, if so, the proper promduree to use.

Ask students to crap:a:a the symptoms of choking victims and proper first aid pro-
cedures to their parents, using a procedure checklist. Parents can assoss student
knowledge and sign the checklist, which students should bring back to school.

Resources Needed: American Red Cross or American Heart Association manual,
Heimlich maneuver filmstrip set, checklirt

Evaluation Focus
(8:Knowledge 0 Attitude El Problem Solving

Teacbei-'s Notes (Things to change)

43
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13110 Accidgnt prevention and Safety

Specific Tepical Mouth-tv-Mouth Resuscitation

Approximate rime: ..'tit) minute.;

Objective

The students will demonstrate mouth-to-mouth resuscitation on the haby and adultmanikins.

Activities

Using manikins, teach stmlents how to give effective mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to
a baby and an adult.

Have students practice techniqueson the manikins.
Ask students to explain the procedures to their parents or other family members,

using a checklist which can be signed and brought backlo sChool.

Resources Needefh American Red Cross filmstrip or film on mouth-to-mouth resusci-
tation, manikins, cleaning materials for manikins, checklist

Svaluation Focus
Knowledge 0 Attitude El Problem Solving

Teadier's Notes (Things to change)

4 4
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Sample Lesson II
Senior High - Accident Prevention and Safety

Specific Topical Key: First Aid

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

The studonto will identify and/or demonstrate correct procedures in first aid treat-
ment.

Acdvities

This is culminating activity covering all first aid objectives and entitled: "First Aid
Olympics."

At the end of the first aid and emergency care unit, the instructor will develop a course
with ten stations at which students will be required to perform cognitive or practical tasks
to demonstrate their knowledge af first aid procedures. Ten students will be chosen to run
the stations, and award number scores based on accuracy to the participants.

The olympic contenders are to move from station to station and, within a time limit,
answer questions or demonstrate the first aid procedt re required at each. Their scores
are to be written on score cards. When all participants have completed all .-..tcrtions, their

score cards are given to the instructor, who will compute point totals and netecmine first-
through fifth-place winners. Ribbons or certificates can be given as awards.

Resources Needed: Materials frr each station.

Evaluation Focus
0 Knowledge At titude 0 Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)

4 3
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Schools have the
potential . . . to become

centers of health
promotion .

Topics

Instructional unitnwhadtrIliowd fqr tOege a-140.W t9Plc,.rOstO
to community health; indiyidnal reiponsibility healthful,school home
and community, environmentx cosankunitY4,0throsqmms
official and nonofficial *4 agencies; health service careers; pollutihi
control; community involvement; current issues; trends in medical care.

Rationale

Whereas physical surfival was the maior public healthconcern in the.
st,: psychological and social survival may welt be the challenges of this

age. Accordingly, community health efforta have begun to take into
account the vast and complex network of sociologirtati,,rxchotogical, and
environmental factors that affect the health of people.

Current trends in community health focusç 4kv,idaet. responsibil-
ity and emphasize development of positive lifestyles and self:cab skills
which liAnction cooperatively with eoitbAshvii 0** 40.t.0: 14.13micelf
Individual responsibility for health is also a fundetnental sincent of all
health education and supports personal and cemmAnity (aorta to proreete
optimal well-being for all citi ;ens. Schools have the Ktentist, inoopera .

tion with community agencies and health care providers, to become cen-
ters of health promotion in the 110s and '90s.

Life Goals

The individual
obeys laws and regulal ions designed to protect the health of the com-

munity;
contributes to community health programs;
P.ccepts responsibility at a citizen for supporting the activities and pro-

grams of community health workers;
avoids Lay personal action that might contribute to the deterioration of

clmmunity health.

47
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See also Environmental Health, Prevention and Control of Disease, Acci-
dent Prevention and Safety

Grade 3

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: six 25-minute periodslyear

By the sad of third grade, students will
1. describe the characteristics of a healthy community;
2. cite examples of how people in the community work together to solve

health problems;
3. identify ways to assist health agencies in the promotion of health.

Grade 4

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: six 25-minute periods/year

By the end of fourth grade, students will
1. explain how community health agencies protect and promote the

health and safety of community members;
2. list some human far4.ors which influence community health;
3. identify roles of various public health workers;
4. know that health practices which contribute to personal well-being

also support optimal community health;
5. kr ow that disease prevention is a major role of public and private com-

munity health agencie^

Grade 5

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: five 50-minute periods/year

By the end of fifth grade, students will
1. recognize the benefits that accrue when people in the community work

together to promota health;
2. demonstrate awareness of the interrelationship between community

health and well-being;
3. describe personal and family activities which influence community

health;
4. discuss current community h -,alth issues;
5. list services various community health specialists provide.

Student Objectives



,

.Grade 6

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: five 50-minute perio47/year

By theand of sixth grade, st: -nts will
I. del* 4,,pta_n:,hy,whiA,,a1,ind,iyiduAl might murls,.witlf. athei7s tu pro-~!-,

mote a',higte-r- le40)4,4*40.1!.coi67014*''-`'
2. 'demonstrate:hoi4a,0*taA44)9MeWa;krogtam feepsing on a

specific health iaaUe.ifit4n7theA4oliietting;
3. explain hew ,the'anyirOn:Meniiif health section Ofa hea1tlLdcpitmen

serves the comnitinity;
4. explain the relaticiashiparliublic health laWto cemmunityhealth;-
5. describe the majOrlkoles that yolunteer health agencies and,organira-

tions play in promoting connininity health.

Grades 7-8-9, Junior High

Recommended Minimum Time All1cation: five 50-minute peritylif
semester

By the end of &nth grade, students will
I. identify how a community can support afid meet needs ofdifferent age

groups;
2. identify local msources available to meet specific community health

needs;
3. demonstrate knowledge of organizations and their pesitions on vari-

ous health issues;
4. know about a wide variety of career choices and oCcupational oppor-

tunities available in community health.'

Grades 10-11-12, Senior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: five 50-minu1 e periods/
semester

By the end of 12th grade, students will
1. demonstrate the skills needed to locate, evaluate, and use community

'health'resources;
2. analyze the relationship between individual rights and the health .of

the community;
3. identifyaurrent.trends in medical care;
4. implement a ,personal,planto actively inveitigate e current commun-

ity health issue or support a comMunitythealtil,campaign;
5. know that ,health education is an important function of community

health agencies.

4 9
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Sample Lesson 111

Grade 6 - Community Health

Specific Topical Key: Community Fitness Fun RuriAValk

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

The students will demonstrate how a group can implement a program focusing on a

specific health issue within the school setting.

ACTIVITIES

As part of a school or community fitness day, students are to organize, publicize, and

participate in a "Deck of Cards Run/Walk." F. '-udents, families, and f-:- ads may be

invited to take part.
Set up a one-mile course on the achool groLnds, in the gymnasium, or in some other

appropriate location. Use the following rules for the game.
Give each person who completes a one-mile run/walk five playing cards, chosen at

random. Each must then decide if he or she has a "poker hand" worth keeping. If not, the
participant may turn in all or part of the hand received and complete a second mile

run/walk to earn replacement cards.
After each run/walk, a designated person must record each participant's nameand the

cards kept. Participants may run/ walk up to five miles to obtain the best possible "poker
hand." When all have finished, the announcer names those with the winning hands. All
participants should receive a certificate of merit for taking part in therun/walk.

Resources Needed: Many decks of cards, certificates of merit, louncer, person to

serve as rnorder

Evaluation Focus
0 Knowledge GI Attitude Et Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)

35



'Asmple Lesson 4

.truitior High - CommuOity Health

Specific Topical Key: Appreciation of the Aging Population

Approximate Time: 56 minutes

Objective

The students will identify how the community can meet the needs of different age
groups.

Activities

Each student interviews an individual 65 years of age or older. The interviewee can
be a relative or a person known to the student, but preferably should be sinneone not
known.

The following are suggested questions.
What afe the major problems that people your age face?
What do you enjoy most about your life today?
What services could the community provide to helppeet your needs?
If you could change one thing in your conimunity, what would it be?
What social activities would you like this community to-provide?
How do you think you can bring about the changes you desire?

Discuss responses to interviews and community action that might be taken to meet
specific needs.

Resources Needed: Questionnaire

Evaluation Focus
Egl Knowledge El Attitude 0 Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)

51
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Sample I.e.:son 1111

Junior High - Community Health

Specific Topical Key: Wellnesa Newsletter

Approximate Time: (ongoing)

0 bjectiv,:s

The students will demonstrate the skills needed to locate, evaluate, and use commun-
ity health resourcea.

The students will improve reading and writing skills while increasing th,sir aware-
ness of community health issues.

Activities

In this classroom activity, students are given a list of current "welluess" topics
covered in such magazines as Runner'z World, Current Health, Family Health, Current
Consumer and Life &tidies, and American Health. Each student will choose a topic of
interest, locate a magazine wilh an article on that topic in the school library media center,
read the article, and write a brief newsparr-style review.

Students may also choose to write perso, ql-interest, personal-involvement, or !ocal
community-interest stories in lieu of magaiie article reviews.

Student editors will choose acceptable articles on a range of wellness topics to be
organized by content area in a newslet Student artists should be asked to provide
appropriate art work throughout the new.ietter. Arrange to have the newsletter printed
or duplicated in some other way.

Copies of the newsletter can be distributed to students, at parent-teacher conferences,
or at an open house.

Resources Needed: Current issues of health-related magazines or newspapers

Evaluation Focus
El Knowledge 0 Attitude CI Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)

52
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. . the individual
should be abk to

discriminate between
what is valid and what

is not.

Instructional units may be developed for these and other topics related
to consumer hea)th: individual responsibili4, influence of advertiFing,
social and ecoAomic factors that affect health, laws for consumer protec-
tion (forA labeling), protection agencies, health insuelnce, selection of
medical services, quackery, reliable sources or health information, evalu-
ating health prs.ducts and services, use of trained medical personnel,
criteria for product evaluation.

Rationale

Each individual is largely resperoale for his er her own healf,h.
Carrying ott this responsibility involves not only critical choices
in terms of one's lifestyle hut also choosing among a vast array of medical
and health-related services, products, and personnel. This combinationof
services, product/., and personnel forms perkana the fastest growit g indus-
try in the United States today, i;he health industry.

Health-related information is widely disseminated via the medi.1
today, but the individual should he abte to discriminate between what it
valid and what is not. A person should Se capable of identifying author-
ities on health, the v-mious means a access into the hea111, care system,
and community public health rescurces. Students must acquire a certain
level of sophwticatton in decision making by the time they reach adult-
hood.

Life Goals

The individual
chooses health products and services on the basis of valid criteria;
oceepts only that health information provided by recognized health

authorities;
utilizes the services of qualified health advisors to help maintain and

promote his or her own health.

5 4
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Also see Nutrition, Prevention and Control of Disease, Substance Use and
Abuse

Grade 3

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation. six 25-minute periods/year

Student Objectives

By the end of third graiie, students will
1. list commonly purchased health products;
2. identify the impact of advertising and other influences on the use of

health products and services;
3. explain ways television advertising influences health product choices.

Grade 4

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: six 25-minute periodslyear

By the end of fo;irth grade, students will
1. identify questionable ccmsumer health-related practices;
2. know that emotions, family practices, and values influence selection

and use of health information, products, and services.

Grade 5

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: five 50-minute periodslyear

By the end of fifth grade, students will
1. explain how information on labels can be used in selezting health pro-

ducts;
2. explain why directions for use of over-the-counter and prescription

health products must be understood;
3. differentiate between health quackery and legitinnte health informa-

tion and practices.

GT( ade 6

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation. five 50-minute periodslyear

By the end of sixth grade, students will
1. identify media techniques used to advertise food, tobacco, alcohol, and

health-related products;
2. evaluate accuracy of pro-'utt daims;

3. examine reasons for selection and use of health-related products and
services

40 5 5
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Grades 7-8-9, Junior High
4

Recommended Minimum Time Allocution: ten 50-minute periodesemester

By the end of ninth grade, students will
1. demonstrate the ability to think critkally about., health-related

duets and services;
2. analyze health-related products and ser vices in terins of cost, quality,

warranty,and availability;
3. demonstrate awareness of information, and the implications of infer-

mation, on the use,d,prescriptien and over-the-counter health pro
ducts;

4. identify criteria for the selection of appropriate health-related pro-
ducts or services,

5. demonstrate the ability to act upon concerns about ineffective.health
products or services.

Grades 10-11-12, ..ienior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: eight W minute periods;
semester

By the end of 1 2th grade, students will
1. analyze techniques used to promote health-related pr.ducts and

services, including insurance;
2. describe consumer rights and responsibilities;
3. explain the functions and limitations of key governmental agencies

regulating production, distribution, and promotion of health informa-
tion, products, and services;

4. demonstrate the ability to apply valid criteria when selecting health-
r6ated products or services, such as fitness equipment, exerdise
programs, and alternative healing practices;

5. know about a wide variety of career choices and occupational oppor-
tunities available in the area of consumer health.,

6. identify valid sources of information to refer to in making decisions
about hea Ith services and products;

7. demonstrate an assertive attitude as a consumer wanting better
health products and more responsible health services.

5 6
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Specific Topical Key: Consumer Wellness

Approximate Time: 50 miuutes

Objective

Sample-Lesson, III
Grade 5 - Consumer Health

The students will differentiate betwer,n health quackery and legitimate health infor-

matior and practices.

Activities

This activity can be used as an introduction to consumer health issues. Adopting the
stereotypical "medicine man" approach, you are to try to "sell" your stuckats on the
virtues of Dr. Lemke's Stomachic Drops (perhaps even get some of them to say they will

buy a bottle).
Hold up an old bottle filled with a fluid whi:e you are talking. Explain that this bottle

was found in an antique store and that Dr. Lemke's Stomachic Drops were actually sold in
drug stores throughout the United States a number of years ago.

Use the following details in your presentation.
1 (the teacher) first got interested in the product as the result of a college assignment to

recreate a medicine from a formula in an old medical text.

I chose Dr. Lemke's formula because it was supposed to cure acne and ends of the

hair, common teenage complaints.

The mysterious ingredient in Dr. Lemke's Drops is capsicum, which is grown
hydroponically (submerged in water) and must be imported from Africa.

My associates and I finished making the product in two months and successfully field

tested it on ourselves and friends.

We asked for support from the American Medical Association (AMA) and Bristol

Myers, but were unsuccessful.

We decided to market the product through magazines after receiving a patent, because
the AMA and Bristol Myers would not give us their support.

We bought a factory to grow capsicum and produce Dr. Lemke's Drops.

We have increased sales each year for the last three years.

A local newspaper is coming to take advertising pictures of students holding bottles of

Dr Lerri:e's Stomachic Drops.

Famous people are endorsii.,z flte product, for example, the Osmonds and Michael

Jackson.

Students can get two bottles for the price of one if they bring their money the next time
class meets.
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*hen ran have finisheti.,04 preseiit4tion, , and perhaps, tAiiii4OMS orders for
Br. Leinite"irStoinachie Orp*Ifiern ifoiir .ktodents, ,stonflle :MediOpamn: 'tpitch."

.- Subsequent discusiion,shouid deal ivith t4e4Max thitihati been ,kflieti4:4echniques
you used to sell your product, and ways students can find reliable healthinSivation.

,-..

, Resources Needed: Antique medicine bottle'

Evaluation Focus
Knowiedge 10 Attitude

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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Specitic Topical Key: Arthritis Quackery

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

Junior High - Consumer Health

The students Will demonstrate the ability to respond to conrerns about ineffective
health products or services.

Activities

Three "To Tell the Truth" contestants are chosen at random one week before the game
so they can study their responses.

An announcer and five panelists must also be chosen for this activity. To begin it, the
announcer invites each contestant to stand and state name and occupation Each does so,
and then the announcer reads the introduction.

Script

Annowicer: "Contestant #1 (#2, #3), state your name and occupation, please."

Contestant(): "My name is Dr. ErneAt (Edith) Callum. am a physician specializing in
the problems or the arthritic."

Announcer "Dr. Calium has been a physician specializing in rheumatoid arthritis for the
past 12 years. Dr. Callum's research deals with the environmental causes of arthritis and
treat nwnts that may relieve arthritic pain. Many of Dr. Callum's treatment techniques
are patented and have been so'd to over 200 hospitals throughout the world. Dr. Caltum
is a noted public speaker on .he causes and cures of arthritis, -Ind recently won the
American Medical Association's Research Award for work on arthritis treatment. We
will begin questioning with

(panelist #1)
Each panelist gets two minutes to ask contestants questions from the list provided

below

ti
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Qapstions

1) What is arthritis'?
2) Is there only one type of arthritis?
3) What causes arthritis?

How do you diagnose arthritis?
5) Who gets arthritis/
6) What form of treatment is most recommended?
7) What clinic or hospital do you work for?
8) Where did you earn your M:D. degree?
9) Are you affiliated with the Arthritis Foundation (AF) or the American Medical Asso-

ciation (AMA)?
10) What is the theory behind and how effective is the use of copper bracelets?
11) What is your opinion on arthritis-strength aspirin?
12) Would you prescribe orange juice and ..od liver oil as a cure-all for arthritis?
13) What is liefcort?
14) Do vibrators help or harm the arthritic?
15) What is your opinion of treatment centera?
16) What are some of the steroid hormones used for arthritis treatments?
17). I understand only old people have arthritis. Is this true?
18) What are the symptoms of arthritis?
19) Is it all right to treat my arthritis myself?
20) Why doe:: quackery thrive so much in our society?

After a break for a commercial that gives information.ou arthritis and/pr quackery,
each panelist votes for the contestant he/she thinks is the "real" Dr. Callum and tells the
clasq his/her reasons for making this choice. The real Dr. Callum.(contestant B) stands up
at the end.

This activity car help prepare students to talk about quackery, health-related adver-
tising, and sound bases for health decisions.

Resources Needed

Evaivation Focus
El Knowledge 0 Attitude ( Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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Sample LeS81111 (continued)

Junior High - Consumer Health/Answer Sheet
Contestant A

1) Inflammation and pain in the joints.

2) Yes, the only kind is rheumatoid arthritis.
3) The major cause is cold, wet weather, but certain occupations such as typing can

cause increased rates of arthritis.
4) With chemical screening tezhniques I have developed. These are used only at my

clinic.
5) Only those who live where they are exposed to poor environmental conditions or who

use their joints excessi.,,ely.

6) The only successful approach is warm-oil treatments with constant electrical stimu-

lation.
7) The Madison Clinic in Califbrnia. It was named after my partner, James Madison.

8) Emporia Technical and Medical Institute in Emporia, California.

9) No; I don't believe in thnir philosophies.

10) If the metals are copper derivatives and are vibrated, they can, as has been shown at

our clinic, have some curative effect.
11) I feel that all it is, is glorified aspirin.

12) I might for someone who has constipation but not for someone with arthritis.

13) I think it is the name of a type of arthritis of the hip.

14) The vibrator I have brought to the show has been used successfully in over 1,000

documented cases.
15) Since I run a clinic, I believe in their success and have thousands of testimonial

letters to support my belief.
16) There are no hormone treatments used in my clinic. They can cause a loss of hair,

you know.
17) Anyone can contract the dread disease of arthritis.

18) The only symptoms are painand a tingling sensation at the arthritic joint.

9) Hone has securt 4 the proper devices and attemied my clinic for three weeks then 3ne

can self-treat.
20) Because there are unqualified people looking for a quick buck, and there are millions

of gullible Americans looking for a quick cure.



eSample Lesson (continued)

'Junior High - Consumer Health/Answer Sheet
Contestant B

1) A rheumatic disease. An inflammation ofthejoints.2) No, there are several kinds. The most common tyrn a is rheumatoid arthritis.3) Scientists are not sure. Causes are being studi.j. Some feel that it is caused bybacteria or a virus.
4) I use x-rays and a careful evaluation of each patient's symptoms.5) Anyone can contract arthritis.
6) Treatment by a physician, rest, freedo:n from nontal strain, a balanced diet, andaspirin.
7) The Madison Clinic in Sacramento, California.
8) Marquette University in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
9) Yes, I have been for 12 years, ever since I started practicing medicine.10) Many metals are said to have curative powers. I do not know the theory.

11) Tik..y are selling this "glorified aspirin" through high-pressure advertising. The onlyactive ingredient in the product is the aspirin.
12) I do not feel promoters of these remediesare reliable sources of health information.13) A drug claimed to cure arthritis concocted by Dr. Robert Liefman.
14) They might relieve the pain, but they will not cure arthritis. In addition, when restof a joint is essential, they could be harmful.
15) I feel these treatments are totally ineffective.
16) ACTH (Cortropin) Cortisone.
17) No, it can affect the young as well.
18) a) Persistent pain or stiffness, b) pain or tenderness in one or more joints, c) swellingin one or more joints, d) recurrent symptoms when they involve more than one joint,e) tingling sensation in the fingertips, f) fever, weakness.19) No, because self-treatment could be harmful and aggravate the condition.20) Because people are lookirig for the ultimate cure. They will go to any lengths torelieve pain.
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Sample Lesson (continued)

Junior High - Consumer Health/Answer Sheet
Contestant C

1) An inflammation and corresponding pain in the joints.
2) No, there are thousands of kinds of arthritis, but they can all be cured in the same

way.
3) The major cause is the type of food we eat. High acid content can lead to arthritic

joints.
4) By looking for lumps over or under thejoints.
5) Only those who abuse their bodies with poor diet.
6) A special high-oil, low-protein diet is the only successful treatment.
7) The Madison Arthritis Clinic in Secramento, California.
9) No, the costs of membership far outweigh the benefits.

10) Only if the copper is taken internally will it have a beneficial effect.
11) I concur with the other contestants; the only active ingredient is aspirin.
12) I have had reat success with this same treatment at my clinic. I take ()Cense at any-

one calling it unreliable or a cure for constipation.
13) I am sorry, but I don't know.
14) The vibrating machine I have brought here today has been sold to over one million

arthritic patients. It should be used in conjunction with my diet therapy for best
results.

15) I believe that they can be successful only if they are run by sound medical people and
qualified nutritionists, like those my treatment center happens to ' ave.

16) The only hormone I use is a new patented one called Callumisone developed and
administered exclusively by me.

17) Yes, only old people tend to develop arthritis, as their nutritional problems have
continued over a long period of time.

18) The only symptoms are pain and a distinctive swelling above and below the joints.
19) After a stay et my clinic, any person should have the nutritional knowledge to over-

come the pain, the discomfort, and the disease itself.
20) Because our government does not punish quacks enough.
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Mille Lesson

&ROO High - Consumer Health,

Specific Topical Key: Health Club Survey

Approximate Time: SO minutes

Objective

The students will apply valid criteria in the selection of health-related products or ser-
vices, including fitness equipment, exercise programs, and alternative healing pra4ices.

Activities

Give your students the accompanying survey to fill out. As they tornplete.it, they 40
become aware of what they feel are the important features ofa worthwhilelienit4chkor
exercise facility. It may be helpful to translate possible ratings, or disci* thVai, before
students begin. High importance might translate as essential, medium as good, but not
essential, and low as marginal or irrelevant, for example.

Evaluation Focus
El Knowledge l Attitude El Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)

6 4
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Sample Less On (continued) 111

Senior High - Consumer Health

Survey Directions
What do you feel are the important features of a worthwhile health club or exercise

facility? Indicate the h lportance of the item(s) mentioned in each question below by

circling one of the three numbers.

Facility
Importance

High Medium Low
1. Does the club have an indoor jogging track? 2 1 0

2. Is there a swimming pool? 2 1 0

3. Are the men's and women's locker rooms equal in size? 2 1 0

4. Does the club have a Universal weight machine? 2 1 0

5. Does the club have a carpeted or matted exercise area? 2 1 0

6. Is there a lounge or rest area? 2 1 0

7. Are there racquetball courts? 2 1 0

8. Is there a whirlpool and sauna available to both men and
women?

2 1 0

9. Are there indoor tennis courts? 2 1 0

10. Is there reserved parking for members? 2 1 0

11. Is the club within walking distance from home or work? 2 1 0

12. Does the club have a play area for children? 2 1 0

13. Is there a lab available for testing health and fitness levels? 2 1 0

14. Are there eating facilities? 2 1 0

15. Does the club provide personal items such as soap, towels,
shampoo, and so forth?

2 1 0

16. Is rental equipment availabl^? 2 1 0

Program and Personnel
17. Is the staff well trained and qualified? 2 1 0

18. Are all instructors trained in the areas of first aid, for
example, CPR, artificial respiration, water safety?

2 1 0

19. Are lessons offered for sports activities? 2 1 0

20. Is there an intrc .tctory offer for prospective members? 2 1 0

21. Is thei.e a good variety of organized classes? 2 1 0

22. Is there a weight reduction program? 2 1 0

23. Is the qtaff friendly and eager to nelp? 2 1 0

24. Is tht qtaffing ratio per member adequate? 2 1 0

".'..6. Does the dub sponsor any competitive teams? 2 1 0
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Costs and Membershi;
26. Are the services of a masseuse available?

27. Does the club send out flyers to inform members of
new programs, classes, tournaments, and so forth?

28. Is there adequate security for personal belongings? 2 1 0

29. Are there children or family meinbPrships available? 2 1 0

30. !fa family membership is available, is there a reduction in 2 1 0
cost?

31. Are all programs and facilities included in the membership 2 0
cost?

Importance
High Medium Low

2 I 0

2 1 0

32 Is the yearly cost $100 or less? 2 1 0

33. Are you allowed to bring a guest? 2 1 0

34. Is the duration of the membership a year, or can you join 2 1 0
on a monthly or half year basis?

35. Are partial memberships available for certain sessions, 2 1 0
classes, G r sports?

16. Are you bound by a legal contract when joining? 2 I 0

37 Is the club adequately insured for liability and injury? 2 I 0

38. Is there a refund if the club is closed? 2 I 0

39 Is your membership honored by other clubs cf the same 2 I 0
organization?

40. ls there a senior citizens discount? 2 I 0

Rating
The purpose of this survey is to find out what you as a consumer feel are the features a

good health club should have. Therefore, you should be interested primarily iit the
number of 2s in your responses. Count them. The categories below will tell you whether
you are likely to find a health club that meets your requirements.

30-40 What you are looking for is a club which provides a more than adequate
program and facility. Unfortunately, one that has these exceptional features is rarely to
be found. If you do find one that offers everything you require, it may be too expensive for
an individeal to join.

20-29. You are looking for an average health club. These exist in good numbers;
usually their membership and other fees are reasonable. Remember, though, that indivi-
duals have preferences in programs and facilities. You might have to visit a number of
health clubs to find the one that has most of the programs you feel are important.

0-19. First, determine whether or not you are at all interested in ...zny type of health
club. If you are, re-evaluate what you feel are the important features of such a club. It
may be that you are the type of individual who can carry out a balanced fitness program
or participate in sports without the aid of an organized club.

To complete the activity, discuss with students their reasons for rating some items in
the survey "1" or "0."
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. . the student must
become actively involved

in promoting improve-
ment of the environment.

Topics

'.,Lstructional units may be developed for these and other topics related
to environmental hea individual and coaimunity responeibility, pollu-
tion, effects of enviro oent on health, environmental protection agencies,
Population density, world health, waste disposal, sanitation, laws. career
choices.

Rationale

The protection of health culd the promotion of human comfort and
well-being through interactions with the environment are responsibilities
which result from modern conditions. The increase in population and
diversity of human activities have made control of the;- impact on the
environment increasingly difficult.

Large-scale programs of sanitation and enviromaental protection
have attempted to resolve the various problems of pollution. The critical
facior affecting success of such programs is neither their scope nor their
funding, but the degree to which each individual values the environment
and cooperates in cleaning and protecting it.

In order to become a responsible citizen, the student rust first recog-
nize what constitutes the environment and the resources that exist to pro-
tect and improve that environment. Secondly, the studint must become
actively involved in promoting improvement of the environment.

Life Goale

The individual
obeys laws and regulations essential for the v. Nivel of humanity;
understands that till people have a responsibility to help conserve

resources;
avoids actions that contribute to the deterioration of the environment;
utilizes agencies responsible for environmental protection.

6
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Student Objectives

Also see C qnmunity Health, Accident Prevention and Safetv, Preven-
tion and Contrc of Disease. Special note: See A Guide to arriculum
Planning in Environmental Education.

Grade 3

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: six 25-minute periods/year

By the end of third grade, students will
1. list ways people can help keep a healthy environment;
2. participate in a program aimed at reducing litter in school and com-

munity;
3. know and demonstrate ways individuals and groups can help keep the

school environment healthy;
4. describe ways the senses can be protected from air pollution;
5. differenoate between kinds and sources of environmental pi.11utian.

Grade 4

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: six 25-minute periods/year

By the end of fourth grade, students will
1. identify and discuss individual and community responsibilities for the

prevention and control of environmental probkms;
2. describe community facilities and procedures that ensure safe water

supplies and sanitary trash and sewage disposal;
3. demonstrate ways water can be conserved at home and elsewhere;
4. discuss reasons why humans need natural parks and recreational

sites;
5. list health problems associated with water pollution;
6. describe the impact water pollution has on well-being.



Grade 5

Recommended Minimum rime Allocation: flue 50-minute periods/year

By the end of fifth grade, students will
I. describe methods used to prevent oncurtail 4nckpollution practices;
2. list the sources of and methods for dealing with solidlOiste;
3. demonstrate an appreciatian orthe belt* and iinpOrtince of natural

cesources and of their impacts on human health;
4. explain the relationship between population and land use;

5. predict environmental changes that.will be caused by increasing pop-
ulations;

6. describe the impact of land pollution on well-being.

Grade 6

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: five 50-minute periodslyear

By the end of sixth grade, students will
1. describe ways in which improving the environment can enhance phy-

sical, mental, and social health;
2. list negative and positive environmental changes that may have come

about by the year 2000;
3. explain why sanitation is important to the nation's health;
4. explain the effects of environmental practices on well-being-,
5. describe how rodent and insect populations can be affected by environ-

mental practices.

Grades 7-8-9, Junior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: len 50-minute periods/semester

By the end of ninth grade, students will
I. describe the impact technology has on the environment and human

health;
2. identify local, state, and federal agencies that promote or affect

environmental health;
3. discuss the individual's responsibility for preserving a healthy envir-

onment;
4. compare the origins and impact on well-being of various types of air,

water, and land pollution;
5. describe the effects of noise pollution on well-being;
6 list potential environmental carcinogens;
7. discuss sources of radiation;
8. know that over the past 100 years environmental control measures

have gre:ttly reduced human illness.

F17
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Grades 104142, Senior High .

Recommended Minimum Time Allocntion: ten 50-minute periods/semester

By the end of twelfth grade, students will
1. predict what the environment will be like in 50 years if people con-

tinue to make positiye environinental changes;
2. analyze the roles of agencies that addreaS environmental issues;
3. demonstrate ways of preserving a healthy environment in the school

and coMmunity;
4. analyie the pros and cons of various types of energy.).
5. evaluste the environinental impact of toxic waste burial;
6. know about a wide variety of career chokes and occupational oppor-

tunities available in the environmental health field;-
7. discuss improvements in air and water, quality which have been

made thrOugh public and private conteel measure's;
8. talk about hove-indiiiidual and societat Valdes affect decIsions policy

makers and citizens make about environinental health;
9. describe how personal and family lifestyles affect the environment;

10. recognize that- government regulation of enYironinental 'qualit:, is
not fully accepted by various groups in this society.



,sr - v. .n., . tf't

Grade 3 -Environmental Health

Specific Topical Key: Reducing Litter

Approximate Time: 25 minutes

Objective

The students will participate in a program aimed at reducing litter in school andcommunity.

Activities

"Caught it, the Act of Cleaning the School" is the name of this activity. During agiven week, all third grade students are designated official "watchdogir tiMies)to keep an eye out for any person in the school'whc Gan be citughtin theActbfimprovittg
the school environment by picking up litter, straightening hall areas, andio oh.

When a watchdog spots a student doing a good deed, I* or she returns to the classroomand files a report with the teacher, indicating ;xith who did the clean deed and exactly
what was done. The watchdog is then giwen permission tt; fill out an elicial award 'certi-
ficate to present to the sttlent in the homeroom. The student's name and deed are also
posted on a school bulletin board of "Most Appreciated School Citizens."

Resources Needed: Certificates

Evaluation Focus
0 Knowledge Attitude El Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)

7
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SampleiaessiM,.7,

Junior High - EnvironmentatHegth

Specific Topical Key: Noise Pellution

Approximate Timec 50 minutes

Objective

Students will describe the effects of noise pollution on well-being.

Activities

Students conduct a noise pollution survey of their own environment using a decibel

meter.
Working in groups, students measure noise levels in r variety of locations such as tt.e

classroom, a gymnasium during athletic ev,:nts, the lunch room, and shops; they also
measure noise from sources of music. Students record results in chart form, listing the
source of each sound, the area where it was recorded, and its decibel level.

Students rank sounds according to their decibel levels and determine whether each
sound could be detrinnntal to their health. They can discuss ways to minimize the

hazards of noise pollution.

Resources Needed: Decibel meter

Evaluation Focus
IA Knowledge 0 Attitude El Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes. (Things to change)
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Sample Lesson

§enior High - Environmental Health

Specific Topical Key: Toxic Waste

Approximate Tinve: tiO minutes

Objective

Students will evatupi .1 the env ironmentd impact of toxic viaste burial.

A ctiv ides

The students ale to become part of a mock public hearing that study the effects of
waNtc disposal, water poisoning, soil contamination,and r .ssible health hazards.

Before the date of the activity, each student should have t,he opportunity to observe
and discuss each of the following topics: solid land fill sites, industrial water pollution,
and the effects of chemical burial sites. Each student should have read about and dis-
cussed Love Canal (Niagart, NY). In addition, the students are to have read selected
environmental protection agency reports on ground water )woblems

The studc-ts ill form small groups of six or seven.
Each group will conduct its own public hearing on whether or not the dumping of

wastes should he allowed to cont ,,lue at the site pictured below
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achperson in the group will assivae one atharo, listed below:
<1.

farmer;
trash collector who dumps th%trash,lives in life city, and consumes city water;
president'af the companY who 4; dumping Cheinkal wastes;
cOnservationist who once usd thelandlbihultingand fishing;
a city dWellewhoreceivesw4tef,liain,the City Well;,.

an official from the neighboring cimimmity,Whern the nextdumping might 44 if this

site is closed;
the judge who will make the final decision to either grant, the license to continue to

dump or rescind the license.

Resources Needed: Diagram ofdumping site and potentfal impact on a community

Evaluation Focus
Knoriedge 0 Attitude in Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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Focus

The school supports both
parents and children in
their efforts to gain the

knowledge and learn the
behaviors that enhance

the family foundation of
society.

Topics

Instructional units.may'be developed for theae atid Other topics related
to far tily lite education: family'composition abiFroles,lifetyCles, human
growth and development, the TeproduCtive protess, 'heredity, marriage,
selecting a compatible fife patinae, TamilyTelatinfiships, linproving family
communications, parenting, prevention ofribuse.

Rationale

Family living is characterized by dynamic personal and group experi-
ences wnich can be enhanced by developmental 'support froin Many
sources. The family is the major forum for devel6prrterital Witieriences;
however, the school does offer significant reseurtes for gniding 'young
people toward positive personal adjustment, preparatiun for marriage,
and family living. Societal problems and challenges Associated with
issues such as teenage pregnancy; divorce, and single-paven t. families can

confronted through effective school-basea instruction in faMily living.
In identifying its role, the school recognizee the primacy of parental

responsibilities for the basic education of their children for family living.
The school supports both parents and children in their efforts to gain the
knowledge and learn the behaviors that enhance the family foundation of
society.

There are a number of family problems, such as child abuse and
neglect, which are intensified by economic distress; social distance within
communities, personal and family dynamics, and the breakdown or lack of
community and family support. Successful education involving students,
teachers, parents, and other community resources can help prevent many
of them.

Life Goals

The individual
respects the rights and privileges of every family member;
adjusts appropriately to changing physical, mental, emotional, and

social roles, responsibilities, and privileges as they occur throughout the
life cycle;

deals comfortably and appropriately with the demands of his or her own
gender;

communicates effectively as a member of a family and of society;
supports the belief that the alth of all children is an individual,

family, and community responsibility.
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See also Personal Health and Mental and Emotional Health.
Special note: See "Instruction about II uman Sexuality" in section 13 on

"Current and Future Issues in School Health Education."

Kindergarten

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: six 15-minute periods/year

By the and of kindergarten, students will
I. respect and be ccwrteous about similartues and differences in human

beings;
2. describe qualities of friends;
3. describe what parents and chiHren do to promote a healthy family;
4. discuss ways that strangers or even people they know can be harmful;
5. understand that ev: 'y child has the right to accept or reject affection.

Grade 1

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: nine 25-minute periods/year

By the en3 of first grade, students will
I. describe the groups they belong to and how to work cooperatively in

any group;
2. describe various kinds of fam:lies and tbe ways family membership

can change;
3. discuss individual and group responsibilities in a family and ways the

family works together as a unit;
4. realize that, if approached by a stranger with a gift, a promise, a ride,

or a threat, they should say "no," and run to tell someone they trust;
5. name animals that reproduce their own kind;
6. realize both animals and humans have mothers and fathers who care

for their young.

Grade 2

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: twelve 25-minute periodslyear

By the end of second grade, students will
I. cite examples of ways specific individuals of the same age are similar

and diffetent in their growth;
2. realize that if children are loved and their physical needs met, they

feel safe and secure;
3. recognize and value caring adults who are significant in their lives;
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4., name A, variety Off lin activitWs tamily marribers participate in to-
gather toshow caring for one;Inother;

5. recognize that human beings grow and developinside their mothers:
5. realize that human beings aan he abused physically, socially, and

emotionally in different ways and by different people

Grade 3

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: twelve 25-minute periodslyear

By the end of third grade, students will
I. explain why children need families and how famay members c4,ntri

hute to the physical and mental health of one another;
2. describe different kinds of friendships:
3. identify different stages of the life cycle from birth to death:
4. explain the contributions, responsibilities, rights, and privileges of

each family member;
5. illustrate way:t fan,ily members and significant others help and influ-

ence a.titudes and behavior;
6 identify trusted people who cun help with personal and family difficul

ties;
7 identify the different ways living things reproduce.

Grade 4

Recommended Minimum Time Alloeutwn. twelve 25-minutepet wdslyear

By the end of fourth grade, students will
I. use acc unite terminology to explain the structure and function ol the

human reproductive system;
2, identify the changes which occu as they approach polnaty:

realize that learning to get, along with others is a unique process for
each individual;

4 describe bow they are affected by and affect those with whom they
associate;

5. illustrate relationships in a family that influence the health, happi-
ness, and harmony of the family unit ,

6. real ixe that each person's family is unique and special,
7. define different types of personal abuse and know where to get help if

abuse occurs.

Grade 5

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: ten 50-minute periodslyear

By thc vnd of fifth grade, students will
I. !,xplain the structare and functi,,n of the human reproductive system;
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2. explain physical, emotional, and social chanrs which occur as they

approach puberty;
3. list the characteristics that help maintain friendships and compare

their Own characteristics with those on this list;

4. appreciate the impact of the family on, and importance of the family
to, individual development;

5. identify the possible impacts of death or divorce on the family;

6. realize that the roles of each member of the family may change for a
variety of reasons.

7. analyze the difference between assertiveness and aggression.

Grade 6

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: ten 50-minute periods/year

By the end of sixth grade, students will
1. analyze the impact of peer pressure on an individual and a group;
2. describe specific roles of parents and children that are complimentary

and/or conflicting;
3. appreciate that a positive family environment will encourage com-

munication among members-.
4. demonstrate an understanding that values and attitudes about family

life come from the family unit.
5. explain basic steps involved in making a rational decision;
6. discuss dating as one way of exploring friendships and learning new

social skills;
7. identify criteria for acceotable dating behavior.

Grades 7-8-9, Junior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation. fifteen 50-minute periods/
semester

By the end of ninth grade, students will
I. investigate interrelationships of and disparities among physical,

emotional, and social changes occurring at puberty;
2. understand a pregnant mother's ability to affect healthy embryonic

and fetal development;
3 identify the sequence of events which show, in general, the develop-

ment of the human organism kom conception through adulthood;
4. develop the ability to resolve conflicts and formulate new friend-

ships;
5. accept and human sexuality as normal and essential to total

well-being;
6. identify factors that influence their sexual attitudes;
7. recognize the value and necessity of facilitating communication

about sexuality with parents:
8 identify the responsibilities and consequences inherent in sexual

relationships,



9. identify the general reasons for and methods of 'preventing preg-
re'

the phyAical, emotional, and social problems nasocktted with
teenage pregriancy;

11. develop, using a decision-making proces$, a tode of behavior for
themselves that is consistent with a posit:ve value system and ---,Ili-
tive goals;

12. know that the need bor love and affection influences behavior.

Grades10-11-12, Senior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation. tivelor .50.minutt periods!
semester

By the end of 12th grade, students will
1. identify the major causes of birth defects such as rubella, drugs,

heredity, and communicable discuses;
2. understand factors that promote healthy embryonEc and rein) devel-

opment, and especially the effects of nutrition;
3. explain that it is possible to plan for or to avoid pregnancy, vlid that

the decision is influenced by many factors;
4. recognize problems associated with teenage pregnancy w'aich affect

the teeneger, friends, family, and community;
5. know facts about sexual assault and its prevention;
G. recognize and appreciate their .,:alues and goals and how these relate

to selection of a spouse;
7. de?....^ribe factors which contribute to a successful merriage and family

unit;
6. analyze the impact of children on a family, including role changes,

responsibilitivs, and costs;
9. analyze the interrelationships among career and family roles, vari-

ous responsibilities, and family harmony;
10. know about a variety of career choices and occupational opportun-

ities available in the area of family life and health.



er. "111111.

Salim le.l.esson

Grade 1 - Family Life Fdueation

Specific Topical Key: K inch; of Families

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

The studen'is will describe the various kinds of families and oe ways family member-
ship can change.

Activities

Present 1:1formation on various family structures: 7zuclear, extended, single-parent,
blended, foster, adoptive, and ctildless. Organize the class into seven groups reflecting
these seven family types. Each group is to prepare a picture collage depicting persons
from their assigned type of family. Each group presents their family collage to the class,
describing the role of each fam. member.

Discuss the ways family membership can change. Help the children taik about how
this changes the structure of the family group.

Resources Needed: Family magazines for pictures

Evaluation Focus
Ei Knowledl 0 A ctitude OProbkm Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to ch'nge.)
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Grade I - Family Life Education

Specific Tivical Key: Friends

Arfiguntimate'rintet 50 miinges

bjectiv-:.

The students will realize that learning to get along with others is a process unique to
each incl. v

Activities

Lead a discussion with students on the qualities Gl a friend, such as being trust-
worthy, respectful, receptive, and reliable. Ask students each to complete a contract to
make a new friend.

*** ***** **************0 ******* ********** ****** ***********
New Friend Contract

, on thLi day
agree to find and make a new friend. I will

show that friend that I am dependable trustworthy, fair, and courteous. I will make sure
that I say and do something nice for my new friend. I understand the qualities of a
good friend and will demonstrate those qualities by my actions toward those around me.

Signature of student

Signature of new friend

****** ******** ***** ******************** ***** ***********
At the next class period, have each student introduce or tell about his or her new

friend and share ppsiii ve comments about that new friend.

Evaluation Focus
0 Knowledge g Attitude 0 Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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Sample Lesson 111

Junior High - Family Life Education

Specifk Topical Key: Communicating with Parents

Approximate Time: I 00 minutes

Objective

The students will recognize the value and necessity of facilitating communication
about sexuality with parents.

The students will design an interview questionnaire which can be used by young
people to enhance communication with parents

Activities

Ask students to generate a list ot questions like thc.se below to use when interviewing
their parents or guardians.

What was your favorite activity when you were a child?
What was life like for you when you were a teenager?
flow did you meet each other?
Where did you go on dates?
flow old were you when you got married?
What changes occurred when I was born?
What feelings did you have when I was born?
Then tell students to use the questions developed to interview their parent(s) r

guardian(s). Make it dee. tn-t they do not necessarily have to ask all the questions on the
list Also tell them that after everyone has completed the assignment the class will dis
cuss the interviewing and communicating processes, not the answers students have
gotten to specific questions Tho: Isivers should be considered private family informa-
tion

When all students have interviewed their parent(s) or guardian(s), discuss the
interviewing and communicating processeb. This activity could he a good lead-in for a
lesson aimed at facilitating communication with parents about sexuality

Resources Needed: List of questions

Evaluation Focus
0 Knowledge 0 Attitude I:3 Problem Solving

Teacher's No" -'s (Things to change)



iAr'n-ple Lesson

Senior High - Family Life Education

Specific Topical Key: Teenage Pregnancy

Ap.iroximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

The students will recognize problems associated with 'teenage pregnancy which affectthe te,qager, fr:.inds, family, and community.

Activities

Ask students to talk about how teenagers and others, both male rand female, might:(-4pond to a hypothet ical teenage pregnancy. T ether with the class, generate e list ofpi )61ems associat,K1 with teenar pregnancy. Next, have students write reports on thechanges, probletnt,, and consequences that would occur in the liv.er Of 'both teenagersoaoled as the result of a pregnancy. Tell tht...n to include the implications (physical,
emo*.ionah for the individuals, friends, family, and community.

Te2er Note: Make cure stud.mts know that their right to privacy will lse respected andthe;r reports will not be shared in class discussiom

Evaluation Focus
0 Knowledge N Attitude 0 Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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Focus

. education aimed at
promoting positive

mental/emotinnal
growth and emphasizing

the ability to cope with
stress has the potensia,

to prevent many . . .

problems.

Topics

Instructional units may be developed for these and other topics related
to mental and emotional health: positive self-concept, personality, emo-
tional stability, personal responsibility, motivation, independence, coping
with stress, mental health services, goal setting, positive interpersonal
relationships, friendships, communication skills, coping wtth death.

Rationale

Mental or emotional health is not simply the absence of problems.
Instead, it is the ability of the individual to use appropriate coping skills
to deal with the daily demands of living, skills acceptable both 'to that
individual and to society. It is ti.e ability to experience and express
emotions in a positive, stable manner, which demonstrates sell-respect
and respect for others.

Accidents, homicides, d suicides are the leading causes of death
betweer ages 15 and 24 Many of these deaths have been attrit ited to
behavior patterns characterized by judgmental errors, aggressiveness,
and in some cases ambivalence about wanting to live or die. Successf,..:
education aimed at promcting positive mental and emotional growth and
emphasizing the abilky to cope with stress has the potential to preven
many of these probleins.

Life Goals

The individual
exhibits a posi'ive self-concept;
expresses emotions comfortably and appropriately;
weighs potential benefits against pewsible consequences lactere choosing

one action over another;
communicates and cooperates elf& :ti vely with others;
develops and maintains positive interpersonal relationships.

8 7
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Student Objectives

See also Personal Health, Family Life Education

Kindergarten

Recommended Minin:um Time Allocation: eighteen 5-minute periods/
year

By the end a kindergarten, students will
I. value themselves as unique and worthwhile;
2. share with, listen to, and show thoughtfulness and concern for others;
3. know everyone has feelings and that feelings affect behavior;
4. describe "glad," "mad," "sad," and **scared";
5. describe positive ways to express feelings;
6. show ways of coping with upset feelings;
7. recognize how other people influence one's feelings;
8. describe how helping others makes one feel good about oneself;
9 identify persons to go to for help when ill, hurt, concerned, or

frightened.

Grade I

RecomnLaded Minimum Time Allocattoi eighteen 25-minute periods/
year

8:- the end of first grade, students will
1. respect others' rights and property;
2. identify the effects of emotions (in the body;
3. differentiate between acceptable and unacceptable behavior;
4. describe positive qualities in themselves and others,
5. recognize that effort is necessary to learn most new skills and to

imprere old skills;
6. reulize that everyone makes mlstakes and that people 'can learn from

mistakes;
7 recognize and accept their own abilities and liniitations and thse of

others;
8. describe the importance of belonging to a group awl what it feels like

to be included or excluded.



Grade 2
-.5sX.'

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: eighteen 25-minute periods!
year

By the end of second grade, students win
I. differentiate between pleasant and unpleasant emotions;
2. compare responsible with irresponsible expressions of emotion;
3. describe how selected environmental conditions at home or at school

can affect how one feels;
4. appreciate their importance to school, family, and peers;
5. know diet C heir behavior does have consequences;
6. appreciate each person's need for time with others and time alone;
7. identify and be sensitive te outward expressiens of inner feelings;
8. discuss the different ways people express their feelings.

Grade 3

Recommsnded Minim. Time Allocation: eighteen 25-minute periods!
year'

By the end of third grade, students will
I. identify situations in which they might feel glad, mad, sad, or scared;
2. describe how a person's behavior can be helpful or harmful in various

situations;
3. identify ways in which physical health affects emotions;
4 define stress and cite examples of positive and negative stressors;
5 identify positive ways of dealing with stress;
6. List behaviors that contritlute to and support group membership;
7. identify the factors that enhance or detract from a positive self-image;
8. discuss the similarities o" personal loss related to separation by death,

separation by divorce, and separation when people movea4ay.

Grade 4

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: eighteen 25-minute periods!
year

By the end of fourth grade, students will
1 demonstrate respect for others' felings, rights, and property;
2. analyze how a person's self-esteem can he influenced by the actions of

others;
3 analyze how one's self-image is influenced by one's own strengths,

weaknesses, and accomplishments;
4. discuss the importance of satisfying physical and psychological -needs;
5. use communication skills effectively to promote better interpersonal

relations;
6. recognize the impact that emotions have on iecision making;

SD



7. explain the interrelationship between personal health habits and self-

esteem.

Grade 5

Recommeneed Minimum Time Allocation: thirteen 50-minute periodsl

year

By the end of rah grade, students will
I. effectively contribute to positive group decision making;
2. explain the impact of peer influence on behavior;
3. ilentify and develop effective coping skills;
4. demonstrate interpersonal behaviors which can help people feel

comfortablith one another; _ _

5. appreciate that basic emotional needs are the same throughout the

life cycle;
6. assess their own attitudes about risk taking;
7. understand some of the factors that motivate their own behavior and

that of others;
8. value their personal qualities;
9. differentiate between self-love and selfishness.

Grade 6

Recommended Minim um Time Allocation: fifteen 50-minute periodslyear

Py the end of sixth grade, students will
1. use a variety of techniques to help them feel good about themselves

and to help ethers feel pod about themselves;
2. recognize that common feelings which are expressed or repressed may

influence mental health;
3. identify situations that are stress producing;
4. demonstrate the use of decision-making stra tegies which take into

account alternatives, cons: quences, and optional solutions;

5. analyze how behavior is affected by self-image, values, Peers,
knowledge, prejudice, ethnic origin, goals, strengths, and weaknees;

6. explore the value of seeking help for and giving others help wu.h
problems and concerns,

7. identify the roles significan . people in an individual's life play in
providing an emotional and soc.al support system;

8. demonstrate fairness.

90
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Grades 7-8-9, Junior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: twelve 511.1-minute periods/
semester

By the end of ninth grade, students will
1. analyze the interrelationships among physical, im.ntal, emotimml.

and social well-being;
2. demonstrate the ability to set realistic perspnal go*,
3. consider possible causes and ,sigas of euisitle and,discuss preventive

measures and interventimresenrces;
4. describe common psycholegiCal defense mechanisms;
5. discuss the importance of *Oh individuari setting standards based

upon positive emotional-health values;
6. identify those Positive personality traits which they desire for

themselves and/or observe in others;
7. identify stress management techniques;
8. recognize stages of-grief an4 demonstrate awareness of skills t;ihich

help people cope with loss;
9. explain known causes of, symptoms of, and ways to prevent eating

disorders such as anrexia nervosa and bulimia.

Grades 10-11-12, Senior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: eight 50-minute periodsl
semester

By the end of 2th grade, students will
I. demonstrate the effective communication skills necessary for positive

interpersonal relationships;
2. analyze how a satisfying career can contribute to positive inter-

personal relationships;
3. explain the relationship of personal strengths end weaknesses to the

selection of a satisfying career;
4. formulate a personal plan to maintain their own mental health and to

help others stay mentally healthy;
5. demonstrate stress management skills;

identify signs of common emozional health problems and list
interventiou strategies and resources;

7. know abrot a variety cf career choices aid occupational opportunities
available in the mental and emotional health field.
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Sample Lesson II
Grtide 1 - Mental and Emotional Health

Specific Topical Key: Self-concept

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

The students will recognize positive qualities in themselves and others

Activities

Read the story The Lila( Rabbit Who Wanted Red Wings by Carolyn Sherw::: Bailey
to your class or, if you prefer, show them the filmstrip that is available.

Afterwards, discuss the book and ask children to fill it the answer sheets.

Script
Do you remember the story of The Little Rabbit W "to Wanted Red Wings? He always
wanted to be anything but what he was. He found out that the best thirig to be was
himselfa rabbit! There was only one rabbit like him and he decided to be the best he
could be. Your job is to be the best that you can be. Just think, there is only one person
like you in the whole world. Isn't that great? Now, the lath rabbit would like to
know more about that special you. Please fill out your answer sheet for him.

Answer Sheet
1) My irst name is
2) My last name is
3) I am years old.
4) l am in grade.
5) (Really think about Ois before you write your answer down.) I am special because

6) Draw a picture of "that special me."

Teacher Note: This can lead to a discussion about positive qualities others display

Resources Needed: The book and/or filmstrip entitled The Little Rabbit Who Wanted
Red Wings.

Evaluation Focus
0 Knowledge Attitude 0 Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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Sam Ple Lesion

Grade 5- Mental and Emotional Health

Specific Topical Ke3,, Peer Pressure

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

The students will explain the impact ofpeer influence on behavior.

Activities

Ask for six volunteers from your class to perform the peanut gallery. Give each one of
the role descriptions listed below.

Role Descriptions
#1. Eat peanuts slowly and try to get everyone else to enjoy the peanuts.
#2. You will be offered peanuts by #1 and even though you will say they are not good for
you, you will accept. Take your time eating them. Then help convince others to enjoy
them.
#3. Others will try to persuade you to eat the peanuts. Resist their claims. Wait a while,
then give in.
#4 Others will try to persuade you to eat the peaauts. Resist their claims. Wait a while,
then give in.
#5. The others will try to pressure you. No matter what, do not take any peanuts.
#6. No matter what, do not take any peanuts.

Give character #1 the peanuts and let the activity progress. The activity should
conclude after #3 and #4 have joined characters #1 and #2 in eating peanuts.

Discussion Questions
1) How did you feel about being pressured to do something when you kept saying "No, 1

won't!"? (#5/6)
2) How did you feel when ybu resisted? (#3/4)

How did you feel when you gave in? (#3/4)
4) How did you feel whetz #2 gave in and started pressuring you? (#3/4)
J) How did you feel aliout pressuring the others? Was it easier when #2 joined yZli? (#1.)
6) How did you feel wf ''e watching the participants? (class)
7) Why do people pressure others into making decisions? (class)
8) What can you do to resist peer pressure to make decisions that you don't want to

make? (class)
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Source: Here's Looking ca You, Two, Comprehensive Health :Ediunition Fouridigon,

Seittle, WA

Resources Needed: Peanuts, role descriptions

Evaluation Focus
0 Knowledge IN Attitude El Problem Solving 4

Teacher's Notes (Things to change;

4
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ESample Lesson

Jullior High - Mental and Emotional Health

Specific Topical Key: Self-concept

A pproxi mate Time: 51) minin^s

Objective

The students will identify those positive personality traits which they desire for
themseluPs and/or observe in others.

Activities

The teacl...r leads a discussion about qualities students admire a 1st in their class-
mates and desire for themselves. Following the discussion, the class forms a circle
(including the teacher) and remains standing. Each student is given a 3" b:: 5" note card.
Each student, along with the teacher, prints his or her name across the middle of the card,
and hblds the card face down. 'the teacher says, "Pass your card to the right and take one
from the left." l'his is repeated several times so that the cards are randomly distributed.
When the teacher says "Stop," each student turns over Me card he/she holds and writes
several honest, positive comments about the person whose name appears on the card.

This procesb continues until the cards are full of positive comments. If the students
receive their own cards or ones they have already had, they should exchange with some-
one else. Finally, each card if.. returned to the person whose name is on it.

Each student looks at his 4r her own card and circles what each considers his or her
(Ivo best qualities Each stude.it may wish to share his or her card with a boy and a girl in
the class

Teacher Note: 'l'ell the students to keep their cards in their notebooks so they can refer
to the cards when they neee an emotional lift.

Evaluation Focus
CI K now ledge I n Attitude 0 Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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Sample Lesson II
Senior Hign - Mental and Emotional Health

Specific Topical Key: Communication

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

The students will demonstrate the effective communications skills necessary for
positive interpersonal relationships.

Activities

Studzats and teacher sit in one large circle. The students are asked to answer in tarn
a set of general-interest gm, 'ons as an introductor: activity. Then, when each has
spoken, the teacher asks various persons at random to repeat what another in the circle
has said. This activity can be used to spark discu-,sion as to which persons are ate most
skillful listeners and the importance of both listening and speaking for effective commun-
ication.

The students are then taught the basic r.uncepts of reflective listening, learning first
to accurately rt. late what another has sLid and then to reflect on and expre., s the under-
lying feelings.

Then students can practice listenin, and making reflective responses in pairs or small
groups.

Evaluation Focus
Knowledge 0 Attitude 0 Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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Focus

Food habits which help
build and protect good

health ary not acquired
naturally; they must be

learned.

Topics

Instructional units may be developed for these and other topics related
to nutrition: food choices, elements in food that contribute to good nutri-
tion, factors influencing choices, individual nutritional requirenients, food
groups and nutrients, food -sources, diet and weight control, effecti of
nutrition on growth and activity, consumer protection, positive eating
plans.

Rationale

Several recent studies of nutritional staiL., and food consumRtion
suggPst that many Americans a:e not making well-formed choices.
Young children, teenagers, pregnant women, and the elderly are most
vulnerable to the effects of an inadequate diet. According to-estimates, 15
million Americans are sufficiently overweight to impair thcir health.

Food habits which help build and protect good health are not acquired
naturally; they must be learned. It is important for students to be
provided with nutrition knowledge and training during their early school
years.

Life Goals

The individual
eats a daily diet that provides adequate nutrients for the rriaintonance

of health;
selects a wide range of foodstuffs;
balances calorie intake with energy needs.

Student Objectives

See also Consumer Herdth, Personal Health, Prevention and Control of
Disease
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Kindergarten

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: eighteen 15-minute periods/

year

By the end of kindergarten, students will
1. recognize the importance of eating breakfast;
2. identify nutritious snacks;
3. prepare a simple snack or meal;
4. discriminate between food and nonfood items;
5. :ecognize factors used in advertisements to sell food products.

Grade 1

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: eighteen 25-minute periods/
year

By the end of first grade, students will
1. identify sensory characteristics of foods;
2. classify plant and animal sources of food;
3. identify food in different forms;
4. trace a food from origin to table;
5. demonstrate good mealtime manners;
6. recognize the importance of eating a variety of foods from several food

groups.

Grade 2

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: eighteen 25-minute periods/
year

By the end of second grade, students will
1. indicate that people need food from a variety of sources for energy,

growth, maintenance, and repair;
2. describe ways the body uses and stores energy;
3. evaluate their own diets to identify reasons for food choices;
4. describe factors that promote dental caries;
5. identify sources of sugar in the diet;
6. recognize significance of order oi ingredients on food labels;
7. compare varying amounts of nutrients and energy needed throughout

the life cycle.



Grade S

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: eighteen 25-minute periods/
year

By the end of third grade, students, will
I. describe how family, triendcand peers Whinge foOdChoices;
2. give examples of ho*Senseiy qUalitiesOf foOdeffeetfood choices;
3. identify how ernotiona infhience eating behaViasi;
4. state that food supplies nutrients needed for growth, repair,and main-

tenance of cells;
5. knc w that energy train the sun is converted to food energy by plants;
6. identify the energy needs ofpersons involved in various activities;
7. construct a food chain when given food sources.

Grade 4

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: eigheeen 25-minute periods/
year

By the end of fourth grade, students will
I. define "nutrient";
2. identify the major classes oc nutrients and their functions;
3. define "calorie";
4. discuss factors such as age, body size, activity level, and physical con-

dition that affect basic nutrient and energy requirements;
5. recognize and practice positive activities aimed at maintaining their

ideal weight;
6. identity reliable sources of toed and nutrition information.

Grade 5

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: ten 50-minute periods/year

By the end of fifth grade, students will
1. identify major sources of keY nutrients;
2.. classify foods into groups basedon their major nutrient contributions

to the diet;
3. identify portion 'sizes -and numbei- of serVings suggested Veithin each

food grolip &co meett oe5i'mme nded i t a i* Alkwankes-;
4. suggest Methods to identify thelamounts of sugare, sodium, and fats

consumed;
5. recognizerelotionships betweendiet and bloodpressure;
6. recognizethe sources andimportance Offiber;
7. appreciatethe importance and scicialvalue of eatir g with others;
8. evaluate sample menus in terms of food groups, -nutrients, and

calories.
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Grade 6

Recommen-led Minimum Time Allocation: ten 50-minute periods/year

By the end of sixth grade, students will
1. compare nutrient density of foods;
2. assess the nutritional components of their diets;
3. discuss ways to prevent deficiencies or excesses of key nutrients;
4. give examples of how economics influence foed prices, availability,

and pronotional strategies;
5. recognize the relationships between diet and the body systems;

6. plan a daya diet that contains amounts of key nutrients required
within their energy needs.

Grades 7-8-9, Junior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: five 50-minute periodsl
semester

By the end of ninth grade, students will
1. assess the health impact of a variety of diets;

2. develop a positive eating plan that takes into account sugar, sodium,
fat, other nutrients, and fiber content;

3. identify factors affecting basic nutrient and energy requirements and

compute caloric needs for various activities, lifestyles, and states of
health;

4. know about a variety of career choices and occupational opportunities
available in the area of nutrition and health.

Grades 10-11-12, Senior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: five 50-minute periods!
semester

By the end of 12th grade, students will
1. construct within I specified budget, a weekly diet using locally avail-

able foods;
2. evaluate a diet by identifying sugar, sodium, fat, other nutrients, and

fiber content;
3. compare the nutritional value and effects on health of food supple-

ments and additives.



'Sample Lesson

..^; ('"

Kindergarten - Nutrition

Specific Topical Key: Breakfast

Approximate Time: 90 minutes

Objectives

The students will state the importance of eating breakfast.
The students will realize that, like all fuel, food is used up by the body and must be

constantly supplied.

Activities

For the first part of this activity, have students sit in a large circle an the floor. You
should sit in the circle with them.

Wind up a small plastic or metal toy loosely (a few cranks) and before placing it near
the middle of the circle for all to see, tell your students to carefully observe what happens
to it. When the toy stops, ask the students what happened. Ask them what you could do
to make it move again. Then wind up the toy and set it in motion, but catch it before it
completely runs down. Quickly rewind the toy to keep it in continuous motion.

Tell the students that their bodies are something like the toy, in that their bodies car
work for hours, but eventually they run down and must be "wound up" again. Ask the
students how bodies get wound up. State that food, eaten at different times of the day,
keeps our energy levels high and our bodies wound up so that we can work and play with-
out having to stop.

Ask students when they eat dt.ring the day. Have them name the three main meals of
the daybreakfast, lunch, and supper.

Ask students why eating just once a day won't last us all day long. (The body needs to
be refueled or woun ;? up every few hours to keep going strong.)

Ask students how they might know when they are starting to run out of energy. They
feel hungry. They get tired, their stomachs rumble, and so on.

Now stress that there is a long timc hetween supper and breakfast. Emphasize that,
like the toy which they saw run down, their bodies run out of energy overnight and need
to be refueled, or wound up, at breakfast.

Pass out paper a.nd crayons. Have each child draw a picture of his or her favorite
nutritious in eakfast. Have them include foods they eat and drink. After they are finished
drawing, ask students to share their pictures with each other. While sitting in a circle,
the students can take turns holding up their drawings and presenting the following infor-
mation: a) breakfast food choices on the drawing, b) who usually makes their breakfasts
at home, and c) whether or not they eat breakfast every morning.

Make a bulletin board display of the breakfast drawings.

1 ( °
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Resources Needed: Small plastic or metal wind-up toy

Evaluation Focus
0 Knowledge 0 Attitude 0 Problem_Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)

. v1r.:4'
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111 Sarpple Lesson

Grade 4 - Nutrition

Specific Topical Key: Energy Balance

Approximate Time: 100 minutes

Objectives

The students will discuss factors such as age, body size, activity level, and physical
condition that affect basic nutrient and energy requirements.

The students will recognize that the amount of food energy a person takes in should
match the amount of energy expended.

Activities

Begin by asking your students if they know about how much food they need to eat on a
daily basis Tell them that energy is derived from the food people eat and that people burn
up energy all day long. Mention that the amount of energy everyone gets from the foods
they eat should approximately equal the amount of energy used up in their daily
activities.

Explain to students that they should know roughly about how much energy (calories)
they heed to get from their food. There are official government estimates of how mahy
calories people need each day; these are called Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA).

Pass out copies of "Recommended Dietary Allowances." Instruct students to use the
chart to find out, how many calories they need in a day. I lave students compare their
energy requirements.

Stress that the figures on the energy requirement chart are averages; everybody is
different! The information on the handout is a general guideline, not an absolute rule.
Mention to the class that there are a number of factors affecting the energy requirements
of different peopleage, body size, activity level, and physiological state Oat is, growth,
ptegnarey, and so on).

Explain to the students that they are now going to get an idea of the calorie content, or
energy value, of some of their favorite foods. Distribute copies of the handout "Edible
Energy" chart and discuss the caloric values of. a) skim milk versus chocolate milkshake,
b) french fries versus mashed potatoes, c) white bread versus white toast, d) plain popcorn
versus potato chips .

Hand out copies of the "Expendable Energy" chart and discuss the relationship of
caloric intake to encrgy expended in a variety of physical activities.

Distribute copies of the "C-Saw" worksheet. Go over the directions aloud and give
students 15 rinutes to complete the sheet. Discuss completed sheets during class or have
them submitted to you for comments.
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Resources Needed: Attached handouts (4),

Evaluation Focus
Knowledge 0 Attitude in Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to clmnge)
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1.,.aapjlile Lesson (continued)

Grade 4 - Nutrition/Handout
Recommended Dietary Allowances

AGE '4

WEIGHT
(Pounds)

HEIGHT

'Onthes)

ENERGY
(talories)

CHILDREN

1 - 3 28 34 1300

,
4 - 6 44 44 ;700

7 -10 66 54 2400

MALES 11 - 14 97 63 2700

- ..=-- 15 -18 134 69 2800

19 -22 147 69 2900t
P 23 -50 154 69 2700

:-:- 4:.-- .....
51 + 154 69 2400

/
FEMALES

11 -14 97 62 2200

15 -18 119 65 2100

19 -22 128 65 2100

bg%fNir
,

23 -50 128 65 2000

441 51 + 128 65 1800

1 LW
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SaMPle LeOmileAtlinfied),.

Gracie 4 -
EdiblWEiiergy

Milk Group AMOUNT CALORIES

American Cheese 1 oz. 106

Chocolate Milkshake 11- cups 356

Ice Cream Ictz p 135

Skim Milk 1 cup 86

Strawberry Yogurt 1 cup 225

Whole Milk 1 cup 150

Meat Group
Beef Roast 3 oz. 182

Fried Chicken 3 oz. 201

Fried Egg large 83

Hamburger 3 ot. 186

Peanut Butter 2 Tbsp. 186

Tuna Fish 3 oz. 180

Fruit-Vegetable Group
Apple medium 80

Banana medium 101

Corn cup 70

French Fries 20 233

Green Beans I cup 16

Mashed Potatoes cup 63

Orange Juice I cup 56

Tossed Salad cup 13

Grain Group
Cornflakes cup 72

Hamburger Roll one 119

White Bread slice 61

White Toast slice 61

Whole Wheat Bread slice 55

Combination Foods
Beef Taco one 216

Cheese Pizza of 14" 354

Others
Butter 1 tep, 36

French Dressing 1 Tbsp.

Milk Chocolate Bar 1 oz. 147

Plain Popcorn 1 cup 23

Potato Chips Id 114

Soft Drink (Cola) 1 cups 150

107
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Sl'inole Lesson (*continued)

Giade 4,-rNutritionillandont
Expendable Energy

ACTIVITY
ENERGY USED

PER HOUR

Quiet Things: Watching TV, eating,
reading, playing cards.

80 - 100
Calories

Light Activities: Walking slowly,
practicing a musical instrument,
doing dishes.

110 - 160
Calories

Medium Things: Cleaning up your
room ( really cleaning it!), walking
pretty fast, householdchores,
bowling, ping-pong

170 - 240
Calories

Active Things: Bike riding, tenms,
hiking, jogging, hockey, succer,
swimming

250 - 350
Calories

1 OS
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Somple Lesson tcontinued)

Grade 4 - Nutrition/Handout
C-Saw: The Balancing Act You Perform!

C = calorie

Directions. Balance the activity on the left side of each C-Saw with an appropriate
snack choice (see 1ists Mow). Write your snack choice on the right side of the C-Saw.
You should use your two handouts Edible Energy and Expendable Energy.

HIKING "C-Saw" SOCCER "C-Saw"

WALKING "C-Saw"

TENNIS "C-Saw"

READING "C-Saw"

JOGGING "C-Saw"

HIGH-CALORIE, HIGH-NUTRIENT
SNACKS

Cheese and crackers
Peanuts
Raisins
Sunflower seeds
Pumpkin seeds
Milkshake

WATCHING
TV "C-Saw"

PLAYING
CARDS "C-Saw"

HOCKEY "C-Saw"

SWIMMING "C-Saw"

LOW-CALOR(E, HIGH-NUTRIENT
SNACKS

Apple
Banana
Orange
Strawberries
Fruit juice
Carrot sticks
Plain popcorn

1 09
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111 Sample Lesson t

jiinier High - Nutrition

-

Specific Topical Key: Personal Eating Plan

Approximate Time: 10e minutes (ongoing)

Objectives

Students will develop a positive eating plan that takes into account sugar, sodium,
fat, other nutrients,and fiber ccntent.

Students will use information .in food labels to compare the ingredients and nutritional
value of high-sugar and unenriched grain products.

Students will suggest ways to substitute more nutritious foods for high-sugar and
unenriched grain products in their diets.

Activities

Collect front and back labels, complete: wrappers, or boxes or containers from "sugar"
productscandies, jams, jellies, flavored gelatins, toppings, syrups. Also collect them
from unenriched grain products like bagels, buns, some macaroni-type foods, and any
other grain products with labels that say "unenriched" or that don't specifically say
"enriched" if whole-grain float- is missing. Mount or staple them on sheets of paper so that
hacks and fronts do not get separated and so they are easy to store. Students may wish to
help collection and moun_ing.

Pass the label sheets around in class. Ask students to look at all the labels and
"icItntify similarities among products. They should find that

1) carbohydratestarch or sugaris a major ingredient (energy source) in all;
2) all contain few or no minerals, vitamins, protein;
3) the number of calories per serving is relatively large, especially for sugar products;
4) for those with "pull date" information, expected shelf life is long.

Note: If labels list only the ingredients, this gives students less information. They may
only be able to deduce that sugar or starch is the main ingredient in the products selected.
Thus, it would be more educational to include as many labels with nutrition information
as possible.

Discuss positive and negative aspects of these foods. Some of them are listed below.

Positive
Sugar makes food taste good.
Carmel (sugar) adds texture and color to bakery products.
Sugars help thicken, firm, or preserve foods.
Unenriched products may cost less.
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Negative
Sugars offer little nutritionally except calories.
Sugars and unenrIched grain products replace other foods that do contain minerals, vita-
mins, and protein.
Sugars add calories without bulk or fiber.
Sugar's extra calories can cause weight gain.
Sugar is major contributint, actor to dental caries (cavities).

Ask students to suggest ways to substitute other more nutritious foods in their diets.
Below are some suggestions.

Always check the labels for "enriched" grain products.
Use fresh fruit or low-sugar preserves:
Eat fresh or roasted nuts rather than Candy.
Make sundaes with fresh fruit instead of prepared toppings.
Use more whole-grain products, which do not need enrichment.
At the bakery, ask if products are enriched.

Resources Needed: Labels and wrappers

Evaluation Focus
El Knowledge El Attitude Ll Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)

7.



1111 §ample Lesson

Sinior High Nutrition

Specific Topical Key: Diet Evaluation

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

The student will evaluate a diet by identifying sugar, sodium., fat (saturated and
unsaturated), other nutrients, and fibee content.

Activities

Students are to plan and implement a .5( ies of cafeteria meals focusing on fiber,
sodium, sugar andlor fat content.

Arrange with school food services to have a serie of "Health Day Meals" (perhapsone
per month), with themes like Cut. Down on Sugar, Meals 'with! Lem Fat, Why Add Salt,
Fibe for Health. Divide class into small groups. Each month one group should help plan
.. meal with the food service staff and prepare a brief one-page announcement of the meal
and n, rition theme, explaining the benefits of each food available. Groups Should build
up interest in the meal through PA announcements, posters, table tents in the cafeteria,
and so on.

Evaluation Focus
E3 Knowledge 0 Attitude 0 Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)

112
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Focus

The realization that each
person is Wifely respon-

sible for the Status of
hislher oivn health is a

significant step in
achieving and maintain-

ing fithess and total
well-being.

Topics

lristructiona l units may, be developed for these ririd other topics related
to personal health .. cphySiCatittriejit arid lifetime aletlytties, cardioVastUlar
health, sleep, test, relaiiatiori; iriereation, graWtkiriritdeveloPinent, oral
health; vision arid hearirit, body iysteina ariit,their (.un'ctions, aging, per-
sonal Wellness plaria, positiVe health habits and choices.

Rationale

The state of a person's health is invariably theresult of the. interplay
among three Major faCtork.enViroriment, hetedity,-and periorial:fitectyle:
Of these, it is through lifestylehabits and behaviors ...4that a periOn
directly influences the state Of hisor her rivirthealth;

Mortality data iriditate ihe iinportance ritlitestyle. Of the ten leading
causes of death in the linked ,ttites, at .lAtist esver; to,u4 be reduceil,
substantially if persons at risk Aange4their healeltheliavior. The
realization that each person is largely responsible tor the status of his Or
her own health is a significant step in achieving and mairitalhing fitness
and total well-being.

Life Goals

The individual
adheres to a health promotion/wellness-orieritediitestyle;
pursues leisure-time activities that promote physical fitness and re-

lieve stress and emotional tension;
follows health care practices that prevent illness and maintain health.

Student Objectives

See also Mental and Emotional Health, Family Life Education
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Kindergarten

RecomMended Minimum Time Allocation: eighteen 15-minute periods/

year

By the end of kindergarten, students will
1. describe factors which promote health, growth, and good feelings

about self;
2. demonstrate a willingness to balance regular, vigorous activities with

rest and relaxation;
3. begin assuming responsibility for personal grooming and cleanliness

habits;
4. demonstrate ways to care for teeth, including brushing and flossing;
5. demonstrate healthful sitting and standing postures;
6. know that living organisms come from other living organisms.

Grade 1

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: eighteen 25-minute periods/
year

By the end of first grade, students will
1. demonstrate knowledge of activities which help promote personal

cleanliness, improve appearance, and reduce transmission of disease;
2. recognize the relationship between physical activity and muscular

development;
3. know the function of the heart;
4. give personal examples that illustrate the relationship between

physical and mental health;
5. identify types, functions, and care of teeth;
6. be able to recognize when they are tired or fatigued and identify ways

to rest and relax;
7. recognize that the brain directs all activities of the body;
8. identify the human senses.

Grade 2

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: eighteen 25-minute periods/
year

By the end of second grade, students will
1. cite examples of the ways individuals grow physically, socially,

emotionally, and mentally;
2. discover that decision making is involved in choosing and assessing

personal health practices;
3. identify, locate, and describe the major organs in the human body;
4. value physical well-being by practicing fitness behaviors which con-

tribute to health;
5. recognize that the heart is a muscle that is strengthened by exercise;
6. recognize the need for rest and quiet activities;
7. demonstrate health and safety practices for each of the human senses.



Grade 3

Retoininended Minimum Time Allocation: eighteen h=iiiihate periOchi
year

the end of third grade, students will
1. derriOtistitte the ability to inak Os:Likre *Kb and' litestYle deal-

sions;
2. explain hOW healthAeetS:Wrothafiedi
3. tell hoW goad:postiltki."CtS*betlYhha'self=inuige;
4. feeaga46- the', ti,416:64.t.,tcp.e iht*CleAr ,
6. illustrate ha* eint,i4Oniwii4dte0 tatougaiihyaieat attionS:
6. cite ways:to biiiidihYSiatiaEthitieSifitO,dailOotittifek.
7. name and identify the thäiñparts of th6 sefise neganS

tions;
8. appreciate the contribtitiOnS of the Sense ergPles tb-hately;

and play;
9. deseribe the general sit-halite and ftinCtion dtthh Way oicetik

tO. demonstrate good dental habits; inclading h
ing and flossing tecniihitiek

11. recognize afid accept individual diftefeacasi atiutiaig obi:galal
handicapping conditions.

Grade 4

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: eighteen gt,ihiiiiite
yectfr

By the end of fourth grade; studentS will
recognite that tctal hehlth IS both a Condition tind*IlinedsS;

2. investigate hoW iñdividuáls eaa mop; eXeraise;
good posinte, play, arid iiptritiOn tO *MM.* Vie11.40iik ,

3. develop plans for :ewarding therinfetV0 for poiltiA health liiMnit
4. recognize the need to set priorities for petsonal health debilities;
5. accept that each individual has a it/little tate of tici*th hnd tkvelop-

ment;
6. define and identify inherited characteristics;
'7. describe the basic mechanics of the cirttilatory-sygteni.

Grade 5

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: thirteen 50-minute priods1
year,

By the end of fifth grade, students wilt
I. recognize' thc eitects personal health practices have Oh social, mental,

emotional, and physical well-being;
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2. investigate functions of the body systems and identify major organs in

each system;
3. describe ways in which the body systems are interdependent;

4. ap p. minty the effects of diet and exercise on body composit ion,

5. identify benefits of both aerobic and anaerobk. exercise;

6. identify characteristics of puberty and the dints of these changes on

physical, emotional, and social development.

Grade 6

Recommended Minim um Time Allocation: twelve 50-minute periods/year

By the end of sixth grade, students will
1. recognize that healthy lifestyles have several components, such as

personal responsibility, stress management, nutrition, physical fit-

ness, and environmental sensitivity.
2. describe the basic structure and function of a cell;

3. show they know the benefits of meeting individual needs for rest and
sleep;

4. appreciate the elTect of grooming on interpersonal relationships;
5. recognize the importance of establishin!, an ongoing and effective

exercise plan which meets personal requi 'mews and accommodates

limitations

Grades 7-8-9, Junior High

liertanmended Minimum rime Allocation. 50-minute peruals/semester

By the end of ninth grade, students will
I. describe health care practices during adolescence that may folkw

from various individual decisions;
2 recognize the impact health habits have on stress levels,

3. demonst rate appropriate stress management techniques,
4. analyze lad behavior as a force affecting health decisions,

5. describe some common causes of skin problems and suggest proce-
dures for good skin care;

6. interpret the results of a credible health hazard appraisal (wellness
;nvent(n y) in behavioral terms

Grades 10-11-12, Senior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation. nine 50-minute periods/
semester

By the end of 12th grade, students will
1. recognize that there is an interrelationship among physical, mental,

emotional, and social factors which determines levels of well.being;

1.17
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Sample Lesson

Grade 1 - Persona" Health

Specific Topical Key: Dental Health

Approximate Time: 25 minutes

Objective

The students will identify types, functions, and care of teeth.

Activities

Construct the bulletin board described below. Label it 'What Makes Your Teeth
Happy or Sad?"

Cut out two big teeth, one happy and one sad. Have children cut pictures out of
magazines that make teeth happy or sad and paste on the teeth. For example, apples and
toothbrush go on the happy tooth, and candy and soda go on the sad tooth. Students may
also draw pictures and paste them on the teeth.

Also, have the children make tooth puppets and present plays. One puppet is happy
and one is sad. What should the teeth say? Why are they happy or sad? (Two-people play.
one happy and one sad.)

Evaluation Focus
0 Knowledge lElAttitude 0 Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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111 Samplz Lesson

Grade 4 - Personal Health

Specific Topical Key: Family Tree of Heights

Approximate Time: 25 m nutes

Objectives:

The students will define and identify inherited characteristics.

Activities

Students will construct a family "height" tree, with spaces for names and heights of
blood relatives, present and previous generations where possible. Students are respon-
sible for obtaining accurate measurements of the heights of all available family members.

When trees are completed, students will return the results to class for a discussion of
inherited characteristics, and what personal predictions thy can make based on their
families' inherited characteristics. The discussion should cover the effects of inherited
characteristics on personal health.

This activity could be expanded to include other inherited characteristics such as eye
colo: , hair type, and so on.

Evaluation Focus
Knowledge 0 Attitude Problel, Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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Sample Lesson 111

Junior High - Personal Health

Specific Topical Key: Stress Management

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objectives

The students will demonstrate appropriate stress management techniques.

Activities

Students place temperature strips or biofeedback devices on their hands. After an
explanation of how stress affects the temperature of the hand, students are exposed to a
variety of stressors, for example, giving a short speech, hearing a startling noise or high-
volume music, and note the effects on their temperatures. For contrast, students then
participate in a relaxation exercise, which might be listening to measured, soft music,
visualization, or a deep-breathing activity. Again, students observe the effect upon their
temoratures. A discussion can help to generalize these observations to the effects of
everydoy situations which may be stressful.

Resources Needed: Temperature strips or biofeedback cards

Evaluation Focus
OK nowledge 0 Attitude El Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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111 Saim 'e Lesson

Senior High - Personal Health

Speciile Topical Key: Personal Wellness Contract

pprimimme rime ..
Objectives

The students will design and implement a personal health plan adaptable to changing
lifelong needs.

Activities

Pair two students who each interested in changing a health behavior and in help-
ing one another with the process.

Ask each person to specify what he or she wants from the contract, arid what each will
do to get it A sharing of ideas, fairness, and mutual compromise are needed to accomplish
this task.

Include in the contract a set of consequences for compliance and noncompliance. Com-
pliance should result in a rewgrd. Failure to comply with the contract can be fol/owed by
a penalty, though punishments should be avoided.

Formalize the agreement by putting it in writing and having each party sign it.

Below are rules to follow for contract development.
Goals should be realistic and short term.
When goals are met, students should be rewarded immediately.
Rewards should be given after positive behavior change occurs.
Contract terms must be clear, fair, and positive.
Contract must be consistent and not renegotiated until ai 4greed-upon time by both

parties.

Evaluation Focus
Knowledge 0 Attitude 0 Pmblem Solving

Teacher's Note:: (Things ...hange)
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SenióHj
rsàiWèI1ñüjCntract

etriêfl-

Student Goal. I plan to take responsibility for enhancing my*rpnal.4ellness this-
semester by making the following changes:

To realistically accomplish my goal, I commit myself to taking the following steps.

Date to be completed
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

I realize that it's easy to fool myself and put things off; therefore, I need to keep the
following "cop-outs" in mind.

I feel my classmates would see this change in me as:

Upon rec ,hing my goal, I plan to reward myself by:

(signature of student)

Witness: I agree to meet with
on 19 to evaluate the completion of tlas contract and/or to
discuss problems encountered and renegotiate if necessary.

(signature of witness)
. ,
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Focus

Students should learn to
protect themselves and

others from dtsease and
should form health-

enhancing habits.

Topics

Instructional units may be developed for these and other topics related
to prevention and control of disease: causes of disease, preventive mea-
sures, chronic disease, degenerative disease, communicable disease,
immunization, personal health practices, community efforts, personal
responsibility, career opportunities.

P ationale

Everyone from birth onward is sometimes exposed to disease or at, risk
for developing a health problem. Factors such as heredity, socioeconomic
background, prenatal exposure, environment, and behavior infidente
each person's degree of risk for developing particular diseases. Also, t:No

or more risk factors may interact, reinforcing and multiplying their
effects.

Medical advances have dramatically decreesed the mortality rate due
to major infections, but there has been a 250-percent increase in the
number of fatalities caused by major chronic dibeases. There is increasing
evidence that the roots of these adult chronic diseases, for enample,-heart
disease, stroke, diabetes, cancer, may be found in early life.

Eating patterns, exercise habits, and exposure to cancer-causing
substances can all increase the individual's potential for developing
disease in later life. Yet changes in personal behavbr are difficult to
attain when health benefits are not visible in the short term. Students
should learn to protect themselves ari others from disease and should
form health-enhancing habits.

utfititis

The individual
O adheres to a lifestyle that promotes well-being and minimizes exposure
to known risk factors:

maintains immunizations of self and family at recommended levels of
effectiveness;

takes preventive measures, such as going for health examinations at
specified intervals.

1°'
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Student Objectives

See also Community Health, Environmental Health, Consumer Health,
Nuteition.

Kindergarten

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: six 15-minute periodslyear

By the end of kindergarten, students will
1.. compare how people look and feel when well a Id ill;
2. suggest behaviors associated with feeling well and ill;
3. know proper clothing to wear for various weather conditions and its

relationship to prevention of disease;
4. know the value of good personal hygiene habits.

Grade 1

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: six 15-minute periodsl year

By the end of first grade, students will
1. express the idea that each person is well most of the time;
2. describe and appreciate what it feels like to be well;
3. discuss the relationship between germs and disease;
4. suggest ways to prevent illness;
5. recognize and appreciate medical personnel and the purpose of

medicine;
6. recognize public health efforts aimed at prevention and control of

disease.

Grade 2

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: six 15-minute periodslyear

By the end of second grade, students will
1. suggest and demonstrate behaviors which help prevent disease and

encourage well-being,
2. appreciate and value behaviors which will help prevent disease, such

as exercising, eating properly, getting enough rest, and maintaining
personal hygiene;

3. describe how germs cause illness;
4. explain how communicable diseases spread;
5. recognize the value of immunization as a personal protection and a

community benefit.

12 6
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RecomMended Minimum -T ime Allocation: six 1.-minute.periods/year

Bythe end of third grade;Students will
-

1. -evaluate their healObehaviors in terms of health prornOtion, an4
dioeasenreVentio

2. distinguiSh betweininfietiquaand noninfeetiORS disease;
3. describe disease syMptiiina and step:119 kfili!,4elivilleso

first appear;
4. identifyl4bits that may inerease riSk of diSeqX§; '
5. recogniie the physical, einational,s and sOcial characteristics of ,

healthy lifestyle.

:

Recommended Minimum Time,Allocation: six minujri4sIyear

By the end of fourth grade, students will
I. know and appreciate the rela4nship between personal be_havior and,'

health or illness;
:2. describe hoW heredity and enyironmfnlinflbeire hp:a4h s,tatmit

3. recognize that many diseases can be avoid* delayed,,or minhnized
by use of positive health practices";

4. appreciate the importance of personal responsibility for avoiding
and/or minimizing disease;

5. recognize the roles of parents; friends and health care professionals `in
enhancing health and preventing and treating disease.

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: three 50-mimite peripcNyggr

oy the end of filth grade, students will
1. develop a personal plan for avoiding disease and enlyincingheajth;
2. explain the process of communicable disease p.ansmission;
3. describe personal and social factors that motivate their health

behavior.
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Grade 6

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: three 50-minute periodslyeur

By the end of sixth grade, students will
I. evaluate their own health practices anddescribe the immediate conse

quences of pos.:Ave and negative health behaviors;
2. explain the relationship between the human immune system and the

disease process;
3. name the four major killers of Americans today.

Grades 7-8-9, Junior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: three 50-minute periods/
semester

By the end of ninth grade, students will
1. evaluate their past and present health practices and'design positive

changes for the future;
2. determine the hereditary, environmental, and lifestyle factors which

place them at risk for disease and/or enhance their health;
3. identify sources, symptoms, and treatments of sexually transmitted

diseases.

Grades 10-11-12, Senior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: four 50-minute periods/
semester

By the end of 12th grade, students will
1. expi:in causes, symptoms, and ways to prevent infectious mono-

nucleosis;
2. identify agencies that treat communicable diseases or chronic dis-

orders and describe their referral procedures;
3. design a plan aimed at disease prevention and health promotion fol.

themselves, their families, and the community;
4. know about a variety of career choices and occu:nitional opportunities

vailable in disease prevention and control.
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1. Sample Lesson

Grade 2 - Prevention and Control of Disease

Specific Topical Key: Behaviors for Well- being

Approximate Time: Ongoing

Objective

The students will suggest and demonstrate behaviors which help prevent disease and
encourage well-being.

Activities

Review and discuss healthy before-school routmes, such as eating breakfast, washing
face and hands, brushing teeth and making someone happy. Point out the reason for each
routine, that is, how it helps prevent disease and encourags well-being. Pass out the
worksheet entitled "A Healthy Routine Lefore School."

Explain the activity to the students. As the child does each activity each morning, the
parents put a "happy face" in the appropriate box. Ifan activity is not done, then a sad
face is put in the appropriate box. The parents sign the sheet each week. The sheet is
passed out each Friday afternoon and returned to school the following Friday morning.
The students receive a wellness or health certificate each time they return the sheet com-
pleted and signed by their parents.

This activity can be continued during the second semester with the "Healthy Routine
After School" sheet.

Resources Needed: "Routine" worksheets and wellness certificates

EvP luation Focus
Egl K nowledee

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)

Attitude lJ Problem Solving
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Name

^

*1ple.i4son (continued)

Grade 2 - Prevention and Control of Diea4e1WOrkghe0:
A Healthy Routine befote Sehool

Week of

Monday Tuesday Wednesday ThursdaY Friday' 4

1 ../..'

Eat Breakfast
...a..;,......ar-0-11
lita on,
'41:11p..0el

BruihiTeeth4
-4

Wash ace & Hands

,tatt
I -7"

Mak( c" moone Happy

Parent's Signature
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311 Sample Lesson (continued)

Grade 2 Prevention and Control a Disease/Worksheet
A Healthy Routineafter gchool

Name

Week of

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday ' Friday

1PL
"frata,

41/1-.E.jjk-°"4
--%.

Did school work s .

0

ii0 I
Ate dinner

I HAD

..,,

A.

'ili 14 41111 , ,

Had fun with someone
(Sharing is fun!)

'eft,
Brushed teeth

before bed

.

4 4.
...g.,..,-...le."

Went to bed

I WENT
TO BED
AT

Parent's Signature
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Sample 1essoji :111

Grade 6 - Prevention and Control of Dise'aie

Specific Topical Key: Major K illers

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

The students will name the four major killers cf Americans today.

Activities

Following a lecture on the four major killers of Americansheart disease, cancer,
stroke, and accidentsthe students will create an advert; sing campaign the theme
"May the 'Fours' Not Be with You."

The students can work in pairs to construct p6.3ters advertising the h:lalthy oehaviors
that can help prevent the four major killers. Encourage thc students to use the Star Wars

theme to add drama and flair to their advertisements.

Resources Needed: Magazines, Star Wars memorabilia,

Evaluation Focus
IFiKnowledge 1E1Attitude fI Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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Sample Lesson

Junior High Prvention and Control of Disease

Specific Topical Key: Lifestyle Assessment

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

The students will evaluate their past and present health practices and design positive
changes for the future.

Activities

Using a lifestyle assessment tool provided by the teacher, students evaluate their
current health practices in terms of the following: exercise, nutrition, weight-control,
tobacco, alcohol and other drugs, stress; and family history of disease.

Using the "Personal Wellness Planning" worksheet, students develop a personal
health plan to implement positive changes for the future.

Source: Health Education Risk Reduction, Deportment of Health and Environmental
Sciences

Resources Needed: Lifestyle assessments such as Teen Health Risk Appraisal

Evalut lion Focus
it Knowledge

Tescher's Notes iThings to change)

ail Attitude DI Problem Solving
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Junior High- Prevention and ControjofDisEiWoricsheet :
PersónI ,eline'§i- binning

Where Do I Want to Go ...

List some realistic goals in any dimension of personal wellness on the right'side of the numbers.

I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

What's Really Important ...

Using the following four-point scale, give a value to each of your goals by writing the appropriate

number in front of each.

I. 01 little importance 3. Of great importance
2. Of moderate importance 4. Of very great importance

What's Really Important to Me ...

Using your list above, write your top three goals in order of importance to you. Number I is most

important, and so on.

1.

2.

3.

Making My Choice ...

select one of the top goals you would really like to begin to work on during the next two weeks.
Write that goal in the box below. It should be clear enough so that when someone else sees it, he or

she will understand what you have written.

I4Av goal:

134
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-Wit:0kt noon (Coittinued)

1,14tiC
lannAng

'otof:Disewlikksheet

How l GetThere

Establish a plan for reaching your goal. Quickly think about ttfe steps you musk take agd, clerk
lines you muss aleet to reackyour goal.

After you have organized your plan, in.your mind otob..400,, share D. wAttlarirldictrt atillemiNrof your family. Ask the person to help:you complete yot,r, plan, itthat's.possibli% fôr example,. you
might ask the person to run with you or to plan a weekly menu.

This completes your wellness planning for this goal. You may wish to use the sameprocess later
for other goals to help you reath a higher leve of health.
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Sample l'aesson III

Senior High - Prevention and Contra1 of Disease

Specific Topical Key: Health Promotion Outreach

Approximate Time: Ongoing

Objective

The students will design a plan aimed at disease prevention for themselves, their
families, and the community.

Activities

St %dents and teacher are to plan a health promotion/disease prevention event, such as
a walk, run, swim, cross-country ski race, or rope-jump to emrhasize the i:rportance -r
cardiovascular fitness. (Wote: This is a long-range activity to be completed over a
semester or more.)

In planning for the event, students and teacher should consider the following:
a) obtaining administrative and school board support;
b) planning an activity to raise momy to cover expenses;
c) contacting local volunteer and professional organizations, such as the American

Heart Association, American Lung Association, and, public health and community
agencies, to assist;

d) insuring local media coverage:
e) securing student, staff, and community volunteers to help run the event.

Evaluation Focus
0 Knowledge El Attitude 0 Problem Solving

Teacher's Notes (Things to change)
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Focus

Cigarette smoking . . . Ls

the single most
important preventable

cause of death.

Topics

Instructional units may be developed for these and other topics related
to substance use and abuse: positive decision making, individual respon-
sibility, substances beneficial to humankind, Classification ofaubstances
and their effects on the body, formation of habitaand their influence on
health, use and inisuse of tobacco, alcohol and other drugs, respect for one-
self and others, setting goals, influence of advertising, peer influences,
adult modeling.

Rationale

For students at all grade levels and ages, the primary objective of
education is to prevent substance use and abuse Programs should include
educational strategies that stress individual responsibility for the daifY
decisions that affect health.

Cigarette smoking is a crucial school health issue. Despite declines in
all other groups, there has been an increase in female teenage smokers
since 1974. Smoking has been identified as the cause of most cases of lung
cancer and as a major factor which increases the risk of heart attack.
Cigarette smoking, therefore, is the single most important preventable
cause of death.

Drug and alcohol use and abuse are national problems. Roth alcohol
and drug misuse take a substantial toll in the form of preventable deaths,
illnesses, and disabilities. This misuse also contributes to family prob..
lems and poor school and job performance, and it can lead to long-term
chron ic ASC. SLecessful education is one way to confront problems
related to subst uice use an... ,buse

Life Goals

The individual
adheres to medical recommendations when using drugs and medics-

t ions;

refrains from the abuse of potentially harmful and mood-modifyi-g
dr ..gs;

obeys laws and regulations regarding the use of controlled substances.

1 3
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St

See also Personal Health, Mental and Emotional Ikalth, Family Life
Education, Consume r lkal th

Kindergarten

Recommended Miaimum Time Allocation: six 15-minute periods6ear

By the end of kindergarten, students will
I. name medicines and chemical substances t4at people use or abuse;
2. identify medicines common!, found in honies;
3. describe the different ways people take medicines;,
4. explain reasons for consulting a responsible adult before using medi-

cines or chemical substances.

Grade 1

Room; mended Minimum Time Allocation: nine 25 -minute periods/year

By the eml &First gi ade, students will
1. del.;cribe what a medicine is:
2 gi-e examples of how medicines may be helpint or harmful;
3. accurately identify medicines and chemical substances that they may

come in contact with;
4. explain t tie risks involver; in using unknown substances:
5. describe good risks avid bad risks

Grade 2

Recom mended Minimum Time A Ilortztiorr nine 25-in in ide periods/year

By the end of second grade, students will
1. re.cogniie names given to medicines ind chemical substances;
2. de -wribe the appropriate rules for taking medicines;
3. ezplain why people choose to avoid certain medicines or chemical sub.

st a nces;

4. di-scrihe how nwdicines and chemical substances affect the body.

Grade 3

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: fifteen 25 - minute periodslyear

By the end oft bird grade, students will
I. discuss reasons for medicine and chemical substance use or nonuse;
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4. describe the behavioral eitectshtaleOhoktobaCcoi, *44 prr,t`!.
5. tell why alcohel, tobacco,,fciiiiteine, eief=itie,Cotint.Pi-:,frieeplile§; an ,

preseription drugs can be de-406(241f thighsed. ,
Grade 5

Recommended Minimuin Time Allocation: fiPeen 50-minute periods/year

By the end of fifth grade, students will
I. apply the components of the acision-Making procosa to drug nonuse

or use Mtuations;
2. oppreciate the positive influente§peers andaddlts -can have"on dei-

sions concerning alcohol, tobaeco, Or other druguee;
3. demonstrate helpful strategies for dealing with sociapressures to -use

drugs;
4. illustrate the impact use or abuse of alcohol, tobacto, and other drugs

has on the individual, the family, and the Communil.;!;
6. rm---.;nize the legal consequences of Use, purchase, end 'possession .of

drugs.

Grade

Recom,:tended Minimum Time Allocagfm: fifteen:50.minuteperiods/year

By the end of sixth grade, students v.:
I. value socially acceptable alternati . a to tobacco, alcohol, and

marijuana;
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2. identify physical, mental, and social effects of tobacco, dlcohof, and
marijuana use;

3. develop personal plans to positively confront social pressures related
to alcohol, tobacco, and other drug use;

4. identify people and organixations who can provide help with problems
related to tobacco, alcohol, marijuana, and other drugs.

Grades 7-8-9, Junior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: ten 50-minute periodesemester

By the end of ninth grade, students will
1. demonstrate streas management techniques that are alternatives to

substance use or abuse;
2. describe situations which illustrate the interplay of personal, social,

family, and environmental forces affecting the nonuse, use, or abuse of
substances that modify behavior;

3. appreciate the possible negative consequences of the choice to use
alcohol, tobacco, or othcr drugs;

4. explain why each individual is primarily responsible for his or her
own decisions concerning the use or ncnuse of alcohol, tobacco, and

other drugs;
5. identify local resources, services, and support groups that are avail-

able for substance abuse treatment and control;
6. know about a wide variety of career choices and occupational oppor-

tunities available in the area of substance abuse prevention, inter:
vention, and treatment.

Grades 10-11-12, Senior High

Recommended Minimum Time Allocation: ten 50-minute periodsIsemes:er

By thc end of I2th grade; students will
I.. recognize that decisions regarding nonuse, use, or abuse of tobacco,

alcohol, and other drugs are affected by personal perceptions and have
social implications;

2. issess how the nonuse, use, or abuse of alcohol, tobacco, and other
drugs can result in immediate or gradual change in health;

3. describe how to utilize programs and facilities designed to help indivi
duals and families with tobacco, alcohol, and other drug problems;

4. recognize the risks involved with drug use, misuse, or abuse when
operating or riding in recreation or transportation vehicles;

5. appreciate that everyone has the right to say "no" to the use of alcohol,
tobacco, or other drugs;

6. analyze the effects of tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs during preg-
nancy.
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Slimple Lessons

giuttergarten-SitbstancetrswantEAbuse

Specific Topic r.!Key: Ask Belbre.Osing

Approximate.Time: 25 minutes

Objective

Students w;ll give reasons for cmtsulting a responsible adult befbreusingmediCinesor
chemical substances.

Students will explain why. a. substatwe cannot be identifiett by looking, tasting; or
smelling

Aetivities

The students are shown, a piece ofieandy that looks likew pill. Ask them; "Whattisit?"
''What else might it be?" "Cen we telt what it is by limiting at it or smelling W?"What
might happen if we swallowertit?"

Here are additionaPdiscussion,questions.
Can you determine if a pill is candy or medicine?
What a e medicines for?
Sheulr perqon eat. a pill that looks, smells, or tastes like candy without asking a

qualified Atilt first? Why or why not?
Who are soloe people you could ask hefere taking any medicines or something you are

not -:tire about? 11.ist on the chalkboard.)

Source: !ti'r. 1 roiling at You, Two. Comprehensive Health Education Foundations
Seattle. WA

Re.on re cs Neuded: Piece of candy and a pi i I that look alike

Evaluation roeus
Knowledge El Attitude ILI-( Problem Solvhig

Teacher's Notes (Things tk change)
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Sample tesson

Grade g Substance'Use and Abuie

Specific Topical Key: Promote Non Smoking

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

Students will develop an information sheet describing the impact that use or abuse of
tobacco has on the individual, the family, and the community.

Students will have a deterrent impact on the smoking habits of others.

Activities

In the course of a discuss i, students are to make careful notes on the use of tobacco
and its effects on the individual and society. An award system called "Smokebusters" is
then used to encourage them to become actively involved in deo-easing the number of
smokers.

Each student must agree to present the information in his or her notes to a smoker
they know. The smoker must sign a sheet indicating the student has indeed done this. On
the same sheet, the smoker must also check yes or no in answer to the question, "Have
you, after hearing the information presented, signed and attached to this sheet an 'intent
to stop' statement?"

Each student who brings in a completed sheet signed by a smoker (in some cases, with
a 3igned 'intent to stop' statement attached) gets a Smokebusters certificate, ironon, or T-

This activity could be run in conjunction with the American Cancer Society's Great
American Smoke-Out, or could be used as part of the American Lung Association's
Students Teaching Students program.

A
SMOKEBUSTER
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Specific Topical Key: Coping

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

Sample Lesson .111

Junior High - Substance Use and Abuie

The students will demonstrate stress management techniques that are alternatives to
substance use or abuse.

The students will identify stressful situations in their lives.

Activities

In a class discussion, define "stressful feelings" (angry, anxious, embarrassed, hurt,
lonely, sad, unsafe, unstable), and "stress/stressful situations" (circumstances in which
we feel threatened by someone, something, or occurrences), and "coping" (dealing with a
stressful feeling so that we feel better).

Explain that stress and dealing with stress are both natural parts of living. People
use a variety of methods to cope with stress. Ask students for feelings they have when
under co ass and list these on the board.

Have students list three stressful situations in which they might feel sad, three in
which they might feel angry, three in which they sometimes feel lonely, and three other
stressful situations.

In these stressful situations, I might feel "sad."

2.

3.
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z= Substance Use and Abuie (cwainued)

In these stressful situOons, I might feel "angry!"

1.

2.

3.

1110111

in these stressful situations, I sometimes feel left out and lonely.

1.

2.

3.

In these oth,r stressful situations, I might feel ....

1.

2.

3.
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.

Facilitate an open-endedcliscussioklising thefoljowing questions..!,
Why do different wile cepa,tv,ith Pieir ! streseful feelings in different Ways?--
If you haye a cOPingbely(iik:Vntidore,t like,,what:gre Some ofyour alternaives?
Ira friend'has a coping behavior Iii:4dOklikei whet ean youilo?
I lowcan you better use your Positlye,liettayiors?
When is it AO to feel bad? sad?-.,frUstrated?-ropelyt
What might happen if yOu moted*oiko. StrCSSfaffeelings?
How are drugs used in copii g With itressfulfeiliiigs?`
Why do some people use drOgs for coPingritber:thanPther behaviors:

Have the students think of coping activities as emotional outlets and list four
emotional outlets they could use for each of the following:

when I am sad;
when I am angry;
when I am feeling lonely and left out;
when am worried.

See attached handout on "Emotional Outlets

Source: Here's Looking at You, Too, Comprehensive Health Education Foundation,
S.attle, WA

Evaluation Focus
13 Knowledge 0 Attitude 0 Problem Solving

Teaches Notes (Things to change)
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Sample Lesson

4

Junior High - Substance Use and Abuse Handout

EMOTIONAL OUTLETS*------)
°ire( ons. In each box,
write what you could do for
an emotional outlet.

What to do when I
am sad

What to do when I
am angry

What to do when I
am feeling lonely
and left out

What to do when I
'tin worried

t .

CI
11

I

11
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,
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Sample Lesson II
Senior High - Substance Use and Abuse

Specific Topical Key: Risk Profile

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

Objective

The students will recognize risks of drug use, misuse, or abuse when operating recrea-
tion or transportation vehicles.

Activities

Discuss what someone means when they say "that's a risky thing to do." Then ask
what someone might mean by saying "you could gain a lot by doing that."

Define the terms "risk" and "gains" as the possible consequerres of particular deci-
sions.

Ask students to rate the level of risk-taking of a turtl eas either low, medium, or
high. Explain that a turtle is well protected on top, can hide in its shell, but to go any-
where, haz to stick out its neck. The point is that one takes some risks in order to gain
something in return.

Tell students to develop a risk profile by listing and rating various behaviors under
each of the headings below. The risk profile should include risk level Oow, medium, high)
and gain level (low, medium, high) for each behavior under each heading.

1) Driving
2) Recreational activities
3) Alcohol and other drug use
4) Peer relationships

Source: Here's Looking or You, Two, Comprehensive dealth Education Foundation,
Seattle, WA.

Evaluation Focus
0 Knowledge 0 Attitude El Problem Solving

'reacher's Notes (Things to change)
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0,4 anizational and S

. Figure 4

rCCOriiiiderii'stiiiiis tor
mg 'Health' Reettir4on

PHASE I

1

Development
Planning

Adviaory-ftpport
Direction

KEY PEOPLE
INVOLVED

Internal

Teachers
Administrators
Students
School Nurse

External

PHASE II

Actual Instruction/
Implementation

KEYDELIVERY
PEOPLE

Classroom teachers K-6
Health ed. teachers 7-12
Health ed. coordinator
School nurses
Other teachers including
health units 7-12

PHASE!!!

Evaluation

1.
Student Program

Staff

Examples of Support Resources
for Health Instruction

KEY PEOPLE
INVOLVED

Student

Teachers
Students
Parents

Program

Parents
School board reps.
Medical
profesaionals
Clergy and otlyar
community groups

School

Psychological
services
Social work
services
Guidance and
counseling
services
Health and
nursing
servicPs
Physical educa-
tion/science/
home ec.
School food
ses vices

Community

aty and
county health
agenci°41
Hospitals
Clinics
Vobantery and
pro:. health
organizations

State

Health ed. coord.
Teachers
Students
Administrators
School nurse
Advisory personnel

OPI
DHES
Voluntary and
prof. health
organizations,
that is

Heart
Lung
Cancer

a Med. society
Dental assoc.
Nurses assoc.
Acad. Pediat.
March of
Dimes
Red Cross

Universities and
colleges

Health ed. coord.
Teachers
School nurse

o Administrators
Students

National

Assoc. for Ad-
vancement of H.E.
(AAHE)
Amer. School H.
Assoc. (ASHA)
Centers for Disease
Control (CDC)

* Natl. Assoc.
of School Nurses
(NASN)
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Health Promotion for School Staff

. . . school health
education and health

promotion r rograms are
wonomically

:rresistible.

During ,the past several years, private business and industry havedilcovered that healthy employees and those programa thatprO.Meteqheirhealth can help reduce the trend toward ever-inCreasingbeialthenietiiits,
absenteeism, and decreased productivity. In 1982) the United $tates
spent more than $320 biii!on. forihealth care, with private and public
employers paying at leazt hrilfofthese healthcare Costs.

One of the more prorrasing ways in which private business hsacon-
fronted the problem a mounting health care costs and their impacts onthe workplace and the economy has been to shift from a treatinent-of-dia-
eaae approach to the prevention ofhealth problems through health premo-tion. In fact, there is available evidence to suggest that, even.modesthea!th promotion programs can substantially reduCe medical care costs inthe workplace.

A new manual entitled Wellness at the School Worksite lists several
compelling reasons for focusing health promotion efforts on the school as aunique worksite. The educational mission of the school as workplace
seems an especially important reason. Carrying out that 7..airsionmight toinvolve active health promotion, influencing individuals, through educe-tirn, to alter their health behaviors in positive ways. The following are
other reasons for promoting health among all school staff.

Schools are some of the largest emplerns in the country. Improvingthe health of such a substantial part of the work force would significantly
affect national health care costs.

Wellness/health promotion programs can improve scluol staff moraleand productivity. That means not only better use of taxpayers' dollars,but also an improvement in the quality of education.
Promoting wellness among school building staff has a built-in multi-

plier effect. Changing the health habits of a relative few will affect the
health habits of a great many.

Schools are everywhere; they provide geographic coverage of everystate in the nation.
Most schools already have fitness facilities, cafeterias, and ti lined

health personnel, all excellent resources for health promotion.
Schools have skilled professio.4a1 staff trained in program desigo andmanage ment.
Schools are potential community health promotion and wellnesscenters.
Many schools and school systeme have proven the effectiveness of "well-ness at the school worksite"programs.
The manual also outlines a Wellness Cycle for both the school districtand the individual It ineudes screening, assessment, goal setting, group

starter activities, rt. Idl...ack, and reassessment.
Besides the personal physical, emotional, and social benefits to all

staff participating in a health promotion/wellness program in the school,
documented financial benefits ma:te such a program economically irre-

15 3
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sistible. The Dallas, Texas, Independent School. District instituted a
health promotion/wellness program in 1982, and after one year had saved
nearly $500,000 in substitute teachers' pay. One of the most significant
outcomes of this program was a 35-percent drop in absenteeism of par-
ticipating teachers. In addition, the Dallas system reported the follow-
ing:

reduced smoking,
decreased weight and body fat,
decreased systolic and diastolic blood pressure,
ineveased physical activity and exercise,
increased use of balanced diet,
dec.eased levels of anxiety and depression,
increased sense of personal well-being,
reduced health care claim costs,
better morale,
greater productivity,
higher instructional quality due to imp 'wed teache, morak And more

time on tasks with students.
A significant long-range goal of a health promotion/wellness program

is to cut health care costs. School district investment in such a program
is far more cost-effective than supporting the ever-increasing costs of
treating disease and other preventable health problems. The immediate
goal of health promotion is to improve staff morale and productivity in
the school by fostering wellness. In addition, ell school staff, "for better
or for worse," are role models whose behavior influences the behavior of
young people in their formative years. A health promotion program for
staff, which may involve a relatively smail number of employees, can
have a positive influence on a great many students. As Albert Schweitzer
once stated, "Example is not the main thing in influencing others. It is
the only thing."

According to the findings of a Portland (Oregon) State University
study, the existence of health promotion programs for staff is the number
one predictor of successful health education programs in a school
building. The number two predictor is the health-related behavior of the
building principal.

If Montana school staff responsible for health education believe that
health instruction should be supi,... ued by the positive health lifestyles of
faculty and other staff, then a health promotion/wellness program in the
school setting is an idea whose time has come. For specific assistance in
planning a health promotion/wellness program, interested schools can ob-
tain a free copy of Wellness at the School Worksite by writing to:

Education Relations and Resources
Health Insurance Association of America
American Council of Life Insurance
1860 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20066-2284
1).02-862-4082

.1 5 ,1
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Theltamini D ietofH With and'Eriviionnientil Scialces hasalso published a manual. It repremmts a do-it-yourself guide on how toplan, implement, and evaluate your own health program. Wellness atWork in MontanaA Practical Guide for Health Promotion in MontanaSmall Businesses is available free by writing to:

Health Promotion and Education Program
Montana Dept. of Health and Environmental Sciences
Cogswell Building
I MT 59620
(406) 444.4488

Here is a list of agencies, businesses and organizations which may be of
help to you in your health promotion efforts. It is current as of this
writing. There are other Montana resources in your community which we
have suggested throughout the manual.
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division
Montana Dept. of Institutions
1539 Ilth Avenue
Helena, MT 59620
(4061 444-2827

Blue Cross of Montana
3360 10th Ave. South
Great Falls, MT 59405
(4061 761-7310

Blue ShieldMontana
Physiciat s Service
404 Fuller Avenue
Helena, MT 59601
(406) 442-5950

Director of Benefits
Montana University System
33 South Last Chance Gulch
Helena, MT 59620
(406) 444-6570

Health Incentives
218 East Fiont, Suite 209
Missoula, MT 59802
(46) 721-7716

Health Promotion and
Education Program
MT. Dept. of Health and

Environmental Sciences
Cogswell Building
Helena, MT 59620
(406) 444-4488

Health Unlimited
119: Steel
Butte, MT 59701
(406) 723-5816

Montana Affiliate, American
Diahrtes Association
P.O. Box 2411
Great Fulls, MT 59403

Montai .1 Department of Justice
Highway Safety Division
303 Roberts
Helena, MT 59620
(406) 444-3412

Montana Division, American
Cancer Society
313 N. 32 St, Suite 1
Bi Dingo, MT 59101
(406) 252-7111

Montana Heart Association
510 1st Ave. North
Great Falls, MT 59401
(406) 452-2362

Montana Lung Association
826 Helena Avenue
Helena, MT 59601
(406) 442-6556

MSU Employee Wellness
Montana State University
HPER Iftpartment
Bozeman, MT 59717
(406) 994-4001

Preventive Health Associates
710 Grand Avenue
BMWs% MT 59104

Wellness Coordinator
Office of Personnel
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
(406) 243-6760

Wellneas Program
Office of the President
Eastern Montana College
Billings, MT 59101
(406) 657-2300
Chambers of Commerce

Cooperative &tension Service

Hospitals

Local Health Departments

-U05



Coordination of the School Health
Education Program

One of the most difficult
tasks for a local school

district is the actual
coordination and

articulation of K-12
health instruction...

...the health education
coordinator must have a
specific role description,

approved by the board of
education, in addition t()

professionally assigned
time for coordination

activities.

Good health education
programs do not just
happen.

One of the most difficult itasks for a local schoolAistrict is the actual
coordination anckarticulatiOn Of A-12 ,health instrOtion and the p8e, of
suPport;reeolirces.,tikili*-:of'coordiiiatioh, hes heen.AOCumentediab a
major weeinesi&O,CaCh*Seiiitfil404, twQ*01,0*44.e40.4*#,

it is critieal-that theaChci011iatid;andilistrict adminiitratiOn;give this
person legitimataauthOrityi<resPontiihility, and timeto eicercigeithe in
structional leadership necessary to actUally coordinate and,articAate the
program. LOgically,;Lds individual should have proieSsional*Oparatick,
in health education and high interest in assUming the rai.;.0(distiice,Coaf,
dinator. .

To be successful, thelealth education coordinator indSthaVe
rcle description't-approVed. by the board of eduCation, in additiok ;to,
assigned profaiiiiimiat ti-melor coordinatiOnactivities. ,

A sample role descriPtimiran,ba fOni14'4i.AiiPqR4*'k
,

Obviously, one indiVidual in a-sChool- district Cannotpoordinate,
gram without the assititance and'cooperatien of otherihtereetia4i4.-It
is recommended that the coordinatOridentify a- healtli:edUcation.Contact
person in each ,school building to work as Part of a-diatriCtWi4iiealth.,

,

education coordinating team. Each building contact iperson-,-wOuld
become the leader for health education initiatives witiliii,,tkat: specific
whool. In addition, fOich indiVidual chould be giVen
by the principal to represent all teaching staff involved in health'instruc-
don at the building-level.

The coordinating team members and health education cobrdinator
should meet frequently during the school year to discuss probleM8;,solu-
tions, new ideaa and teaching strategies, and new. resotirce
program development, implementation, and eveluation. in
team members should have frequent oppertunities tc participate in con,
tinuing profesaional staff development in health education. As these staff
members gain new skills and knowledge. they car, conduct c,agoing
health education inservice programs for other staff members in each
school building.

The health education coordinator and the members of the coordinating
team can actually institutionalize K-12 health instruction at the local
school district level. However, the keys to the success of tho coordinating
team are their interest, their motivation, and the legitimacy of the role
and function given to that team by the district, administrative staff and
the local board of education.

In addition to coordination, the following significant management
functions should be considered at the local district level.

Advocacy

Health education requires advocacy. Good health education prop 8
do not just happen. Someone makes them happen. Those who hb. ve
comprehensive health education can help peopL, live healthier, more pro-
ductive lives must make that, belief known to educational policymakers
at all levels.
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Clearinghouse

Vital to the management of a comprehensive school health education
program are clearinghouse functions. Health education staff should con-
stantly seek visibility for the program and should use available
resources, especially those in the community. The Purpose of the clear-
inghouse function is to promote awareness of, to -review, arid to
disseminate information about the availability of quality health 'educa-
tion resources and resource needs. Resources include ideal, PeOple,
methods, materials, facilities, programs, research projecta, and funding
sources.

Evaluation

The purpose of evaluation is to gather information about effectiveneas
and efficiency that can be used to make decisions about programs.
Evaluation can provide information about program efforts to
policymakers, advocacy groups, and resource people. It may be used to
generate continuing support for programs or to show a need for hew ef-
forts. Evaluation should help staff to discover practical ways to improve
their efforts.

Innovation

Innovation is important in health education because the field is chang-
ing rapidly. There are innovations that provide solutions to particular
problems and that outline new and promising approaches to the health
education curriculum. It is usually best to pilot each itmovition to
evaluate its utility and see if it can be practically implemented within the
existing program.

Teachers should be encouraged to plan and implement new teaching
strategies and use new resources that support the program's goals and
objectives. When innovative ideas and resources Ire successful or usefel,
they should be shared with other teachir / staff.

The five areas addressed here-coordination, advocacy, clearinghouse,
evaluation, and innovation-are deecribed in much more detail in a
publication entitled Comprehensive Health Education Management
Mode&

This management model was developed for the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, Bureau of Health Education, Centers for
Disease Control, by the Florida Department of Education.
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...when schools assume
the responsibility for

planning, implementing,
and evaluating their

health instrUction
programs, they must

apply sound principles
and criteria in the selec-
tion and use of resource

materials.

Inria

Resources for Health Instruction

Schoo1,1,1th,instnictian ;materials. are;produced by many volunteer,
professional, and commercial organizations While the:qinility:a such

materiall':yariee ;O:f.etheni ara:4iaeftkOc1,1n-expensivit.

HO *evert, tb&prolieration 016*,-*Itekirili'lliOt1;#' eAqiushism With
which theyara pçomotàLto SehexilaifrequeAtly'endOurageafragmentation
of an'eids nseof,diVerSa-ana air-elated Materials
as a substitute for a'developmental, seqtiential; cainPrehensive, and
balanced,heilthinitinCtion*Piagranii.Thesamaterials, When nsed,-should

be integrated withintiieipstrUctional program. In additi?n, when scheola

assume the relipaaibilitY for planning; impleMenting; and eValuating
their health inetruCtinn programs, they must apply iennd principles and
criteria in tha;selection incluge of resOurce materials:

To assist schobi districts-with this task, this guide has identified
sources of health information,- arid materials at the national; state.
regional, and local levels. This Hating can be tound in Appendix 13.

In addition to the reiource Hat, the guide includes an artiCie 'entitled
"Practical PrinciPles in theEff4Ctive Utie of Print Materials" (ApPendix,

C). This article *reprinted with permiiision of the copyright owner from a
book entitled Education-for-HeOlt* The Selective Guide, publtshee' by
the National center for Health Eduction. The article, written by pr. Nina
Ridenouri outlines specidc principles and criteria to guide those selecting

atm using health education resources. Five basic qualities to look for
when assessing educational materias are discussed in the article. These
qualities are

substance,
validity,
balance,
authority,
integrity.

While the article focuses primarily on print materials, the criteriagiven

can certainly be applied when selecting human and audiovisual resources

as well. In addition to the .five qualities above, creativity and motiva-
tional value are also extremely important.

Finally, additional guidance in selection of resources, including text-
bc3ks, can be found in A Guide for Curriculum Planning in Reading, in

the selection on "Selecting Instructional Materials."
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Instruction about Human Sexualty

Even though the Montana Board of Public Education believes that the
establishment and maintenance of family life and human sexuality pro-
rams in Montana's public schools are extremely important, the Board at
this time is not mandating such programs. The Board believes that local
school districts will recognize their responsibilities to their studente and
communities in this matter, and that results in this sensitive but crucial
subject will nuns likely occur on a voluntary rather than a mandated
basis.

The Board recognizes that no one program is uniformly appropriate for
thi wide range of conditions which exist throughout the state, and
therefore wants to leave to local school districts decision.3 about the kind
of program they will have. The Board does, however, encourage school
districts to consider at least the following themes which repeatedly ap-
peared in its examination of the issue:

School officials should make a serious effort to inform and involve
parents, students, churches, medical professionals, and community
organizations when assessing needs, discussing proposals, reviewing cur-
riculum and materials, and implementing programs.

Paral: ! programs for educating parents and mner adults should be of-
fered.

lio Programs should not be an isolated fragment of education, but should
be integrated into an appropriate area of the total school program such as
health or home economics but with consideration given to making such
programs readily accessible to all students.

A mechanism should be established whereby any student who objects
to attending a program may be excused.

Faculty should be carefully selected and adequately prepared in accor-
dance with standards established by the district.

Programs at every level, K-12, are encouraged.
oh qrecific ;,r-ils for each locality should be clearly explained

In matters of varying moral, ethical and religious beliefs, the school
and teacher shouid be especially mindful of individual differences. Such
matters should be referred to parent, family, clergyman, medical profee-
sionals. or others.

Programs and faculty should be evaluated (Ai a continuing basis and
the effectiveness of programs should be periodically assessed by school
officials.

Resource: State of Montana Board of Public Education, "Report and
Recommendations on Human Sexuality and Family Life Education Pro-
grams"

Ultimately, the decision as to whether or not an instructional program
about human sexuality is to be introduced into the schools isa matter for
the school board to detwmine at the local district level. The Office of
Public Instruction makes the following recommendations to school
boards considering such programs.

i., t..
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4.tUdentparticipation in instruction about human sexuality shoukkbe,
voluntary::andaubject to parental *sent.

Leeaticbckii boariIs unlit *,shCommunity suppeit frorniiiiiente;gtiar!
diana`"clier krielana. Other iealth pffevionalS,rdr gite,fes
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atrucUout fit01-'., sexuallty , ...
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tunitydirataid and appreciate thvalue bf,..finniliz
Teal i edth leap 1bIIlt Winclitdine c Oil about

human
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hike' the 1nrest, inOtiyation, ,Orwaratien;ind confidence **cep-
saii*PrO*01010164,inqictian VosiOCIent*'j
hav eainetlftlie tfitWan4Onfiderice of:0'e Seheblidniiriistratioil,
parOrtf! 0.02theaftndents:wbom they Isy,P*00.1,1,*;;;:'
be eitfoilielji'441ukiii t*iselettioito# ii40..,:al:614iiilementati
sources; that- suPPOrt the balic institictional,lireitraink
establish realistie;limits cenceniingthe scope Of theinstructienal

Pr°g4,n1
i- rotiet and respect student and family privacy in all:clasa actzv
itieteanditseigiiMentS;
previewaudicifisuil and print materials with an advisory grouP
before using them with students.

a

3

In addition to the above, it is recemmended that school districri make
every effort to assure that any program which includes the scutiy of
Inman sexuality emphasize-the strengthening of the farhily arr
such a program should focuronthe need fir positive intemerseial rela-
tionships within the family, and promote the concept that a.tilts must
recognize and as.iume their responsibilities for rearing 'Children.

Equity in Health Education

A quality health eduai-
tion program eliminates
both personal and
professional biases.

The state and the nation recognize the difference in the experiences of
women and of men, of all races, colors, and ethnic groups, and ofpeople of
varied physical and mental abilities. These differences often result in the
sorting, grouOing, and tracking of minority, female, and disabled
students into stereotyped patterns that prevent them.from exploring all
options and opportunities aceording3O4heir individual- talents and in.
terests. The eost of bias to academic aahievementt,psychological
physical development, . careersiiand family relatiehips is -significant.
Each studentahould have the oPportunity to see his or her own place in a
health education ctiniculum.

TO that and, this guide recommends the inclusion of an groups in a
health education curriculum and in teaching resources. A quality health
education program elimiiiates both personal and professional biases.

Every effort must be made to eliminate the following forms of bias.

Invisibility: underrepresentation of certain groups, which can imply that
these groups are of less value, importance, and significance.
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and conterUpCorarY lifietperience.

_

Fir,---usentiktiesiiiaalation: separating. issues related to Minorities and
women.fr6in the.mnin body of the tcrt.

Linguistic bile: excluding the roksi and 1,u-1pm:tango of feraalis by con-
stant use Uf the generic he and sex-biased words:

Health education curriculum cominittees are urged ta-Lat**aly em-
phasize the value of all persons by' including ihe coatribilfiiihis, lMages.
and experiences of all groups in curricular objectives intiCiainiriMin ac-
tivities.
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Integrating Communication and Thinkin Skqls
in Health EdÜatiô4

Strenehening Listening, Speakthg, Reading and
Thinking Ski4s

The communication and thinking:skills, often censideree bee-- Ire
really the toolsta iSeilitatetlie,M*Stery 'of a variety of content art The,
:ollowin&sectionsnekonly deieribe a five-stage strategy,tor hnpreVing
students' listening, speaking,,reading and thinking skilli, but alio their
understanding-of health education. .

Preparation for Reading

Before giving a reading assignment,-examine the readingeeleetionor
text to determine the featuies..t4t:Nonldlielp.student-.ConnifebensiOn
and to identify both nnfatniliar Ya.O.h114.4'i.and cm**,4111.0034,t,te.
difficult for students. Next4Ssesi Student** eiperiential**0404 to
decide whether they haVe:the- -1leePaaarY-..:cOn-cOtk:i4,0c-abniarY
knowledge to extract a sathiftiCtgry bintel,cf Meaning frOm-the teXt;:Ifithis
backgroond isin.sufficienti.it:lailtbii-neeeSeary to,404040y,op,Oto'4elp
students acquire this inforMStk4 before: they *ad: ,:the selection
Vocabulary instruction refie4ch Seems ,to indicate-that Aficueing.on-con-
cepts and meanings in fainilier OnteXts is nuireAirOfitable4hin, rote
learning of new -lords in hkgitiOri. Thus, one Should Jeatiliiinfailiar
vocabulary essential to understanding text material i4 rick coritO4ual
settings which are relevent and intereiting before entrduringreS

The following are some specifiesuggestiensfor preparing students for .

reading in health texts or other health-related materials while utilizing
listening and speaking skills.

Assess and expand the students' background knowledge and ex-
perience as related to the text or assignment by

questioning students directly to find out what they know or be-
lieve they know;
noting misconceptions end offering information to provkie ade-
quate background for comprehension;
arousing Interest and helpiniStudents become aware ef the rele-
vance of text.material to,their daily lives.

Introduce necessary vocabulary end fundamental concepts by
brainstorming with students about ths general meanings of new r-t-

words;
guiding students to more specific meanings of :it v words in the
assigned text;
analyzing the structure of the uew words to aid recognition (roots,
prefixes, suffixes); .`z

developing links between vocabulary and larger concepts.

5,1
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Setting a Pur- Ise for Reading Through Orul Communication

The more thoroughly students are prepared to identify text features
and to set purpose, the more likely they are to comprehend.

Through this procedure, students begin to identify a purpose fur their
marling. Focus students' attention on huportant concepts contained in
the text. For example, if you wants students to identify-the benefilos of a
fitness program, point out the - list of such benefits Inv be derived
from the reading. If l.uman anatomy or exact physical iysteras ter-
minolokr is desired, make that clear, so that students have some sense of
what aspects of the text material to kali; upon.

Guided Silent Reading

Once they have reading purposes clearly in mind, students are ready to
read the assigned material silently. To pronnte effective silent reading,
encourage students to create questions which they can refer to es theyread.

Discussion, Rereading and Reflection

Following purposeful silent reading, guide students in the discussion of
the specific reading. Proviae them an 9pportunity to talk about the con-
tent in relation to their purposes f.ir reading it. They should discuss-
listening carefully, courteously yet critically to each other-whether the
information acquired was sufficient to answer theii questions and fulfill
ex pecta tions.

Critical Thinking Employing Listening and Speaking

During discussion, ask questions requiring ;te..ients to go beyond the
specific details and think critically about the overall concepts and ionger
measages in the text. Ask them to reread sections to find support for
their interpretations or to identify inconsistencies in the author's reason-
ing. Rereading cam be done either aloud or silently, but should alwar;
have a definite purpose.

Following are specific activities involving discusaion, reading, and
r Alections:

discussing answers to prereading questions, confirming and verifying
answers;

interpreting information from reeding by drawing conclusior mak-
ing inferenms, generalizing, and identifying interrelationships;

evaluatiug information by makinf- judgments, determining i,:terit, and
considering the overall significance of the information;

reflecting upon information by applying it to current, real-life situa-
tions:

identifying topics for further f,nalysis, dinussion, and perhaps
writing.
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Writing has the special
advantage of making a
student's thought
processes visible and
available in a permanent
form.

Extension Activities

INtension e tivities help students-expand upon information gainedi
fronr:tho reading._ Theyilnevide ,atudents,*41yOppOrtunititra to:' in:Cot;
porate .vsetideati and inforinatirA:intO thair `background underitandings.

Stxengthening iting Skills

Writing and Learning

&Cause writing and.loarning are such similar proa teachersiiho -

include writing as a learning activity', itheir classroonislindt hat
students undastafid and-retain knoWleapt, better,., Both wntiügand
learning Tecluir, act..!ie attle..n114Wt4:****440444,3:141,0*a4
informitiOn. BotivreqUiO\ plannint ahead aiid reviawvg 10*,-Art
foams on making con#ections betvieen priOr
mation. Writing his theaPecial sidvantagenf Making a 3t.,....mo,tkolioi
processes visible:an& av1lable in- a pernianent form.. -This perManant
record I. useful-in the rehearsing and zeviiiving prodela necesierifOr
long-term learning.

It is important-1W teachers vihO' USO writing to enhancelearning in a
specific content area raaliia that they need not take on all the bUrdens of .

the English teacher: The :following :guidelines for- issignMentja aral
evaluation may help eiplain how writing can enhance content-arealearn-
ing.

Frequent short writing assignments are more helpful than one long
assignment.

Not sal writ)- \as to be evaluated. Studenta need to write far more
material tbln anr eacher can grade if writing is to improve theirliarn-
ing.

There is a variety of ways to give students hol21u1 leednackeen -their
writing. Feedback giv3n en outlines and drafts improves students'
writing more than extensive correcting or comments on ;,izeady com-
pleted assignments.
ri Student writing can provide information on the success of instruction.
Having students write short summary paragraphs at the ends of lessons
gives feedback on thei. comprehension of the material.

r,

Sample Writing Assignments

The following are offered as appropriate writing activities within a
healthinstruetion program.

Writing Dimtions. When irtstzution focuses on how a particular pro-
cedurais done or on describing a particular proces% have students write
directions for someona unfamiliar with the process (not for the teacher).
Students must first understand the process and be-able to exPlain it in
their own words before they can explain it to someone else. Choosing an.
audience other than the teacher emphasizes the need to be clear anti in-
clusive, since the audience has no prior understamung of the procede.



Defining Terms. When instruction focuses on learning nsw vocabulary
for concepts end objects, have students write definitions for thee*
in their own words. Emphasize nutking connections to objects and con-
cepts with which students are already familiar.

Performance Critique. When students are learning to perform a skill and
process, like CPR, have them critique their own performance in writing.
When they do this, students review their own Lehavier, spot any errors,
retrieve their last correct behavior, and determine alternative behavior.This teaches self-monitoring strategies.

News Features/Editorials. Ask students to write articles for a local paper
on health-related topics. Giving information on a topic and supplying per-
suasive reasons for certain behaviors will not only int:rinse each
student's understanding of the material, but also help him or her learn
what motivates people to change their behaviors.

(More information on c3mmunication skills in the content aren,- is
available from the English Languge Arts Specialist, Office of Public In-
struction).

Computers in Health Education
A fundamental need in an information-age scciety is for children tolearn to handle information, to solve problems, to communicatewith peo-ple, and to understand the changes that are taking place in their society.
Greater use of electronic educational tools can significantly increase

the effectiveness of education. Such tools can take students beyond tradi-tional health education to a future-oriented curriculum that offersproblemsolving activities not previously available.
The eomputer's potential has been demonstrated as an effective in-

structional tool for a variety of applications. Computers may be used to
manage the instructional setting, particularly as aids in test scoring,
grading, and record keeping. Computer software can help teachers
diagnose areas of weakness in, and suggest appropriate assignments for,their students. Districts may also look to the computer for carriculum
maintenance; as district goals and objectives for students change over
time, the computer allows additions to, deletions from, and modifications
of curriculum ard resource data to be made with ease.

A number of school administrative functions, aome of t :hich directly in-
fluence decisions made for the health instruction program, may also be
handled by the computer. These include student records management,planning and budgeting applications, and information vett als.

In computer-aided learning, computer programs become effective in-
structional tools used in much the same way other media resources areused.

Well-developed computer oeftware can add dynaclic and interactive
versatility to tne learning process. Th.t following applications make the
computer an instructional tool for health education.

15016 5
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Drill and practice programs review and reinforei concepts or skillS
already taught.

Tutorial progmms introduce and explein concepts.and facts; they- may
alleipreiridereitial eipeenre to Materiel&

SintOation proglm'*:#afigTO' to m040 r.e. t$11;sTrld pnyi .remonte
with whith : students -401i440.40# atti* ol hthess i,in*ittoii -ItOss
m a n a g e M e n t , e C o l o g y , I M i g k ti c 6 4 0 4 4 , i ri l b s t a n c e * e, en d, sio On.-simula-
tionSeilow'studentS to Pai4iiit**** and 'interact in sittations thatcare
often- hiatccial- iietrjo-coittplex, expensive, dangerous, or distant tit be
brought into the elaparocan.

Discovery computer programs are used to develop cognitive problem-
solving abilities in specific topic areas such as ald end otherdnig
abuse, consumerism, disease prevention, accident pn .ion;end oth'ers:

Instructional games are designed to hold a user's attention and interest -
while teaching logical thinking or making practices less tedious.

Word processing involves use of the computer and specialty software
which supports the writin-g, editing, formatting, and printing of reports
and other written docvments.

Data bases can be created using the computer's ability to collect,
organize, retrieve, sort, display, and print data of all kinds.

Spreadsheets are business or scientific worksheets that may be simulated
using the computer and- specialized software. Data are entered into
"cells" in the electronicworksheet and can be calculated automatically
by the spreadsheet program.

Telecommunications involves use of the computer and communications
software to input, transmit, sort, receive, and display information from
various sources.

Specific information concerning the use of computere in education is
available from the Office of Public Instruction, Mathematics Educa-
tion/Instructional Technology Specialist, Department of Basic Instruc-
tional Skills.

For more information on the use of computers .and software in health
education, contact the Association for the Advancement of Health
Education., In addition, the National Health Information Clearinghouse
has published a listing of Health Promotion Software. See Appendix B
for information on both organizations.
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Career Development

This curriculum guide includes proposed objectives, within the ten ma-
jor content areas, for increasing student knowledge of careerchoices and
occupational opportunitieo available in the health field. -It ie recom-
mended that the planners of junior and senior high school health educa-
tion courses seriously consider including instruction about a wide range
of health careers and occupations in the basic health instructional pro-
gram.

Career development s a eontinuous process which identifies various
stages of change a person may experience throughout his or her lifetime.
These stages are affected by individual goals, skills, and values as they
interrelate with the various career options and alternatives each in-
dividual pursues. Obviously, teachers must be able te) recognize various
levels of maturity and readiness in stutZentsm order to help them identify
personal strengths, abilities to work with others, and information on the
world of work, the variety of cooices available, and the requirements of
and re e ards offered by relevant health occupations. Activities should
help students become more aware of and explore health occupations.

Activities slould help
students bectIne mo-re

aware of and vxplore
health occupations.

Teaching Strategies for Health
Education*

How health is taught is just as important as what is taught. The
teacher nrast give special attention to the strategies and methods us to
ensure that techniques are varied end provide centinuity an..: pro-

Esesive learning for all students. Students develop health understand-
. es. hab:ts, skills, and attitudes by experiencing a wide variety of ac-
tivities. Effective health teaching depends greatly upon the instructor s
ability to motivate students to make positive health choices.

Those teachers w}-o show interest, preperation, and enthusiasm will
capture tne students' attention, arouse :leir interest, and probably be
most successful in influencing their understandings and attitudes and in
helping them to perceive the goal of : igh-level wellness as worthwhile.

Teaching strategies in health instruction, as in any other area of
teaching, should relate directly to the teacher's goals and objectives for
students. In health instruction, the goals of acquiring information,
developing concepts, learning skin:, becoming aware of values, and
developing inquiry strategies are all important and necessary. An em-
phasis on finding personal meaning and on involvement will help
students to internalize the concepte, Anis, and information presented.

Therefore, the teaching strategies most necessary to the development
of positive health behaviors in students are, perhaps, those that help
them learn problem solving and decision-making skills. Developing a
means of inquiry and the ability to think criticelly is essential if each stu-
dent is to assume responsibility fo: the lifelong task of maintaining per-
eeinl well-be;ng.

'Adapted from Guidelines for Improving School Health Education K-12,
Ohio Department of Education.
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Young people need
practice with decision
making...

...help students learn to
make decisions affecting
their well-being, not out
of habit or in response to
an advertisement, but
using an tintellectual and
critical thinking ap-
proach.

Decision Making

rz9ng people need practice with deckion making, for it brings into
play mayo the,
*itlstob
formation into epee*
ana to intet*4' or ana].

ittof .reititaFthinkina. Ainong,these are -the
ka'Accitike jilf.90440*

.041 '6#04010.40tOO_tkl.,#.t.:Y.1*.*0,1:403;"
irtpationiterptired':'41Sfore a jiidgment is

made' # to the heatO.Okat
StudentO:ject tite,be'iiiti41:64i*CesS-specitie health concepts and facts

before deriding** Cotiiii:eifiction to take and whether tochange their
behaviors or attitudes. T^milie responsible decisions, sttidents need help
with

identifying theproblem3classifying, categorizing),
acquiring hiferrnstinzi (Ohserving, lietening, queitinning),
checking out.optianalcoMpsring, contrasting),
checking reaspnahlanatianf gin-glen§ (analyihig, predicting),
selecting epproptisteSointion (making judgments, predicting),
aPPlYintcencluoinno (*Opting cwasequenceo).
If students possess the ss.11ls to make intelligent decisions, they will be

equipped to make inttlligent judgments about most health-related ques-
tions .;LNI, problems.

Problem Solving

A tfAtcher acquainted with problem solving skills can also help
students practice these skills when they make decisions about personal,
family or public health. The following logical sequence for problem solv-
ing va.:- fest outlined by John Dewey many years ago.

Identify the problem.
Establish the facts.
Formulate hypotheses.
Test hypotheses.
Evaluate results.
It is especially important to help students learn to make decisions af-

fecting their well-being, not out of habit or in response to an advertise-
ment, but using an intellectual and critical thinking approach. Critical
thinking involves both deductive or analytical, thougLt (principle to facts)
and inductive or synthetic thought (facts to principle). Most decisions in
life are made using a combination of the two; therefore, teachers must
directly teach smd offer practice in critical thinking in the schools.
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Appendix A

'tole Description for a Health Education Coordinator

The following outline identifies specific duties, knowledge, and abilities; it could be used
to design a specific role description for a district health education coordinator.

Specific Duties

Emphasize the importance of and gain suppoit for school heat,* education within the
school and community.

Assist with the development of a needs assessn.ent for K-12 health instruction.
Help determine program needs and priorities, takin into consideration the needs

assessment, the status of existing instruction, and community expectations.
Provide leadership in identifying and upgrading content to be covered in the local K-12

curriculum.
6 Understand and interpret state laws mandating schoolhealth education and urriculum
guidelines developed by the Office of Public instruction.

Act as the catalyst for coordination and articulation of K-12 health instruction with the
district health coordinating team.

Assist with the design of inservice workshops for administrators and teachers to pro-
vide information, review new resources, explore new teaching strategies, and improve
communication among all involve. publics.

Provide leadership necessara to design and implement health promotion and wellness
activities for school staff.

Estabish two-way communication with organizational and support aervices within the
school, community, and state and involve such services in the school program. This would
include, but not be limita; to, pupil services staff, health services staff, physiciana, health
agencies, volunteer organizations, hospitals, universities and colleges: Department of
Health and nvironmental Sciences staff, and the Montana Office of Public Instruction
health staff.
a Provide assistance with designing evaluat on components of the instructional program.

Assist with the identification, evaluation, tine selection of relevant resources to support
the instructional,program.

Knowledge of

the total health principle of balanced physical, emotional, social, Ind intellectual
growth and developmel

the many topical areas u..c1ud5d in health instruction and their relatiotship to total
health
a teaching techniques as they apply to specific topical areas and total health

teaching and motivational strategies and their applications at various grade levels and
for students with varying degrees of maturity

curriculum development and implementation for schoolt health education
current resource materials available and how they relateto total health and can be used

in health instruction
the principles, practices, and legal framework of schoei administration and district

organization
strinegies and motivational techniques used to involve staff in health promotion and

wellness acti vides
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Appendix B

Resources/National

There are muiiitudinous resources auailablc to those who teach health education. The
following outline is not all.azclusioe but does identify selected sources of health information
and materials.

National Health Information Clearinghouse
P.O. Box 1133, Washington, DC 20013-1133
(800) 336. 4797 [ton free]

The National Health Information Clearinghouse (NHIC), part, of the Office of Disease
Prevention and Health Promotion, United States Public Health Service, is a central
source of information and referrals for health questions.

The NH IC has identified many groups and organizations that provide health informa-
tion to the public When a person contaAs the NHIC wit a question, the Information
Services staff determines which of these resources can lzw A provide an answer. An NIPC
staff member contacts the resource, which responds dirt .ly to the questioner. The NNW
staff can only provide health information; they cannot give medical advice, diagnose, or
recommend treatmeni,.

In August of 1984, the NHIC published the following adapted list of "Selected Federal
Health Information Clearinghouses and Information Centers."

The federal .zovernment operates a number of clearinghouses and information cen-
ters, most of which focus on a single topic, such as drug abuse or high blood pressure.
Their services vary but may include publications, referrals, or answers to consumer
inquiries The information resources listed below are arranged in alphabetical order by
key word, which is the term or terms appearing in bold type.

National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information, P.O. Box 2345, Rockville, MD 20852;
(301) 468-2600 Gathers and disseminates current information on alcohol-related
subjects. Responds to requests from the public as well as from health professionals.
Distributes a variety of publications on alcohol abase.

Cancer Information Clearinghouse, National Cancer Institute, Office of Cancer Com-
munications, Building 31, Room 10A-18, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20205;
(301) 496-4070. Collects information on public and patient cancer education mate-
rials and disseminates it to orgaaizations and health care professionals.

Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information, P.O. Box 1182, Washington,
DC 20013; (301) 251-5157. Collects, processes, and disseminates information on child
abuse and neglect. Responds to requests from the general peblic and professionals.

Consumer Information Center, Pueblo, CO 81909, Distributes consumer publications
on topics such as children, food and nutrition, health, exercise, and weight control.
The Consumer Information Catalog is available free from the center and must be used
to identify publications being requested.
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National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information, P.O..Bex 416, Kensington, MD
20795; (301) 443-6500. Collects dnd disseminates information on drug abuse. Pro-
duces informational materials on drugs, drug abuse, and prevention. Provides infor-
mation to both consumers and health professionals.

Environmental Protection Agency, Public Information Center, Room PM 211-B, 401 M
Street SW, Washington, DC 4460; (202) 829-3535. Public information materials on
such topics as hazardous wastes, the chool asbestos project, air and water pollution,
pesticides, and drinking water are available. Offers information on the agency and its
programs and activities.

Food and Drug Administration, Office of Consumer Affairs, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rock-
ville, MD 20857; (301) 443-3170. Answers consumer inquiries and serves as a clear-
inghouse for its consumer publkations.

National Information Center for Handicapped Children and Youth, P.O. Box 1492,
Washington, DC 20013. Helps parents of handicapped children, disabled adults, and
professionals locate services for the handicapped and information on disabling condi-
tions.

Center for Health Promotion and Education, Centers for Disease Control, Building 1
South, Room SSB249, 1600 Clidon Road NE., Atlanta, GA 30333; (404) 329-3492;
(404) 329-3698. Provides leadership and program direction for the prevention of dis-
ease, disability, premature death, and undesirable and unnecessary health pronlems
through health education. Formerly called the Bureau of Hea!th Education.

High Blood Preasure Information Center, 120/80, National Institutes of Health.
Bethesda, MD 20205; (301) 496-18P9. ProvIdes information on the detPction, diag-
nosis, and management of high blocd pressure to consumers and health professionals.

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, NTS-11, U.S. Department of Trans-
portation, 400 7th Street SW., Washington, DC 20590; (202) 426-9294; Auto Hotline:
(800) 424-9393; (202) 426-0123 (in DC). Works to reduce highway traffic deaths and
injuries. Publishes a variety of safety information brochures, condLets health promo-
tion and risk reduction public education programs that promote the use of safety belts
and child safety seats, and informs the public of the hazards of drunk driving. Main-
tains a toll-free hotline for consumer complaints on auto safety and child safety seats
arid requests for infoi-mation on recalls.

National Injury Iaformation Clearinghouse, 5401 Westbard Avenue, Room 625, Wash-
ington, DC 20207; (301) 492-6424. Colkcts and disseminates injury data and infor-
mation relating to the causes and prevention of death, injury, and illness associated
with consumer products. Pequests of a general nature are referred to the Consumer
Product Safety Commission Communications Office.

National Maternal and Child Health Clearinghouse, 3520 Prospec. Street NW., Suite 1,
Washington, DC 20057; (202) 625-8410. Provides information and publications on
maternal ard child health to consumers and health professionals.
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National Institute of Mental Health, Science Communications Branch, Public Inquiries
Section, Park lawn Building, Room 150-17, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD:20657;
(301) 443-4513. Distributes Institute publications. Provides referrals to mental
health facilities.

Cleminghouse for Occupational Safety and Width Information, Technical Informa-
tion Branch, 4676 Columbia Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45226; (513) 684-8tr16.
Provides technical support for National Institut2 for OcCupational Safety and Health
research programs and supplies informationL,others on request.

President's Council on Vhysical Fitness and Sports, 450 5th Street NW., Suite 7103,
Washington, DC 20001; (202) 271 3430. Conducts a public service advertisint pro-
gram and cooperates with governmental and private groups to promote the develop-
ment of physical fitness leadership, facilities, and progrt,ms. Produces informational
materials on exercise, school physical education programs, sports, and physical fitness
for youth, adults, and the elderly.

Po:son Control f anch, Food and Drug Administration, Park lawn Building, R,com 15B-
73, 5500 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857, (301) 443-6260. Works with the national
network of 60(i poison control centers to reduce the incidence am: severity of poison-
ing. Directs toxic emergency calls toa local poison control center.

Consumer Prod ct Safety Commission, Washington, DC 20207; :00) 638-CPSC.
Fvaluates the safety of products sold to the public. Provides printed materials on
different aspects )f consumer product safety on request. Does not answer questions
from consumers o, drugs, prescriptions, warranties, advertising, repairs, or mainte-
nance.

Office on Smoking and Health, Technical information Center, Park Building, Room 1-16,
5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857; (301) 443-1690. Offers bibliographic and
reference services to researchers and others, and publishes and distributes a number
of titles about smoking.

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Clearinghouse, 3520 ProspectStreet NW., Suite 1,
Washington, DC 20057; (202) 625-8400. Provides information on SIDS to health
professionals and consumers.

STD: A Guide for Today's Young Adults, Yarber WL. Association for the Advancement
of Health Education, 1986. Reston, VA.
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Se lec 4-d National Organizations

Association for the Advancement of Health Education
1900 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091
(703) 476-3481

Selected publications
Health Education (journal published bimonthly)
The Drug Alternative

* Health Education Teaching Ideas: Elementary
Health Education Teaching Ideas: Secondary
Managing Teacher Stress and Burnout

* Microcomputers and Health Education
Who Teaches Health?

American School Health Association
Kent, OH 44240
(216) 678-1601

Selected publications
Journal of Schant Health (published ten times per year)
A Healthy Child: The Key to-the Basics
Hsalth Instruction: Guidelines for Planning Health Education Programs, K-I2
Mental Health in the Classroom

National Center for Health Education
30 East 29th Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 689-1886

Selected publications
o CENTER (journal published five times per year)
* Education for Health: The Selective Guide (Note: Each CESA human growth and
development coordinator has a copy of this guide.)

Growing Healthy: Comprehensive Education-for-Health, Grades K-7.

American Medical Association
Department of Health Education
535 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, IL 60610
(312) 751-6000

Selected publications
Physician's Guide to the School Health Curriculum Process
Why Health Education in Your School
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IN Appendix B (continued)

Resources/State

Maltana Office of Public Instruction (OPI)
State Capitol
Room 106
Helena, MT 59620

Personnel

Spencer Sartorius, Health and Plr,sical Education Specialist
(4,29) 444-4434
Curt Hahn, Traffic and Safety Education Specialist
(406) 444-4432
Judy Birch, Guidance Specialist
(406) 444-4437
Ann Ferguson, Food Nutrition Education Specie list
(406) 444-4414

Department of Health and Environmental Sciences

Robert W. Moon, Hat ith Promotion and Education Consultant
(406) 444-4740
Maxine Ferguson, Chief, Community and School Health Nursing
(406) 444-4740
William Haggberg, Chief, Dental Health
(406) 444-4740
Louise Salo, Consultant, Nutrition
(406) 444-4740
Judy Gedrose, Epidemiologist, Communicable Disease Control
(406) 444-4740
Don Vidrine, Consultant Sanitarian, School Environment
(406) 444-4740

Department of Justice

Highway Traffic Safety Division
(406) 444-3412
Highway Patrol Division
(406) 444-3300

Montana Automobile Association

Public Relations, Personnel Director
(406) 442-5920

Northern Montana College

Director of Traffic Safety Education
(406) 265-3221 ext. 3114
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Selected Local Resources

Most coueles and cities have health-related agencies and organizations which can

provide consultation, speakers, and materials to schools. The following is a selected

sample of some of these resources.

City, county, and state
health departments
Sanitarians
Health educators
Public health nurses
Environmental engineers
Dietitians and nutritionists
Health commissioners

Hospitals, clinics, and health centers
Nursing personnel
Physicians
Physical therapists
Inhalation therapists
Laboratory technologists
Paramedics and physician assistants
Medical records librarians
Dentists
Dental hygienists and assistants
Patient educators

Emergency medical o-t:rsonnel
Rescue squad workers
Firefighters
Ambulance personnel
Red Cross first-aid instructors
Emergency medkcal technicians

Mental L ialth workers
Psrhologists
Psychiatric social workers
Family counselors
Psychiatrists
Crisis center workers
School guidance counselors
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Other healik personnel
School nurses
Pharmacists
School health educators
Ophthalmologists
Optometrists

Agent.:es and organizations
Red Cross
Mental health center
Heart Association
Cancer Society
Arthritis Foundation
Office on Aging
Alcoholics Anonymous
Lung Association
Soil Conservation Service
Environmental Protection Agency
Comprehensive health planning agency
Hospital auxiliary



a Appendix C

Practical Principles in the
Efhctive Use of Print Materials

This article is excerpted from the volume Mental Health Education: PrinclOes in theEffective Use of' Materials by Nina Ridenour, Ph.D., publishei a number ofyew ago bythe Mental Health Materials Center. It is reprinted with permissic,. of the copyright ownerfrom Education-for-Henak: The Selective Guide, published by the National Center forHealth Education. It comprises a series of lecture-discussions presented am:- a period ofsevero' years before many groups of health educators and mental health professionalsthroughout the United States. The principles and criteria remain ofpractical value andguidance to those carrying out education-for-health activities. These excerpts ere takenlargely from the first two chapters of this work. Dr. Ridenour served as the dental HealthMaterials Center's chie fconsultant from 1953 until sheretired in 1969.

The purpose of this discussion is not to specify what materials to use, and still less tospell out how to run a program, but to set re-' h certain principles in the selection and useof materials likely to inc. ease their effectiveness.
One might tE'nk that the importance of using good materials would be self-evident.But it is no* If it were, surely so much poor stuff would not be floating around.Selection of sound and appropriate materials requires thoughtful planning. Theeffectiveness of education for health is enhanced in direct relation to the sensitive,knowledgeable, and creative tree of materials.

ALsessing the Content

In practice the effective use of materials can be guided by a simple convapt, "Good ofits kind," supported by five basic criteria.

The Concept

"Gcsod of its kind" is the concept of trying to judge the item, whatever it is, in terms dthe purpose it is intended to serve. This allows wide flexibility and yet implies somestandard of excellence, comparable to judging a work of art for itzelf. It serves as aframework for your own value judgments. You may suddenly seebecome sensitivetoa new potential in an item, perhaps a new program angle yo.r had not thought ofbefore. Or if you conclude that the item is not "good of its kirri," you may feel spurred tolook further and try to find something that is up to your standards, instead of beingwilling to accept Fomething inferior berause it is the only thing you happen to know tiboutat the moment. In applying the "good of its kind" concfpt it is helpful to consider Ldsiccriteria which combine objective measures and subjective ophiion. Here are fivequalities to look for when assessing educational materials:
Substance
Validity
Balance
Authority
Integrity
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If any item has these five qualities, it is probably a pretty good piece of material. If it
lacks any one of these to any marked degree, then it may be wise to take another look,
although you may have special reasons for using it despite its deficiencies.

Substance

To satisfy the criterion of substance, the item must say something. More than that, the
item must show zuidence of being deriued from an organized body of knowledge. Mental
health and, increasingly, health, are fields in which many people are writing who have no
competence in the subjects whatever. Ask yourself: Is this something just anybody could
have written di* the top of his or her head? Or does it reflect a sound background of
knowledge?

Furthermore, the material can be ever so popular in style, but it must not be super-
ficial. Sound, even profound, ideas can be dressed up in professional jargon. Popular
meansYor Me people. Superficial means lacking in &pal.

Validity

The second criterion is validityand the derivation of the word is relevant here. 74.

comes from words meaning to be strong, to be of worth and according to the dictionary
means something founded :in truth or fact, capable of being supported or justified or
defended. As used here, it mears that the information is capable of being supported or
justified in the opinion cf trained and experienced persons. Another way of saying this is
that the item must be sound as our present state of knowledge permits. This implies,
further, that it must not contain any outright inaccuracies or distortions.

Common distorting qualities can be divided into several categories:
misrepresentations, including out-and-out errors of fact.
oversimplification both in advice-giving and in the interpretation of Ideas.
attributing an effect to the wrong cause or jumping at concksions on insufficient

evidence.

Balance

Balance is best descritea in terms of its opposite, imbalance. This means any excess,
any extreme, any exoneration, incomplete thought, half-truth, or significant omission,
any stat Inent ti at should be qualified and is not.

When dealing with complex ideas, there are many times when fiat statements are not
permissible, when you positively must qualify: "Some people do so aad so," "Sometimes
this nr that ...," "In some ercumstances .," "It may be ..." The dramatic writers hate
these words. They call them "weasel words" and it is true they do tend to make writing
ponderous. But better a litt le dullness than sweeping or inaccurate generalizations that
cannot he supported and for that matter might very well cause 'norm.

Authority

The authority behind a piece of material is a sort of negative safeguard. Gooti author-
ity does not assure a good piece of material, and at times it happens that very bad
materials are turned out under very good auspices and by able authorities. But gond
authority incresses the likelihood that a piece of material is good. If the item shows no
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evidence of any kind of authority behind it, then be suspicious. That does no ". mean it is
bad. Ner does it mean don't use it. But do inspect it carefully.

Some of the details it is a good idea to look for when questioning authority e-e. Who is
the author? What is his or her training or specialization? Are any degree. indicated -
M.D., Ph.D., M.P.H., RN.? Is there an organization behind the item? Is it an organiza-
tion qualified in the field under discussion? What is the evidence of authority?

Integrity

Integray is the most controversial and the hardest of the criteria to talk about. Integ-
rity as used here meses that the motivation behind a piece is what it purports to be, that
there is no motive antithetical to sound principles of mental health or education.

The most 'requent of the ulterior motivas is publicity, by itself a completely legitimate
motive, an entirely proper reason for producing certain types of material. We have to
have things written specifically for publicity, for promotion, for fund-raising; things that
inteceret facts, ideas, concepts to the public, things that interpret the work of agencies,
institutions, and organizations. But an awful lot of confusion has arisen between educa-
tion on the one side and public relations on the other. Most of the confusion comes about
because the two fields are li:-..c two intersecting circles that have a certain area in common
while each circle has an area it does not share with the other.

Among the abuses, one of the most regrettable is appealing to people's needs and emo-
tions when not justified. People long for happiness, for freedom from anxiety, for financial
security, for professiond success, for social success, for marital harmony, for peace of
mindthe list goes on indefinitely. Much of the popular health literature premises such
things to them if only they will read this pamphlet or memorize that list or this set of rules
or :.ef, that film, or talk it out with somebody.

Such promises are not. justified T1. same is true for tearjerkers. Warm human
stories about the tragedies of illness can be used to advantage in interpretation. But
drippy sentimentality rarely has a place in effective education.

Educational materials must maintain intel v. No extraneous motive such as the
desire for publicity or wide distribution muse be allowed to usurp the -'.'.cational
etandards of honesty, accuracy, soundness When goals conflict, and the true motivation
for a piece is other than it purports, look out fer subtle and insidious implications.

Assessing the Presentation

The way something is presented"how you say it"should be shapei at least in part
by the "to w 'tom." Who is the audience you are speaking to? Again and aigair the
literature of the field sounds as if the writer had completel: forgotten the audience for
whom the material is intended. This might be cal!ed "The Case of the Forgotten
Audience."

If the writer is not thinkt..g about his readers, what then is he thinking about? Some-
times you can tell that he is conontrating exclusively on what 'e wishes to say, regard-
less of wno is likely to I ead it. In other words he i:, writingnot to teachbut to express
himself This may be a good way to produce a work of artpoetry, essays, creative
writingbut can it he depended upon to produce good educational .naterial? f would say:
only occasionally.
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Sometimes the writer is not overly concerned with self-expression but totally
absorbed in his subjectcall it subj ,ct orientation. The result ie that he will probably
include a lot of extraneous mnterial ieot appropriate for his readership, much of w/eich
could be omitted to advantage.

And then sometimes you can tell that the writer is thinking only of hes peers. He
talks in language only they could be expected to understand, with the result that the only
people who can understand it are those who could have written it in the ;:rst place. Of
course each of these three orientations has its place: self-expression in creative writing;
subject orientation in an encyclopedia article or textbook; peer orientation in a profes-
sional jourriel. But aril one of these when carried to extremes is likely to interfere with
the effectiveness of the material as an educational tcol.

There are three additional criteria to keep in mind in order to keep the materials
criented to the audience:
* definition of audience

appropriateness
e internal consistency

Dtfinition of Audience

Who is the audience? To whom are you speaking? Is the audience definednot neces-
sarily in NYardsbut by implication?

The effectiveness of education, for example, is enhanced when it is Erected tt homoge-
neou3, highly motivated groups. Sometimes there is misunderstanding about what consti-
tutes such a group. For instance, a neighborhood group, or a church group, or a PM
group, in which the children cover a wide age range, though homogeneous in certain
respects such as educreion or cultural background or community concerns, may not be
homcgeneous with respect to health or health problems or interest.. Examples of homo-
geneous, highly motivated groups are parents of first-born infants, engaged couples,
families of patients with a particular health problem, and the

In general, anything that is outstandingly good for a resl eel audience invariably
finds a variety of uses and ends up by reaching a larger audience tnan anticipated.

Appropriateness

Examples of inappropriateness occur when the writer tosses in irrelevancies,
derogates an entire category of people, such as teachers, or physicians, or psychologists, or
parents. Still other types of inappropriateness are cynicism tossed in gratuitously and,
obviously, bad jokes about the audience.

That brings us to the question of satire. Does satire have a place in health education?
With an occasional rare exception it does not. The genius of satire lies in the way it often
illumines human foibles with profound insien. It. can be free of rancor and hostility. But
it rarely is! And that is my main point. Oedinarily, one does not have to analyze satire
very carefully to recognize the .ndercurreet of cynicism and hostility. It masquerades as
humor. People may laugh, but notice how often the laugh it self-conscious, apologetic,
embarraesed. They are not laughing because they feel gay or relieved or entertained.
They are laughing because a point has struck home and they wish to cover up their true
feelings. As a device, satiee more often than not, tends to make people feel uncomfortable,
ill at ease, Af-conscious, less adequete, less whole, less accepting. Is that the goal of
health education?
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- Internul'7onsistency

Materials should not be addressed to mutually exclusive levels of understanding. If inthe same publication you include both very simple and very complex or technical infOrma-
tion, you may find that the part of your material that is simple enough for one audience is
too simple for the other and vice versa. Thus you fall between two stools. You are either
talking down to part of your audience or talking over the hetids of the other part.

Assessing the Quality of Writing

Frequently communication failure can be traced to poor writing. With respect to the
quality of writing the criteria that can be applied are:

Clarity

Among the faults interkring with clarity are jargon, bad syntax, bad structure,
ponderousness, unnecessary technicalities, and the like.

Jargon, in particular, is an offender against clarity. Jargon, meaning the technical or
secret vocabulary of a science, along with a couple of its less polite synonyms, lingo and
gibberish, is ,..mong the worst faults of professional writing. It has a way of quickly find-
ing its way into popular writing as well.

Tone

It is curious how )ften a vaguely disagreeable note creeps into health and mentalalth writing. The st stance and the content may be good but the tone is just plain
urpieasant. Such a tone creeps into a lot of writing for parents, especially in the form of
h tuning, or whe the writix is obviously to ':ing bidesparents versus children.

Other points to be mentioned about tone are talking down to the audience and humor
at ehe expense or the audience. lf humor is not light, then skip it. And the same thing
goes for trying to be cute, or any otho- striving for effect. If you have to reach for it, don't.

Organization

Meerial can, of course, be over-organized: "My first point .. . My second point . . Mythird point .. ." When overdone this leads to heavy reading. But on the whole far more
errors are committed by insufficientor careless organizatiot than by over-organization.

Does the material get into the subject quickly? How many readers do you suppose are
lost by long meanderiv.r introductions? Then if on top of an introduction you add a prefaceard a foreword aid a string of acknowledp-Tnentsgood-bye reader.
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Assessing the Medium and Format

The written word and the spoken word are two different mediaa point that seems to
be forgotten all too often, especially La this day of electronic communication. When one is
transposed verbatim to the other, something is lost and there are few exceptions. Much
regrettable waste of money and energy is to be found in verbatim t -:ports of meetings and
discussions. You have a mmting, you set. up a tape recorder or hire a stenotypist if your
budget permits, you get a transcription, somebody does a bit of touch-up editing, and off it
goes to the printer. That is the easy way, and rarely worth the paper it is written on. You
cannot embalm Me flavor of a discussion that way, and you might as well not try.

With respect to format, a detail to be careful about is ot..d sizes and shapes. If some-
thing comes in that is so large or so queer a shape that it will not go into a standard file
drawer and will not fit on a standard bookshelf, then it belongs in the round filethe
wastebasket. Sometimes the excessively small things are a nuisance too. Also be careful
about things that are too gimmicky, or try too hard to be arty (in contradistinction to
artistic).

:.eaflets with complex folds can be a nuisance, as confusing as refolding a road map.
Also, since in our culture we read from left to right, it seems a go4x1 idea to stick to that,
even in publicity pieces. Another good idea is to have the front cover on the front and not
on the back.

The right print nr-terial can be an important progran aid. When content is accurate
and presentation a balanced one in harmony with the characteristics of the intended
audience, printed material can serve a variety of purposes. For example it can introduce
new ideas, correct information, and reinforce information provided verbally. Therefore,
time invested in the review and selection process utilizing a range of criteria is time well
spent because the decisions made and judgments reached influence both program outcome
and budgetary outlay.

Although all of the material that appears in this volume has been reviewed and
selected based on the concept good of its kind and the criter;a discussed here, one task
remains. That is for the definitive user to fine tune the s...el-ztion to match as precisely as
possible availuale materials with specific program objectives and target grout eds.
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III Appendix D

Checklist for Evaluating a School Health Education Program*

KEY: A z, COMPLETELY
B = SOMEWHAT
C = NOT AT ALL

Criteria A B C Recommended Action
A. POLICY AND CURRICULUM

The &strict has a planned health education pro-
gram with identified goals, objectives, and scope

- and sequence of instruction for grade levels consis-
tent with the current state curriculum guidelines.
1. A written statement of the district's t)olic-y

regarding the health education program is
available.

2. The district has a health education curriculum
consistent with the current state health.
instruction guidelines.
a. The health education cv rriculum is up to

date.
b. The health education curriculum includes

a statement about health education
philosophy, grade-level objectives, and
scope and sequence of content.

.

3. Respons'.bilities are defined for all persof ;
involved in the health education program
(principals, teachers, school nurses, and
others).

B. STAFF
The district has assigned personnel to provide
leadership for the implementation anc. mainte-
nance of a compreheimave health education pro-
gram and has provided the necessary resources.
I. A person at the listrict level has been named

health e.....acation coordinator with delegated
responsibility for providing leadership to the
district health education coordinating team.
a. The district coordinater and coordinating

team are provided with time and support
to carry out duties.

2. The person with primary leadership responsi-
bility ha interest and professional prepara-
tion in health education.

This checklist is adapted from: Criteria for Evaluating thz School Health Education Program.
California State Department of Education
School Health P ogram Component

.ramento, California 1977
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KEY: A = COMPLETELY
= SOMEWHAT

NM' AT ALL

Criteria
_ ....

A B C

...._

Recommended Arlon

3. The person with leadership responsibility
coordinates school health education activities
with community health activities, working
with representatives of offi&al and volunteer
health agencies, professional health asrocia-
tions, ane other groups concerned with health
education.

4. The district provides the resources (funding,
personnel, materials) nE _essary to operate the
health education program.

.

C. COMMUNITY INPUT AND RESOURCES
Health education prograins are coordinated with
community health programs. Representatives of
public and private agencies and organizations, as
well as students and parents, are involved in the
planning and/or implementation of the program.

1. An active school and community health educa-
tion advisory group is involved in planning,
implementing, and!or evaluating the school
health education program.

2. Students are involved in planning, implement-
ing, and/or evaluating the school health
education program.

3. Parents are involved in planning, implement-
ing, and/or evaluating the school health
education program.

1

4, A guide or &i.e.:tory is available and includes
information about community and district
resources which support health education.

5. Community and district resources are
screened and evaluated for possible use for
inservice training programs in health educa-
tion.

6. Teachers are aware .1 health counseling and
hea1,9h service resources provided by the
district and the community.

7. The community is utilized as a laboratory for
swdent experiences in health education.
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KEY: A = COMPLETELY
ET = SOMEWHAT
C = NOTAT ALL

Criteria A B C Recommended Action

D. STAFF QUALIFICATIONS AND INSERVICE
Persons who provide instruction in health educa-
tion have had professional preparation in health
education through preservice or inservice
training.

1. Opporbinities for inservice training in health
education are available to staff members,
support staff, andothers.

2. Teachers are involved in the planning of the
inservice training programs.

3. Inservice training opportunities in heelth
education receive emphasis comparable to that
given to inservice training opportunities in
other academic subject areas.

4. Teachers at the elementary and secondary
levels other than health instructors have had
preservire or inservice preparMion in health
education.

5 Those teaching health courses in junior and
senior high schools have a major, minor,
and/or master's in health education.

6 The district supports and provides health
promotion activities for the Jail.

E. INSTRUCTION-ORGANIZATION
The educational experience of each student in the
elementary school and in the secondary school
includes identifiable health instrrction.

1. The philosophy, goals, and objectives for
health instruction are consistent with those
included in the current state health instruc-
tion guidelines.

2. Obintives in terms of student kno -ledge,
attitudes, and behavior related to health have
been established at each grade level.

3. Specific time is allocated for health instruction
ta achieve stated objectives.

I



g EY: A = COMPI.ETEI X
li SOMEWUAT
C = NOT AT AU

Criteria A B C Recommended Action

4. Health instruction is integrated and corre-
lated with other subject areas when such
practice will ach;eve stated health e 'acation
objectives.

5. Credit equal to that given for instruction in
other academic subjects is given for health
instruction.

6. At tha elementary level, the health instruction
program is coordinated within the total
instructional program.

7. Student:, at the junior high school level (except
students excused) receive discrete health
instruction for at least one semester or the
equivalent.

8. Students at the senior high school (9-12) level
(except students excused) receive discrete
health instruction as a graduation require-
ment for at least one semester meeting daily or
the equivalent.

9. Students at the senior high school level have
the opportunity to select an elective course in
healkh education.

F. ENSTRUCTIONACTIVITIES/MET:i0DS
Health nstruction focuses upon attitudes and
problem solving as well as knowledge.

1. A balance axists between attitude develop-
ment and cognitive approaches to health
education in the classroom.

2 Instructional activities are planned and devel-
oped in such a way as to enable students to:
a. grow in telf-awareness; that is, develop a

positive sense or identity arid self-esteem;

b. develop skills for effective decision
making;

c. grow in coping skills; that is, apply
learning in daily living

18.-t,
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KEY: A = COMPLETELY
B = SOMEWHAT
C = NOT AT ALL

Criteria A B C Recommended Action
3. The following methods are used separately or

in combination when appropriate.
a. Problem solving

b. Demonstration

c. Laboratory experimentation

d. Lecture-discussion

e. Reading and writing projects

f. Discussion - large and small group

g Student projects

h Research

i. Community projects
,

G. INSTRUCTION-CONTENT
The content af health education is designed to
serve current and future student health needs.

t Content centers on health promotion/. vellness,
prevention, and maintenance ofpositive
health rather than illness, disease, and
problems.

2 The major content includes the following, and
the degree of emphasis on eaci: area is based
on assessed needs of students.
a Accident prevention and safety

b Community health

c. Consumer health

d. Environmental health

e Family life education

f. Mental and emotional health

g. Nutrition

h. Personal health

i. Prevention and control of disease

j. Substance use and abuse

1E:
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KEY: A = COMPLETELY
B = SOMEWHAT
C = NOT AT ALL

Criteria A B C Recommended Action

H. MATERIALS-RESOURCES
Materials used in health education are current
and accurate.

1. Materials are up to date. I
2. Materials are scientifically accurate.

3. Materials are selected for their contribution to
meeting objectives of the health education
program.

4. Instruction is enriched by t!le use of materials
available from official and volunteer health
agencies and professional associations.

5. Instruction is enriched by the use of current
audiovisual materials, such as films, film-
strips, models, charts, radio and TV programs,
and tape recordings.

I. EVALUATION
A plan exists for evaluating the health education
program.

1. A planned program of evaluation will appraise
the effectiveness of health education in terms
of student growth in:
a. knowledge related to health,

b. attitudes toward health and health
practices,

C. twesent and future hecith a ,Itions.

2, The results of evaluations are used to continu-
ously improve the health edu.,ation programs.

18P
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Appendix E

Montana School Accreditation Standards

The following accreditation standards affect health education in Montana schoo5s. Forfurther clarification of these standards, cone the Office of Public Instruction, Healthand Physical Education Supervisor.

1. (302.1) Alt teachers shall hold valid Montana teaching certificates.

2. (303.1) Teachers shall be assigned at the levels and in the subjects for which their cer-tificates are endorsed. Exception: Teachers assigned in grude Tor 8 who hold a secondary
certificate may teach in subject areas ;or which they hold no endorsement if they have 16quarter (10 semester) credits ofpreparation in the assigned subject area. The 15 creditsshall in,gude a methods course in the teaching of that subject area appropriate to the grade

3. (304.3) Individual chrz,..3 size shall not exceed SO students, except where schools are ex-perimenting and have the approval of the State Superintendent. Physical education andtyping classes may have 45 students. (NotA: This is being interpreted as meaning that ifhealth is being taught as an individual subject, class is limited to 30 students, howeva, ifhealth is taught as a part of physical education, class size my reach 45 students.)

4. (402.5) Course requirements for graduatien are: (f) Health and Physical Education: 1unit. A school must offer at least a two-year program in physical education and specific in-struction in health, the content to be adjusted to provide for earning one unit of credit dur-ing the two year period. Students must take health and physical education for two years.

5. (402.8) The basic instructional program for each high school shall be at least 18 units of
course work which shall include at least those given below:
(e) Health and Physical EducaCion: 1 unit

(402.9) Basic instructional program for junior high school, mideie school, and grades 7 and8 budgeted at hi ,h school rates must offer:
(e) Health and Physical Education: 1/2 unit each year in junior high and 1/2 unit each year inmiddle school and 7th and 8th grades.

(402.10) A unit is defined as the equivalent of at least 225 minutes per week in non-laboratory classes and 250 minutes per week in courses that require laboratory work.

(403.1) An elementary school shall have a minimum educational program that includes thesubject areas lit *ed below:
(f) Physical Education
(g) Safety
(h) Health Education

5
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In addition to the accreditation standards, the Board of Public Education made the
following recommendation:

The board of public educatior encourages szhools to offer family life and human
sexuality programs for all grades K-22. The goal.of such programs is to develop in
concert with parints,-ckurches, commsnity'organizations, and youth, sour* of in-
formation and discussiat which wilZ help ltiiderits ccinfro4'4he PhYsiategkal,
psychologica4 sOcia4 and ethical implicationt of hurnarrs

Specific goals,should be clearly explicated for, eaclelikality and Should includeln-
formation which will assist young people ü senderatanding and intigratinginto their
lives self-respecr, mutual respect consideration Of the needs of other* affection and
love, 6ariety of family structure, i roles of farnily members, male and female roles
in society, communication skills, peer relationships; clariacatit.n of personal values
and goals, and the consequences and implications of behavior.

191
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111 Appandix.R

Certification Refigirianent8 for Healtbjeachem Lo: Mon**

Elementary Level (1C-8)

There, it no specific certificationl ravine- tt *Oa*to:taa000,1vi,
part ota regular classroom activitq, Spaciflutraininglinjaallitadwatknia.
elementrry wegrams at all inatats cósg

Mr alimentary teacher elifibtelotalicensatalsaciticadatanax:toachatthaiktkgrad_p
t, junior high; school, orpnization inmost in,which,they.have,30., crejlta.

Secesdeay Level (42)

Certificittion requirements in health education and. PE andhealth, K42 atallexa**1 a8
for all other academic subject areas (science, math, etc.). An iwtendfd isachOg mit:1or ofAt
least 60 varter credits, a taacbing major of at lost 46 quarter credits or a teaching minor

' at least 30 quarter credits is required,

1 9 2
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Appendix G

Criteria for Comprehensive School Health Education

The following is an excerpt from a 1984 paper entitled "Comprehensive School Health
Education as defined by the National Professional School Health Education Organiza-
tions."

The term "criteria" as used in this domnent refers to qualitative or quantitative stan-
dards of either performance or design by which a program of comprehensive school health
education may be judged. Comprehensive school health programs include health instruc-
tion, services, and concern for the quality of the school's physical, social, and lit-I.:Ai:mai en-
vironment. However, the statements that follow are concerned solely with aspects of cur-
riculum, administration, and teaching methodology.

A comprehensive school health instructional program is defined by the following:
Instruction intended to motivate health maintenance and promote wellness and not

merely the prevention of disease or disability
Comprehensive school health education focuses on the entire continuum of boalth status

and not merely disease identification and prevention. Such education has goals and objec-
tives aimed at assisting students in making the kinds of decisions that can help them build
or maintain the best health status possible as well as to eliminate or prevent disease.

Activities designed to develop decision-making competencies related to hea!th and
health behavior

Comprehensive school health instruction provides the cognitive information, behavioral
skills, and affective experiences necessary for students to more effectively decide which
health behavior(s) they will choose. The focus is on the processes the student encounters or
participates in as well as the final behavioral outcomes. It does not merely prescribe a set
of health behaviors that a student should adopt.

A planne4 sequential pre-K to 12 curriculum based upon students needs and current
and emerging health concepts and societal issues

A comprehensive school health Aducation program is designed to meet the specific
health needs end inteTests of all st- ...ients as they progress through the various (pre-K
12) grade levels. The learning experiences are based and built upon past learning ex-
periences as a means of ensuring continuity. Health needs and interests vary within any
grade level. A comprehensive program is flexible and responsive to changes in the learners
and in the social settings in which they live.

Opportums for all students to develop and demonstrate health-related knowledge, at-
titudes, and practices.

Comprehensive school health education functions in all three domains of learning
(cognitive, affective, and psychomotor). The providing of lmowledge alone is usually insuf-
ficient in addressing all of the complexities of human health status. Thus, comprehensive
school health education programs include activities related to the development of feelings,
attitudes, and behaviors conducive to good health. It is important that a comprehensive
program include a balanced approach in which all three domains are emphasized.

Integration of the physical, menta4 emotional, and social dimensions of health as the
basis for study of the following topic areas

"Mental health" has always been considered an essential area of health education con-
tent. However, comprehensive school health education places greater emphasis on mental
health by considering it as an inseparsble dimension of health status. As such, comrrehen-
sive prog.-arns devote substantial curricular time to the mental aspect of each topic area.
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It is generally accepted that human health consists ofat least four dimensions (physical,
mental, emotional, and social). A comprehensive school health, educatiomprogram ad-
dresses each topic area with attLation.given to each of the four dimensions.

The content of a comprehensive.program also is balanced-sos to.provide,adequate
coverage to each area wmewhere within the entire K-12 curriculum. EmphasisOn only a
few topic areas is avoided because suchen approach fails to address the complernature of
human health and thus is not comprehensive.

The following topic areas are listed in alphabetical order. One does not have precedence
over the others.

Community health
Consumer.health
Environmental health

,Family life
Growth and development
Nutritional health
Personal health
Prevention and control uf disease anddisorders
Safety and accident prevention
Substance use and abuse

Specific program goals and objectives
Comprehensive school health education program goals and objectives are clearly stated.

They define the nature and character of the curriculum and instruction, and they Tirovide
the foundation upon which educational planning and evaluation are based. Objectives are
addressed to the needs and interests of students, and reflect that which reasonably ean be
attained as a result of planned program activities. Objectives are written in measurable
terms so that their attainment can be evaluated.

Formative and summative evaluation procedures
Evaluation is essential in providing information program effectiveness. It furnishes

useful information about the quality of instruction, and the comparative needs, status,
and progress of students. Evaluation should be continuous and concurrent with program
activities as it provides both an inventory of present status and an assessment of pro-
gress.

An effective management system
Comprehensive school health education programs are complex. bffective administration

of the diverse affairs associated with such programs requires management policies and
personnel responsible for the planning, implementation, coordination, and continuation of
program activities that are at least equal to those received by other academic Sisciplines.
Without such management, the effectiveness or existet.-e of programs may be compro-
mised.

Sul ficient resources: budgeted instructional materials, time, management staff, .and
teachers

The ext,ant to which comprehensive school health education objectives can be attained is
directly dependent upon the nature of the resources provided for such purposes by the
school system. Resources include up-to-date instructional materials available for teaching
health; the provision of class time equal to tha t. afforded cther disciplines; assignment of
teachers who are qualified health education specialists by virtue of their professional
preparation or as an outcome of extensive inservice or postgraduate study in school health
education; and a management system capable of providing the necessary leadership, sup-
port, and coordination required t- ensure a successful education program.

.04
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